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Abstract—Proceeding from the first law of thermodynamics and the laws of radiation, an expression for the
efficiency of an optical heat pump in the inverse thermodynamic cycle is derived in terms of the system param-
eters. Based on these relations, general requirements to the parameters of an optical heat pump are formulated
that can be used in designing real devices. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
In recent years, much attention has been devoted to
the phenomenon of laser cooling of solids [1, 2] with a
view to numerous expected technological applications.
In this context, it is very important to study the effi-
ciency of an optical heat pump in the inverse thermody-
namic cycle. This problem has been extensively inves-
tigated [3–6] using the thermodynamic approach of
Landau [7] to the description of photoluminescence. In
these investigations, the thermodynamic efficiency was
expressed through a change in the entropy of the radia-
tion entering into the optical heat pump and that outgo-
ing from the device. This approach implies the knowl-
edge of the spectral density of the radiation under con-
sideration and requires obtaining additional
experimental data.

In constructing a real technological system, it would
be convenient to have an expression for the efficiency in
terms of the parameters of this system not requiring
preliminary experimentation. In the aforementioned
papers [3–6], the efficiency of the Carnot cycle (i.e., the
limiting efficiency with neglect of the entropy incre-
ment inside the sample) was calculated, while the effi-
ciencies of energy conversion in the direct [4] and
inverse [5, 6] thermodynamic cycles were only roughly
estimated.

Below, we will derive an expression for the energy
conversion efficiency in the inverse thermodynamic
cycle of an optical heat pump, proceeding from the first
law of thermodynamics and the Bouguer–Beer and
Stefan–Boltzmann radiation laws. Based on these rela-
tions, we will give practical recommendations for con-
structing optical refrigerators.

Following [3–7], the first law of thermodynamics
for an optical heat pump in the inverse thermodynamic
cycle can be written as

(1)

where Q1 is the heat supplied with an external radiation
to a body, Q2 is the heat removed from this body via

W Q1 Q2,+=
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radiation, and W = W1 + W2 is the energy taken by the
working body from the cold body during transitions
between the corresponding sublevels in the anti-Stokes
model of laser cooling (see figure). Equation (1) takes
into account only the radiative heating from the envi-
ronment and ignores small additions related to the con-
tact heat exchange with the ambient medium as well as
the heat evolution due to radiation scattering and relax-
ation processes in the working body. In the case under
consideration, we have

(2)

where P1 is the cooling power and τ is the observation
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A schematic diagram showing the working electron lev-
els (1, 2), vibrational sublevels (1', 2'), and resonance tran-
sitions in the working body: pumping laser radiation with
the energy Q1 and the frequency ν4 induces the 1'  2
transition that takes the energy W1 from the oscillatory sys-
tem. Then, the energy W2 is taken and the system exhibits
fluorescence with the energy Q2 at the frequency ν.
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time, and

(3)

where P2 is the incident laser radiation power and P3 is
the radiative heating power.

Using the Bouguer–Beer law and the results of
Lamouche et al. [8], we obtain

(4)

where ν4 is the frequency of absorbed radiation, ∆ν is
the detuning of the central fluorescence frequency from
the pump frequency in the longwave wing of the
absorption line contour, α is the coefficient of optical
absorption at the pump frequency, and L is the optical
pathlength of the pumping radiation in the working
body. According to the Stefan–Boltzmann law for
blackbody radiation, we have

(5)

where σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, S is the sur-
face area of the working body, and T0 is the thermostat
temperature. Finally, an expression for the efficiency of
an optical heat pump in the inverse thermodynamic
cycle takes the following form:

. (6)

For αL ! 1, this relation simplifies to

(7)

As can be seen from Eq. (7), the efficiency increases
for optically thin samples with increasing absorption
and optical pathlength of the pumping radiation. In the
case of optically thick samples (αL @ 1), relation (6)
yields

(8)

A comparison of expressions (7) and (8) shows that κI <
κII < 1. Equation (8) indicates that the efficiency
decreases with increasing ambient temperature and the
working body surface area and increases with the pump
power. For a sufficiently large pump power, we can
approximately write

(9)
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This formula shows that, for a constant detuning, the
efficiency increases with decreasing pump frequency.

To summarize, the obtained expressions indicate
that the efficiency of an optical heat pump grows with
increasing permissible spectral detuning, increasing
optical thickness of the working body, decreasing
working body surface area and ambient temperature,
increasing power of the incident laser radiation, and
decreasing resonance transition frequency of the work-
ing impurity. However, it should be taken into account
that

(i) an increase in the optical pathlength at the
expense of absorption increasing due to a higher impu-
rity concentration is well known to result in the lumi-
nescence quenching, which terminates laser cooling;

(ii) the possibility to increase the efficiency by
increasing the incident radiation power is limited by the
processes leading to saturation;

(iii) a decrease in the resonance transition frequency
is limited by the increasing probability of multiphonon
relaxation, which also terminates laser cooling.
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Abstract—Modulation instability of a quasi-harmonic wave propagating in a cubic nonlinear medium is ana-
lyzed in the vicinity of a critical frequency. As the wave amplitude increases, the character of instability changes
from convective to absolute. This is explained by expansion of the range of unstable perturbations to the region
of counterpropagating waves possessing a negative group velocity. The proposed theory is confirmed by the
results of computer simulations. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
A plane quasi-monochromatic wave propagating in
a cubic nonlinear dispersive medium is usually
described by the nonlinear Schrödinger equation [1–4],

(1)

Here, A is the slowly varying complex wave amplitude,
ω is the carrier wave frequency, V = ∂ω/∂k is the group
velocity,  = ∂2ω/∂k2 is the dispersion parameter, and
β is the nonlinearity parameter. The simplest solution of
Eq. (1) has the form of a monochromatic wave with a
constant amplitude A(x, t) = A0exp[i(kx – ωt)], where
the frequency ω and wavenumber k obey the nonlinear
dispersion relation

(2)

If the medium is such that β > 0, the solution is
known to be unstable with respect to slow modulations
with the frequencies within a certain interval in the
vicinity of the carrier frequency, or, in other words, the
system exhibits modulation instability [1–4]. Without
loss of generality, we assume below that  > 0 and
β > 0.

Like any other instability, the modulation instability
can be either absolute or convective. Obviously, the
character of instability determines the wave propaga-
tion process. Consider a bounded medium excited at the
left boundary (x = 0) with a harmonic signal A(0, t) =
A0exp(–iωt). In the case of a convective instability,
growing perturbations will drift to the right and leave
the system via the right-hand boundary. Upon termina-
tion of a transient process, a single-frequency regime
will be attained. If the instability is absolute, perturba-
tions will be continuously generated along the entire

i
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system, which will lead to a multifrequency regime.
Moreover, physical and numerical experiments per-
formed within the framework of investigations devoted
to the propagation of nonlinear magnetostatic waves
showed that irregular regimes of chaotic oscillations
with a continuous spectrum may exist for a sufficiently
large intensity of the input signal [5–7]. It should be
emphasized that these phenomena possess an autooscil-
latory character and cannot be explained by the ampli-
fication of fluctuations.

Now, we will formulate a simple criterion that
allows the character of instability to be determined.
Following the usual approach to the analysis of instabil-
ities [1–4], let us add a small perturbation to the mono-
chromatic solution in the form of two satellites sym-
metric with respect to the carrier frequency. A disper-
sion relation between the frequency Ω and the
wavenumber of these perturbations has the following
form,

(3)

where v g(ω) = V + k is the group velocity at a fre-
quency ω. A conventional approach to the analysis of
modulation instability consists in assuming K to be
real, which allows relation (3) to be written in the form
Ω = Kv g(ω) ± iλ(K), where λ(K) = [β |A0|2K2 –

( K2/2)2]1/2 is the instability growth rate [1–4]. Per-
turbations with the wavenumbers falling within the

interval K2 <  = 4β|A0|2/  are unstable. Perturba-

tions with the wavenumber Km = K0/  are character-
ized by the maximum growth rate.

However, this is insufficient for determining the
character of instability. We use the well-known method
based on an analysis of the asymptotic expression for

Ω Kv g ω( )–( )2 ω0''K
2/2( )2 βω0'' A0
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perturbations calculated using the method of steepest
descent (see, e.g., [4, Ch. 12]). Here, both Ω and K in
relation (3) are treated as complex quantities. After sim-
ple but somewhat lengthy calculations (to be published
separately), we arrive at a criterion of absolute instabil-
ity, that is, a condition under which perturbations
increase with time at a certain point of space:

(4)

This relation implies that, for a fixed external signal fre-
quency, an increase in the signal intensity will lead to a
nonlinear effect whereby the character of instability
will change from convective to absolute.

From the standpoint of physics, a change in the
character of instability is explained as follows. The par-
abolic dispersion law (2) admits the propagation of
waves with frequencies above the critical frequency
ωc = –V2/2  – β|A0|2 that depends on the amplitude.
This frequency corresponds to a critical wavenumber
kc = –V/ . Then, condition (4) can be rewritten in the
following form:

(5)

where k and K0 depend on the amplitude. Assuming the
frequency ω to be given, we can use relation (2) to

β A0
2

V2/2ω0''> ω.+

ω0''
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k K0– kc,<
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Fig. 1. Wave propagation in a system with convective insta-
bility (V = 1.2, A0 = 0.3): (a) spatiotemporal dynamics;
(b) waveform at the point L = 10.
T

determine the carrier wavenumber k(ω, A0). In this case,
it is necessary to select a root corresponding to the wave
propagating from left to right. Since perturbations with
the wavevectors in the interval [k – K0; k + K0] are
unstable, criterion (5) indicates that an instability is
absolute if there are increasing perturbations with a
negative group velocity. This leads to an internal dis-
tributed feedback necessary for the excitation of self-
oscillations. As a result, the monochromatic state loses
stability and a self-modulation appears manifested by
periodic oscillations in the wave amplitude. The self-
modulation frequency can be determined by substitut-
ing a threshold value of the amplitude into the expres-
sion for the critical frequency:

(6)

It should be noted that important factors in this case
are the existence of a critical frequency and the pres-
ence of waves with a negative group velocity. On the
other hand, a description in terms of the nonlinear
Schrödinger equation is approximate and is based on
the approximation of the dispersion relation of a real
system by a parabola, which is valid only in a certain
vicinity of the carrier frequency [2, 4]. If the initial dis-
persion law does not admit counterpropagating waves,
the modulation instability can be only convective. In
this case, the transition to the absolute instability deter-
mines the boundaries of applicability of the model
employing Eq. (1). Nevertheless, the situation consid-
ered in this study is typically encountered in many
important problems, for example, those pertaining to
the propagation of waves in various periodic nonlinear
structures.

The above conclusions are confirmed by the results
of numerical solution of Eq. (1) with the left boundary
condition in the form A(0, t) = A0 t)exp(–iωt),
which provides for a smooth increase in the input signal
amplitude. The initial condition was selected in the
form A(x, t = 0) = 0. In order to exclude the effects of
reflection and realize the regime of unidirectional prop-
agation, the condition on the right boundary corre-
sponded to the so-called perfectly matched layers.
According to this, the region of interest is assumed to
possess a finite length L and damping with the coeffi-
cient gradually increasing with the coordinate is intro-
duced into Eq. (1) at x > L. The numerical calculations
were performed in a broad range of control parameters.
For definiteness, all the results present below corre-
spond to β = 1, /2 = 1, ω = 0 (the other parameters
are specified in legends to the figures).

Figures 1 and 2 give examples of the spatiotemporal
dynamics and time variation of the amplitude at x = L
in the regimes of convective and absolute instability,
respectively. As can be seen in first case, perturbations
appearing on the leading front drift to the right and
leave the system via the right-hand boundary. At a fixed

ωa ω– V2/ω0''.–=

(tanh

ω0''
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point, the amplitude oscillations gradually decay and a
single-frequency wave propagation regime with a con-
stant wave amplitude is established. In the case of abso-
lute instability, the increasing perturbations are contin-
uously generated along the entire system length and a
self-modulation regime is established with a periodi-
cally oscillating signal amplitude. Note that the numer-
ically calculated instability threshold and self-modula-
tion frequency are completely consistent with theoreti-
cal values (4) and (6), respectively. Since the
fundamental and self-modulation frequencies in the
general case do not obey the resonance relationship, the
system exhibits two-frequency quasiperiodic oscilla-
tions. As the input signal intensity grows, the self-mod-
ulation depth increases and the signal at the point x = L
acquires the form of a sequence of soliton-like pulses.

When the absolute instability threshold is signifi-
cantly exceeded, the oscillations acquire a chaotic char-
acter. The main form of transition to chaos, known as
the Ruelle–Takens scenario, is via breakage of a quasi-
periodic regime. The results of calculations illustrating
the transition to chaos are qualitatively analogous to
those reported by Dudko et al. [6, 7] and are not pre-
sented here. However, the works cited did not reveal a

L0
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Fig. 2. Wave propagation in a system with the absolute
instability (V = 1.4, A0 = 0.6): (a) spatiotemporal dynamics;
(b) waveform at the point L = 10.
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relationship with the transition from convective to
absolute instability and with the proximity to the criti-
cal frequency. It is difficult to perform direct quantita-
tive comparison because the analysis in [6, 7] was per-
formed for the case of a strongly dissipative medium.
Since the nonlinear Schrödinger equation plays the role
of a universal model describing the propagation of a
wave packet envelope in a dispersive medium [1–4],
the obtained results are of interest from the standpoint
of elucidating the nature of spatiotemporal chaos (tur-
bulence).

The regimes of periodic self-modulation involving
generation of the sequences of solitons are also of inter-
est from the standpoint of obtaining ultrashort pulses.
Here, it is interesting to note an obvious analogy with
the recently reported experimental observation of simi-
lar regimes in the so-called “active ring” [8], whereby
the output of a nonlinear system is connected to the
input via a feedback chain involving a broadband
amplifier. In our case, an advantage consists in that
there is no need for any additional elements since the
absolute instability provides for the internal feedback.
Because of a small group velocity, a soliton is formed
over a short distance and the length of a nonlinear
medium can be not very large.
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Abstract—The intensity of Raman backscattering from molecular hydrogen in a cell was studied by Raman
lidar as a function of the sounding distance. From these data, the differential Raman scattering cross section of
hydrogen molecules at a wavelength of 532 nm is determined for sounding distances within 2 m. © 2004 MAIK
“Nauka/Interperiodica”.
At present, there are lidars of various types that can
be used for monitoring the molecules of gases present
in the atmosphere. The development of lidar measure-
ments of the concentration of molecular hydrogen in
technological gaseous mixtures of various compositions,
including pure hydrogen, is of interest in view of the
wide use of H2 as a heat-transfer agent and a fuel [1–4].
Previously [3–5], we have numerically solved the lidar
equation for various types of lidars and established that
the most favorable technique for detecting low concen-
trations of hydrogen molecules at large distances is
offered by the Raman lidar technique.

This study was aimed at experimental investigation
of the dependence of the intensity of Raman backscat-
tering from pure molecular hydrogen contained in a
special cell on the distance of sounding by a Raman
lidar.

Uf

U1U0

1

2
3
4

5
6 7 8

910

11

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup:
(1) spherical mirror; (2) photomultiplier; (3) interference
filter; (4) lens; (5) tilting prism; (6, 7) glass plates; (8) gas
cell; (9, 10) photodiodes; (11) laser.
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The experiments were performed with a laboratory
lidar prototype (Fig. 1) [6] with a sounding distance of
up to 8 m, employing a pulsed YAG:Nd laser operating
at a radiation wavelength of 532 nm, a pulse duration of
10 ns, and an energy of 10 mJ. The probing laser beam
was incident at the Brewster angle onto a gas cell of
special design filled with pure molecular hydrogen. The
Raman backscattering signal was measured at a dis-
tance of up to 2 m by means of the Newton type tele-
scope with an 0.4-m-diam spherical mirror. The col-
lected light passed through a special optical filter with
the maximum transmission at a Raman scattering
wavelength of 684 nm and a transmission band half-
width of 5 nm and was detected by a FEU-79 photo-
multiplier. The output voltage pulses of the detector
were recorded by an S8-14 storage oscillograph and fed
to a microprocessor-based measuring system [6]. The
measurements were multiply repeated (up to 15 runs).

0.40
0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

R

E, µJ

Fig. 2.  A plot of the pulse energy E versus sounding dis-
tance R for the Raman backscattering from molecular
hydrogen.
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The averaged pulse amplitudes are presented in the
third column of the table.

In order to convert the Raman signal amplitude into
a pulse energy, we performed special calibration exper-
iments and determined the transfer coefficient of the
photodetector employing an FEU-79 photomultiplier.
This calibration was performed using the second-har-
monic radiation with a wavelength of 532 nm, attenu-
ated by calibrated neutral optical filters and detected by
a photomultiplier operating in the working range of
control voltages. The laser pulse energies were deter-
mined using an IMO-2M power meter. The transmis-
sion coefficient determined in this way, K = 0.375 ±
0.064 µJ/V, was used to calculate the Raman scattering
pulse energies presented in the fourth column in the
table. Figure 2 shows a plot of the calculated pulse
energy E of Raman scattering from molecular hydrogen
versus the lidar sounding distance R.

Using a numerical solution of the Raman lidar equa-
tion [3] with the parameters of the lidar employed in this
study, we determined the differential cross section of
Raman scattering for hydrogen molecules excited by
laser radiation with a wavelength of 532 nm: (dσ/dΩ)F =
(4.3 ± 0.97) × 10–30 cm2/sr. This result is in good agree-
ment with a published value of 1.4 × 10–30 cm2/sr [2].

Thus, our experimental results confirm the possibil-
ity of using remote probing by Raman lidar for detect-
ing molecular hydrogen. Processing of the results of
measurements gave the differential cross section of
Raman scattering for hydrogen molecules probed by
TECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 30      No. 3      200
laser radiation with a wavelength of 532 nm at a dis-
tance of up to 2 m.
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Raman signal intensities and pulse energies for various dis-
tances of lidar sounding

R, m UR, V ∆UR, V E(R), µJ

0.97 0.95 0.12 0.36

1.3 0.68 0.18 0.23

1.6 0.35 0.21 0.13
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Abstract—Increasing fuel cycle time requires fatigue testing of the fuel clad materials for nuclear reactors. The
standard high-temperature fatigue tests are complicated and tedious. Solving this task is facilitated by the pro-
posed acoustic method, which ensures observation of the material damage dynamics, monitoring of the exper-
imental parameters, and determination of the dynamic yield stress. Ring samples cut from zirconium cladding
tubes were irradiated with fast neutrons to a total fluence of 2.2 × 1026 m–2 and fatigue tested at temperatures
up to 360–400°C, including the tests in an iodine vapor—a uranium fission product capable of inducing corro-
sion cracking of the fuel elements. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
We have developed methods [1] and designed spe-
cial capsules for fatigue testing ring samples cut from
fuel cladding tubes. A sample with a height of 1–5 mm,
an external diameter of 9.15 mm, and a thickness of
0.7 mm is placed into a small hermetically sealed cylin-
drical capsule with a diameter of 32 mm and a height of
70 mm. Excited by electromagnetic field, the sample is
an element of the oscillatory system involving the
mobile and immobile clamps. The immobile clamp is
welded to one end of a long rod introduced into the cap-
sule via a welded joint, the other end being in contact
with a piezoelectric gauge detecting the acoustic waves.
The acoustic signal is used for monitoring the develop-
ment of fatigue cracks by detecting acoustic emission,
counting the number of cycles, and determining the
moment of sample fracture. It is also possible to moni-
tor the aggressive medium in the capsule (by detecting
the acoustic noise due to evaporation), determine the
sample temperature (by measuring the resonance fre-
quency of the oscillatory system), control the quality of
sample fixation in the clamps (by detecting the signals
due to the sample slack), and study the amplitude
dependence of the system damping constant (decre-
ment) for evaluation of the dynamic yield stress.

A block scheme of the measuring system is depicted
in the figure. A PZT ceramic piezoelectric gauge
(TsTS-26 type) receives the acoustic signal via a
30-cm-long rod-shaped waveguide with a diameter of
5 mm introduced via a welded joint into the hermetic
capsule. The sample is clamped in the capsule between
a fixed clamp welded to the other end of the rod and a
mobile clamp bearing a load. Made of a magnetic mate-
rial, the load acts as a pendulum driven by an external
magnetic field. The capsule can be filled with an
1063-7850/04/3003- $26.00 © 20180
aggressive test medium from a vapor generator contain-
ing crystalline iodine. When the generator is heated,
iodine evaporates and the heavy vapor gradually dis-
places air (via a capillary in the top lid) and fills the
whole capsule volume.

The capsule is placed between the poles of an elec-
tromagnet. During the test, the oscillatory system is
either excited at a resonance frequency to perform
vibrations in the sample plane or is driven to tilt about
a horizontal axis between poles of the magnet, whereby
the load exhibits cyclic displacements from one wall to
the opposite and deforms the sample. The maximum

A

B
C

D

1

2

3 4 5 6

7 8

9 10 11

Schematic diagram of the test capsule and a block scheme
of the measuring and data processing system: (1) capsule
with a sample; (2) piezoelectric gauge; (3, 7) amplifiers;
(4) low-pass filter; (5, 11) interfaces; (6) computer;
(8) high-pass filter; (9) frequency converter; (10) amplitude
demodulator; (A) load; (B) clamps; (C) sample; (D) vapor
generator.
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angle of deviation is controlled by moving the load
along the threaded holder. The cycle asymmetry can be
varied by setting the side shift of the sample in the
clamps and by rotating the load in the vertical plane.
Precise setting of the loading cycle parameters is
achieved through fine adjustment in a transparent
model of the capsule that allows visual control of the
sample deformation. A detailed analysis of sample
straining was performed by optical method using a
large-scale model of the measuring unit and ring-
shaped samples made of polyethylene tubes with a
diameter of 63 mm for gas pipelines. The model sam-
ples were cut so as to ensure their geometric similarity
to the test samples of clad materials.

The acoustic response signals were monitored in
two channels, low- and high-frequency, and the data
were recorded onto hard or compact disks. The real
sensitivity of the system was improved by using com-
puter processing of the signals including procedures of
the optimum filtration, high-precision amplitude and
frequency demodulation, and the spectral, correlation,
and wavelet analysis techniques. The signal of acoustic
emission was separated as the high-frequency compo-
nent of the piezoelectric response within a narrow fre-
quency band in the vicinity of the natural resonance in
a frequency interval from 50 to 1000 kHz. The channel
of the acoustic emission measurements corresponds to
the lower branch of the block scheme. The amplitude-
modulated signal was demodulated and the resulting
envelope was studied by methods of the amplitude and
time pattern analysis. The other problems were solved
by measuring signals in a range of frequencies not
exceeding 20 kHz.

The task of counting loading cycles is readily solved
by detecting pulses corresponding to the load impacts
on the walls; the disappearance of these pulses is evi-
dence of sample fracture. It is very important to thor-
oughly control the quality of sample fixation in the
clamps: The loss of rigidity as a result of stress relax-
ation makes further testing senseless. This control is
provided by detecting characteristic signals generated
due to the sample slack in the clamps. Once such a sig-
nal is detected, the test is terminated and the accumu-
lated data are analyzed. Parameters of the curve of
cyclic loading are determined from data on the decre-
ment of sample oscillations. The decrement was deter-
mined by monitoring the decay of oscillations after
switching off the electromagnet. At large amplitude of
oscillations, the logarithm of the amplitude of natural
oscillation is a nonlinear function of the number of half-
cycles. The passage to a linear relation reflects the tran-
sition to elastic straining and indicates that the yield
stress is reached. Using well-known relations [2], the
maximum stresses can be calculated from the values of
deformation. The sample temperature was determined
from the temperature dependence of the elastic modu-
lus. The resonance frequency of the oscillatory system
is determined by its most readily deformable part, that
TECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 30      No. 3      200
is, by the sample cross section in the immobile clamp.
This frequency was evaluated by measuring the imped-
ance of the piezoelectric gauge, after which the temper-
ature was determined using the results of preliminary
calibration experiments. It was experimentally estab-
lished that this method allows the sample temperature
to be determined with an error not exceeding 2–3 K.

Monitoring of the presence of aggressive medium in
the test capsule is necessary for eliminating the risk of
incorrect results related to the leak of the aggressive
agent. The control was provided by heating the vapor
generator at a rate of 10–20 K/min, whereby iodine
evaporation gives rise to an acoustic noise. When nec-
essary, cyclic loading of a sample was interrupted for a
short period of time and the generator noise was
detected without the background of the test system
noise.

Using the above facilities, we have studied the
fatigue life of zirconium alloys for cladding tubes. The
samples were irradiated with fast neutrons (E >
0.1 MeV) to a total fluence of 2 × 1026 m–2 and tested at
a working temperature (360°C). Comparative data on
the fatigue life of an irradiated clad alloy with the com-
position Zr–1.2% Sn–1% Nb–0.4% Fe tested in an inert
medium and in iodine vapor are presented in the table.
In the case of the aggressive medium, the exposure was
restricted to 50 h. Limited volume of the experimental
data and relatively short exposure time do not allow us
to make reliable conclusions concerning the effect of
iodine vapor on the fatigue life of the alloy studied.

It was found that a significant acoustic emission cor-
responds to a crack jump of 2–4 µm. The results
obtained for 66 unirradiated samples showed that the
time to the onset of cracking (expressed as the relative
number of cycles to fracture) obeys the normal distribu-
tion N (0.65; 0.026). The distributions exhibited no sig-
nificant distinctions upon variation of the asymmetry
coefficient and the level of stresses in the loading cycle.
Therefore, the appearance of the acoustic emission sig-

The results of fatigue testing of a Zr–1.2% Sn–1% Nb–0.4% Fe
alloy by cyclic loading at a frequency of 0.5 s–1 and a temper-
ature of 360°C in the absence and presence of iodine vapor

Iodine 
vapor

density,
mg/cm2

Maximum 
stress 

σmax, MPa

Minimum 
stress 

σmin, MPa

Number of 
cycles to acous-

tic emission 
onset, NAE

Number of 
cycles to 

fracture, Nf

0 280 –100 125300 162180

0.6 280 –100 117800 194980

0 320 –80 142400 173780

0.2 320 –80 85030 95500

0.6 320 –100 41220 53700
4
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nal allows the moment of fracture to be predicted with
certain reliability, so that the test can be terminated
before fracture. In the case of irradiated samples, the
average ratio NAE/Nf increases to 0.77 (see table). This
is naturally explained by an increase in the brittleness
of the material and a decrease in the relative time to
fracture.

The proposed technique can be applied in various
fields of industry. It is most effective in the develop-
ment of new materials for operation under extremal
conditions of high temperatures, aggressive media, and
ionizing radiation.
TE
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Abstract—A model of nonlinear ion drift spectrometry for modern gas analyzers with separating chamber of
cylindrical geometry is developed. In this case, a peak in the ionogram corresponds to the appearance of a limit
cycle in the space of trajectories of the dynamical system. The experimentally observed ion beam focusing is
theoretically calculated. For the separating voltage described by a piecewise constant function and the nonlinear
mobility component described by a simple model, the shape of ionograms is determined and an analytical
expression for the compensating voltage as a function of the separating field is obtained. © 2004 MAIK
“Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Gas analyzers employing the principle of nonlinear
ion drift spectrometry (NIDS) are widely used for
detecting traces of explosives, drugs, and poisons in the
atmosphere [1–7]. Using a model justified previously [8],
we will consider the principle of ion separation in
such gas analyzers with a drift chamber of cylindrical
geometry.

The typical scheme of a gas analyzer employing the
NIDS principle was described in [1–5]. Let us consider
a device with the drift chamber representing a cylindri-
cal capacitor of length l with the inner and outer elec-
trode radii r1 and r2, respectively. A voltage applied to
the electrodes is the sum of a high asymmetric separat-
ing voltage US(t) with the period T and a small compen-
sating voltage UC obeying the conditions

(t)dt = 0, (t)dt ≠ 0 (n = 1, 2, …),

and UC ! U0 = (t). The sample of air contain-

ing impurity ions to be detected is pumped through the
gap between electrodes.

For the typical parameters of motion of the impurity
ions and the carrier gas used in most modern gas ana-
lyzers, the transverse drift of ions is described by the
equation

(1)

which essentially coincides in form with the equation
of motion for a single ion in a viscous medium. Here, r
is the distance of the ion from the chamber axis, E(r, t)
is the electric field strength in the gap, and k(E) is the
field dependence of ion mobility in the gas. The latter
quantity can be expressed as k(E) = k(0)(1 + α(E)),

US0

T∫ US
2n 1+

0

T∫
US

0 t T< <
?÷max?max

dr
dt
----- k E( )E r t,( ),=
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where k(0) is the mobility in the zero field limit and
α(E) is the nonlinear mobility component. A consistent
theoretical justification of this approach with neglect of
the diffusion and the space charge of ions was given
previously [8]. In further considerations, it will be con-
venient to pass from the distance r to a dimensionless
variable x = (r/r2)2.

Equation (1) offers the example of a nonautono-
mous dynamical system. Such systems are usually ana-
lyzed in terms of a cylindrical phase manifold in the
phase space (Fig. 1b) generated by identifying points in
the coordinate space corresponding to the beginning
and end of each period [9]. A region on the cylinder sur-
face in which ions move without touching the drift
chamber walls (i.e., the ion trajectories x(t) are confined
between x1SW(t) and x2SW(t) in Fig. 1a) represents a ring
to within a zero-order accuracy with respect to α(E).
The exact shape of this region is determined by the
form factor of the separating voltage US(t). A cross sec-
tion of this ring corresponding to a given phase (for cer-
tainty, ϕ = 0) will be referred to below as the survival
window. The trajectory of an individual particle on the
cylindrical phase manifold appears as an open winding
in which the particle displacement over a period,
∆xT(x0, UC0) = xT(x0, UC0) – x0, depends on the initial
position x0 in the beginning of the period (UC0 = UC/U0
is the dimensionless compensating voltage). Below, the
quantity ∆xT(x0, UC0) representing the difference of the
trace function (introduced in the theory of dynamical
systems [9]) and the initial coordinate will be referred
to as the trace function. This function may possess a
root  such that ∆xT( , UC0) = 0, which corre-
sponds to a selection rule in the case of a planar drift
chamber [8].

x0* x0*
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams showing (a) ion trajectories in the gap of the drift chamber, (b) cylindrical phase manifold in the phase
space, and (c) trace functions corresponding to the regimes of ion focusing (F) and defocusing (DF): (1) survival window; (2) limit
cycle; (3) ion trajectory; (I) stable limit cycle; (II) unstable limit cycle.

(a) (b)

(c)
Let us introduce the parameter

(2)

called the focusing intensity. A closed trajectory pass-
ing through the point  is a limit cycle of the dynam-
ical system. This cycle is stable for η < 0 and unstable
for η > 0. In the case of a stable limit cycle, the particle
trajectories wound onto the cylinder gradually con-
verge to the limit cycle, which corresponds to ion
focusing. On the contrary, for an unstable limit cycle,
the trajectories diverge toward the drift chamber walls.
As the number of periods increases, this leads to an
increase in the fraction of ions recombining on the
walls and, hence, to a decrease in the corresponding
peak intensity on the ionogram.

For example, consider an analytical solution
obtained by averaging over fast rotations for the sim-
plest field dependence of ion mobility k(E) = k(0)(1 +
β(E/Emax)2), where Emax is the scale of the field strength
for which the ion mobility is substantially nonlinear,
and a piecewise constant voltage U(τ) = U0g(τ). Here,
g(τ) = {(1 + UC0), 0 < τ < τ1; –τ1/(1 – τ1) + UC0, τ1 <
τ < 1}, τ = t/T is the current dimensionless time, τ1 cor-
responds to the moment of voltage polarity switching,
and E0 = U0/(r2ln(r2/r1)) is the characteristic field
strength in the gap. Integrating Eq. (1) to within the
terms linear with respect to β, we obtain

(3)

where c = k(0)E0T/r2, β1 = β(E0/Emax)2, and

θ = (1/τ1) US(t)/U0)3dτ = (1 – 2τ1)/(1 – τ1)2.

η ∂ ∆xT x0 UC0,( )( )
∂x0

----------------------------------------
x0 x0

*=

,=

x0*

∆xT x0 UC0,( ) 2cUC0 β1θ 1
2cτ1

x0
-----------+ 

  ,ln+=

(
0

1∫

TE
The equation ∆xT( , UC0) = 0 implicitly deter-
mines the position of the limit cycle as dependent on
the compensating voltage. Solving Eq. (3) with allow-
ance of the latter condition, we obtain the function

(4)

which will be referred to as the limit cycle trajectory in
the space of parameters of the dynamical system.
Examples of the trajectories of limit cycles for the pos-
itive and negative ions with sublinear (β1 < 0) and
superlinear (β1 > 0) characters of the nonlinear mobility
are presented in Fig. 2. Note that the negative ions (c < 0),
for example, with 0 < τ1 < 0.5, exhibit focusing (i.e.,
possess a stable limit cycle) only in the case of a sublin-
ear (β1 < 0) mobility, whereby the peak in the ionogram
is observed in the region of positive compensating volt-
ages (UC0 > 0).

Using Eqs. (2)–(4), we obtain the following expres-
sion for the focusing intensity:

(5)

When the compensating voltage UC0 varies, the limit
cycle “moves” along the trajectory and crosses the sur-
vival window, whereby a peak appears on the ionogram
(Fig. 2). In the case of a stable limit cycle, the top part
of the peak (corresponding to the limit cycle occurring
inside the survival window) represents a plateau,
because all ions whose trajectories pass through the
survival window are focused, irrespective of the limit
cycle position (and, hence, of the UC0 value) in the

x0*

x0* UC0( )
2cτ1

2cUC0

β1θ
---------------–

 
 
 

exp 1–

--------------------------------------------,=

η
2β1θ
cτ1

------------sinh2 cUC0

β1θ
------------ 

  .–=
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vicinity of this cycle. The values of the compensating
voltage bounding the top part of the peak, U1 and U2,
are determined using relation (4):

(6)

where x1 =  and x2 = 1.

Expressions describing the peak shape are not pre-
sented here since they are very cumbersome. It should
only be noted that a decrease in the air flow rate (i.e., an
increase in the ion drift time) results in steeper fronts of
the ion peak corresponding to a stable limit cycle (at a
constant height of the plateau), while the peak corre-
sponding to an unstable limit cycle gradually vanishes.

As can be seen from Eqs. (4) and (5) for c < 0, 0 <
τ1 < 0.5, and β1 < 0, in the limit of UC0  ∞, we obtain

  –2cτ1 and η < 0. Therefore, when –2cτ1 ∈
[x1, x2], the stable limit cycle will be “suspended” in the
survival window. In experiment, this should be mani-
fested by virtually uniform filling of the entire drift
spectrum. For –2cτ1> x2, the limit cycle trajectory does
not fall within the survival window for any value of
UC0. This implies that ions of the given type cannot be
detected using the drift chamber with such parameters.
The effect of the nonmonotonic character of the non-
linear ion mobility on the behavior of limit cycles will
be considered in detail in a special publication.

The dependence of a compensating voltage corre-
sponding to the position of a given ion peak in the ion-
ogram on the maximum separating voltage applied to
the drift chamber electrodes is a characteristic that is
most frequently measured in experiment [2, 3, 6].
Defining UC/U0 as (U1 + U2)/2 and using relation (6),
we obtain the following analytical expression for this
dependence:

(7)

where A = –βθ/(2 k(0)TB), B = 2ln(r2/r1), C =

B/(τ1k(0)T), and D = C(r2/r1)2. In the limit of U0  0,
relation (7) reveals to within a logarithmic accuracy the

trend UC(U0) ~ . This result agrees well with the
experimental data reported in [2, 3, 6]. If r1, r2  ∞
so that d = (r2 – r1) remains finite, relation (7) yields

UC(U0) ~ , in agreement with the results of theoret-
ical calculations for the drift chamber with a planar
geometry [8].
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In concluding, it should be noted that the proposed
NIDS model can be used as a methodological basis for
constructing gas analyzers with cylindrical drift cham-
bers and for the analysis of their operation.
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagrams showing (a) the dependence of
the position of stable (I) and unstable (II) limit cycles on the
compensating voltage UC0 and (b) the shapes of the corre-
sponding peaks on the ionogram.
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Abstract—The possibility of controlling oscillatory regimes in a dynamical system in which multistability is
observed for certain values of the control parameters is considered for the Hénon map. It is shown that, in the
case of such parametric action suppressing the undesired dynamic regime, the system either passes to a different
state or exhibits unlimited growth of the dynamic variable characterizing the state of the system. The new
regime is sensitive to small fluctuations of the phase of the parametric action. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interpe-
riodica”.
Multistability is a phenomenon rather frequently
encountered in systems of various types [1–6]. This
phenomenon can be observed both in real physical sys-
tems, described in terms of ordinary differential equa-
tions (e.g., in laser [4] or radio physics [6–8]), and in
model systems with discrete time, such as the Hénon
map [9]. Multistability accounts for the possible coex-
istence of various oscillatory regimes in the phase space
of the system for the same values of control parameters.
For a system exhibiting such behavior, it is frequently
very difficult to predict the asymptotic regime which
this system will attain at t  ∞ for the given initial
conditions. In particular, the boundaries of the basin of
attraction in the phase space may possess a fractal
structure [10–12], making the behavior of the system
substantially unpredictable. As a rule, multistability
may hinder functioning of the system and, therefore, is
not desirable; moreover, this property is sometimes
harmful. For this reason, the problem of controlling the
dynamic state of such systems is of importance.

Solving the problem of controlling multistability
implies the possibility to act upon the system so as to
select one of the dynamic regimes and suppress the oth-
ers. One possible means of controlling the state of a
dynamical system is via parametric action [7, 8, 13].
This approach is based on a periodic modulation of
some control parameter,

(1)

where p is the selected control parameter and F(t) is a
time-dependent periodic function. Mechanisms of this
parametric action can be either resonance or nonreso-
nance (see below). Selection of a particular mechanism
depends on the system under consideration. Effective
control of the oscillatory regimes requires selecting
optimum values of the modulation frequency and
amplitude.

p p0 F t( ),+=
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The parametric method of control is frequently
referred to as the “nonfeedback” control, in contrast to
the other methods employing feedback for controlling
the system dynamics. Advantages of the nonfeedback
control are that (i) this approach does not require that
the system behavior in the phase space be a priori
known in detail and (ii) no feedback chain is required.
The latter circumstance is especially important in cases
when introduction of the feedback into a given system
is difficult or principally impossible.

Investigations devoted to nonfeedback control usu-
ally consider the possibility of stabilizing unstable
orbits confined within a strange attractor corresponding
to a chaotic regime in the phase space [13, 14]. How-
ever, the control of multistability implies solving the
inverse problem: it is necessary to select a certain
regime in the system dynamics and suppress the other,
coexisting regimes. In order to solve this task [15, 16], a
method employing the same nonfeedback control (or
parametric action) was proposed and applied to the
Hénon map [17].

As is known, an important role in external action
upon a dynamical system is played by the phase rela-
tion between oscillations in the system and the driving
action [18]. This study was aimed at elucidating the role
of the initial phase in the parametric action upon a sys-
tem with multistability.

Following [15, 16], we select a model system in the
form of the Hénon map

(2)

For the set of control parameters (µ = 1.083, J = 0.9),
this system exhibits multistability manifested by three
limiting cycles corresponding to period 1, period 3, and
period 9 coexisting in the phase space. This behavior is
retained in a very narrow interval of 1.077 < µ < 1.089,

xn 1+ 1 µxn
2– yn,+=

yn 1+ Jxn.–=
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outside which there are two coexisting regimes, corre-
sponding to period 3 and period 1. The basins of attrac-
tion of the corresponding attractors in the phase space
exhibit a complicated fractal structure (Fig. 1a).

The parametric action upon the system under con-
sideration is applied as follows. For the values of
parameters corresponding to the coexistence of several
oscillatory regimes, we select a transient process suffi-
cient for the system to attain a certain cycle. At a dis-
crete time n0 , a parametric action is switched on in the
form of an oscillating additive to the control parame-
ter µ. The coordinates of the imaging point in the phase
space and the parameter J remain unchanged. Follow-
ing [16], the parameter µ was modulated by a periodic
signal,

(3)

where µ0 is the initial constant value of the control
parameter about which the small periodic oscillations are
performed with the amplitude µc and the frequency fc.
A distinctive feature of our method consists in that the
parametric modulation is introduced with a certain ini-
tial phase ψ0, while other researchers usually ignore the
phase dependence of the oscillatory regime and con-
sider the case of zero initial phase.

For this parametric action to influence the stability
of the attracting point (cycle), it is necessary that this
point (cycle) be characterized by complex-conjugate
multiplicators. The natural (relaxation) frequency fr , as
well as the frequency of an oscillator with damping, can
be determined numerically after driving the system out
of equilibrium [16]. Thus, by selecting fc close to fr and
varying the amplitude µc of the parametric action, it is
possible to provide that the (previously) stable state will
lose stability and the system will pass to a different
dynamic regime [16]. The amplitude of the parametric
action is such that variation of the parameter µ by the
increment µc in the absence of the harmonic additive
does not lead to qualitative changes in the system
behavior. In this case, the parametric action is of a res-
onance type. In the case of a nonresonance action, the
frequency fc does not necessarily coincide with fr . This
method is also called low-frequency parametric action,
meaning that fc ! fr . However, in such cases, the ampli-
tude of the parametric action must be sufficient to pro-
vide that the system even without resonance interaction
can cross the boundary of the basin of attraction of the
suppressed regime [14].

A change in the dynamics of the system under para-
metric action is most conveniently traced by studying
the structure of the basins of attraction in the phase
space. Figures 1b and 1c show the basins of attraction for
the attractors realized in the phase space of system (2) for
various phases of the parametric action with fc = 0.11,

µ µ0 µc 2πf cn ψ0+( ),sin+=
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams showing the structure of the
basins of attraction in the phase space of the Hénon map for
the control parameters (µ =1.083, J = 0.9): (a) in the absence
of a parametric action; color gradations indicate the basins
of attraction of the cycles of period 1 (white), period 3
(light-gray), period 9 (black), and the region of expansion of
the phase trajectories (dark-gray); (b, c) in the presence of a
parametric action with the parameters µc = 0.05, fc = 0.11
and the initial phase ψ0 = 0.31 (b) and 1.51 (c), black circles
indicate the points of period 3.
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µc = 0.05. As can be seen, the parametric action results
in destruction of the basins of attraction of the cycles of
period 3 and period 9.

It should be noted that the amplitude of the paramet-
ric action selected in this study is significantly greater
than the value of parameter µ necessary for suppressing
the cycle of period 9 [16]. Thus, the system with the
parameters µ1 = µ0 + µc and µ2 = µ0 – µc no longer
exhibits the oscillatory regime of period 9, while the
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Fig. 2. Fragments of time series for the Hénon maps (a) in
the absence of a parametric action and (b, c) in the presence
of a parametric action with the initial phase ψ0 = 0.31 (b)
and 1.51 (c); the arrow and the dashed line indicate the
moments of discrete time n0 corresponding to the onset of
the parametric action.
TE
cycle of period 3 is retained. Under this action, the sys-
tem occurs in a stationary state.1 The regions of the
phase portrait previously occupied by the basins of
attraction of the cycles of period 3 and period 9 are now
(Figs. 1b and 1c) occupied by the basins of attraction of
the cycle of period 1 and the attractor occurring at infin-
ity. At the same time, no significant differences in the
structure of the basins of attraction is observed for var-
ious values of the initial phase of the parametric action.

It should be noted that the basins of attraction of
both attractors at the points previously occupied by the
elements of the cycle of period 3 appear as “riddled.” In
other words, small perturbations (which can be repre-
sented either by noise or by variations of the initial
phase ψ0 of the parametric action) play a key role,
determining which of the remaining attractors will
attract the imaging point. This is illustrated by Fig. 2a,
showing a time series corresponding to the behavior of
the system realizing the cycle of period 3 in the absence
of a parametric action, in comparison to Figs. 2b
and 2c, which show the behavior of the system starting
from the same initial conditions but in the presence of
the parametric action switched at the moment indicated
by the arrow. As can be clearly seen, the parametric
action switched in the same phase of oscillations of the
system, but with different initial phases, may lead to
opposite results. After switching of the parametric action
leading to the destruction of the cycle of period 3, the
dynamic variable can either reach a stationary level
(Fig. 2c) or exhibit infinite growth (Fig. 2b). In attempts
to use the parametric action for controlling the behavior
of a real physical (biological, chemical, etc.) system,
such phenomena may lead to destruction of the system
and, hence, are not desirable.

Thus, we have considered a method of parametric
action for controlling oscillatory regimes of a system
with multistability. The problem was studied in appli-
cation to a system with discrete time representing the
Hénon map. Investigation of the parametric action upon
this model system showed that the regime established
as a result of such control action may significantly
depend on small variations in phase of the parametric
action and/or the noise.
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1 Note also that the resulting oscillations are modulated at a fre-
quency corresponding to that of the parametric action, but the
depth of this modulation is much smaller than the signal ampli-
tude. Such small oscillation (on the order of 10–3) can be ignored
on the background of the main signal (on the order of unity).
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Abstract—The level of mechanical stresses arising in a conductor under the action of a strong electric field is
evaluated. It is shown that the mutual repulsion of surface charges has to be taken into account for correct deter-
mination of the critical cross section. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Conductors occurring under the action of a strong
electric field are subject to development of the field-
induced mechanical stresses. The level of these
stresses may reach the ultimate strength, leading to
mechanical fracture and undesired electric discharges
(breakdown) [1]. Therefore, it is important to estimate
the magnitude of possible critical stresses.

It is a usual practice to estimate the field-induced
mechanical stresses in a conductor using an expression
for the so-called “negative electrostatic pressure” σ =
ε0E2/2, where E is the electric field strength at a given
point of the conductor surface, ε is the permittivity, and
σ is the pressure [2]. There were numerous experiments
with an electric field applied to microscopic samples for
evaluating the magnitude of breaking stresses [3–7]. In
these experiments, the samples were in the form of
microscopic points placed in vacuum at a distance of
several centimeters from a plane screen and oriented per-
pendicularly to this screen. Then, a positive electric
potential was applied to the sample and increased to a
level at which the material was broken by “ponderomo-
tive” forces. The level of mechanical stresses in a given
cross section of the sample was determined by summing
forces calculated using the above formula as described
in [8]. The results obtained for the samples with diame-
ters within 50–100 nm qualitatively agree with the exist-
ing notions about the strength of metals [9].

However, there is certain doubt concerning the
validity of the approach described above. The author
carried out a series of experiments on the fracture of
metal points in an electrostatic field. The samples with
a diameter of 50–100 nm at the point tip were made of
tungsten, molybdenum, and stainless steel as described
in [10]. During the experiments, the samples were
exposed to an electric field linearly increasing at vari-
ous rates within 102–104 V/s and a temperature in the
interval from 78 to 300 K. Prior to this, all samples
were treated at an applied voltage of 5 kV until com-
plete termination of the field evaporation processes,
which ensured that the samples had the same initial
1063-7850/04/3003- $26.00 © 20190
radius of the point tip. In order to avoid electric dis-
charge at the moment of sample fracture, the sample
was connected to the electric circuit in series with a
resistance of 1011 Ω. The moment of sample fracture
was detected by a characteristic change in the image.

The results of these experiments generally agree
with the data reported in the aforementioned papers,
provided that the final sample diameter is taken equal to
that of the point tip immediately before fracture of the
sample. However, examination of the broken samples
in a scanning electron microscope showed that the frac-
ture takes place in most cases far from the point tip,
involving that part of a sample where the level of
mechanical stresses calculated using the traditional
approach is three to five orders of magnitude lower than
the experimentally determined material strength in the
corresponding cross section. For a given cross section,
the strength was determined by fracture of the sample
during electropolishing of the central part of a microw-
ire with an attached load. Figure 1 shows a plot of the
breaking voltage U versus final sample diameter at the
point tip.

An assumption that the strength may sharply drop
under the action of the applied electric field can hardly
be accepted because (i) the effect is very large and (ii) it
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Fig. 1. A plot of the breaking voltage U versus final sample
diameter d at the point tip.
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would be difficult to explain why the fracture does not
take place at the point tip, where the electric field
strength is much higher, and is so dramatically mani-
fested at a distance of several microns from the tip. This
discrepancy led the author to the conclusion that correct
estimates of the level of mechanical stresses at a certain
distance from the point can be obtained only taking into
account the mutual repulsion of electric charges accu-
mulated at the sample surface.

In order to verify this hypothesis, let us obtain a sim-
ple estimate using a model depicted in Fig. 2. A cross
section in which the tensile stress has to be determined
occurs at a distance A from the point tip, the total point
length being A + B. The X and Y axes point to the oppo-
site directions from this cross section. To the first
approximation, the charge density χ on the surface of
the microscopic point can be estimated using the for-
mula for a cylindrical capacitor,

where b ≈ 3 cm is the distance to an external electrode,
R is the current radius, and U is the voltage. The charge
density at the rounded tip can be evaluated using the
formula χ = ε0U/(kR0), where k is a coefficient varying
between 5 and 10. This approximation for the electric
field distribution differs only slightly from that
obtained in cases when the point tip is modeled by as a
paraboloid or hyperboloid [8]. 

The total force F in a given cross section can be
determined by summing the mutual repulsion forces
between all charges χ1R1dϕ1dx and χ2R2dϕ2dy situated
on different sides from the section:

χ ε0U/R b/R( ),ln=
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Fig. 2. The model of a microscopic point used for the calcu-
lation of mechanical stresses in a given cross section (see
the text for explanation).
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Fig. 3. The profile of tensile stresses in a microscopic point
(A is the distance from the point tip).
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ϕ2 0=

2π

∫
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2π

∫
y λ=

B

∫
x λ=

A

∫

where R1 = R0 + (A – x) , R2 = R0 + (A + y) ,
α is the cone half-angle, and ϕ1 and ϕ2 are the angles
measured from the Z axis in the planes perpendicular to
the X axis. In the case under consideration, the integra-
tion limit λ cannot be zero (otherwise, the integral
would diverge). It can be assumed that λ is of the same
order of magnitude as the distance between ion islands
protruding from the surface.

The results of numerical calculations performed by
the Monte Carlo method using the latter formula agree
with the experimental values and weakly depend on λ
(Fig. 3). As can be seen from Fig. 3, there is a local
maximum of mechanical stresses at a certain distance
from the point tip. Taking into account that the material

αtan αtan
 strength sharply (more than tenfold) increases with
decreasing diameter below one micron, we can explain
why the microscopic points exhibit fracture far from the
tip. In the region of local maximum, the field-induced
mechanical stresses reach the level of ultimate strength
for the corresponding diameter. The field strength can
be even higher (e.g., by a factor of five) near the point
tip, but the material strength at the sharp tip increases to
an even greater extent (e.g., by a factor of six), which
hinders material fracture in this region.

Based on the obtained results, we may conclude that
mechanical stresses arising in a charged body should be
calculated by summing the forces of interaction
between all electric charges (this is valid not only for
conductors). Additional evidence in favor of this con-
4
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clusion is provided by the following mental experi-
ment. Let a wire be the electrode of a long (probably,
toroidal) cylindrical capacitor. Then, calculations using
the formula σ = ε0E2/2 yields a zero axial mechanical
stress, which is obviously incorrect. Apparently, this
formula is expediently used for calculating the total
force acting upon an object but not for determining
stresses inside the object.

Of course the above conclusion has to be further
verified. However, should it be valid, the factor under
consideration has to be taken into account in designing
structures (especially in nanotechnology) operating in
strong electric fields. It will also provide for better
understanding microscopic mechanisms of electric dis-
charge involving particle detachment from the elec-
trode surface.
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Abstract—Electropositive atoms of aluminum adsorbed on a ( )Re surface exhibit competition with non-
metals (Si, C) for the adsorption sites at high temperatures (1200–1500 K). In this system, silicon displaces alu-
minum, while aluminum displaces carbon. The mechanism of this competition is fully analogous to that
observed previously for Si, C, and S atoms on the surface of refractory metals, despite the fact that aluminum
atoms (in contrast to the nonmetals) in the adsorbed state possess a positive charge. © 2004 MAIK
“Nauka/Interperiodica”.

1010
As is known, nonmetal atoms of groups IV, V, and
VI during joint high-temperature adsorption on a
refractory metal surface exhibit competition for the
adsorption sites. This competition accounts for a num-
ber of phenomena such as the displacement of one
adsorbate by another from the surface to the bulk of a
substrate with the formation of a solid solution [1–4],
joint desorption of two adsorbates [5, 6], and some oth-
ers [4, 7]. Aluminum atoms possess a low ionization
potential and, in contrast to the aforementioned non-
metals, apparently bear a positive charge in the
adsorbed state on refractory metals [8]. On the other
hand, the properties of the bulk aluminides of tungsten,
rhenium, molybdenum, and iridium have much in com-
mon with the properties of oxides, carbides, and espe-
cially silicides [9]. It is a priori unclear how Al atoms
will behave in the course of their joint adsorption with
nonmetals at high temperatures making the mobility of
adatoms sufficient both for entering into chemical reac-
tions and for penetrating into the bulk of a substrate.

Previous investigations of the deposition of alumi-
num onto rhenium at high temperatures [8, 10] showed
that aluminum atoms at 1250–1300 K occur in a ther-
mally stable adsorption state with a nearly monolayer
density. We call this state surface aluminide. All alumi-
num atoms deposited at T > 1250 K onto a surface alu-
minide layer are dissolved in the bulk of rhenium. The
concentration of adatoms in the surface aluminide layer
estimated using quantitative Auger electron spectros-
copy (AES) amounts to NAl = (1.6 ± 0.15) × 1015 cm–2.
The relative composition of this layer determined with
respect to metal atoms of the uppermost layer of the
substrate is ReAl. Surface aluminide decomposes only
during thermal desorption at T > 1450 K.

The deposition of silicon atoms onto rhenium at
high temperatures (1300–1400 K) leads to the forma-
tion of surface silicide with a relative composition of
1063-7850/04/3003- $26.00 © 20193
ReSi and the surface atomic density of NSi = 1.6 ×
1015 cm–2. This adlayer forms via the same mechanism
as that mentioned above for surface aluminide: unless
the surface compound is formed, all deposited Si
atoms are retained on the surface of rhenium, while all
atoms adsorbed after that are dissolved in the bulk of
substrate [11].

Rhenium does not form bulk carbides, and the sur-
face compounds with adsorbed carbon are formed via a
more complicated mechanism: their composition
depends on the amount of carbon dissolved in the bulk
of substrate [12] and varies from Re10C in the initial
stage to ReC for an adsorbate dose close to the solubil-
ity limit. Surface carbide with the composition Re4C
used in our experiments was obtained by depositing
4−5 monolayers of carbon onto the surface of a rhe-
nium ribbon, followed by dissolution of this adlayer in
the bulk of substrate. The resulting density of carbon
atoms in this surface carbide, NC = 4 × 1014 cm–2, is self-
maintained by segregation and remains constant within
a rather broad range of adsorbed carbon doses (from
4−5 to 200 monolayers) dissolved in the bulk. In the
absence of other adsorbates, this carbide is thermally
stable at temperatures up to T = 2000 K and exhibits
reversible dissolution in the bulk at higher tempera-
tures, emerging on the surface again upon cooling.

It should be noted that all three adsorbates form
high-temperature surface compounds with the same
(ReSi and ReAl) or proportional (Re4C) content of
adsorbed atoms. During the coadsorption of Si and C at
1300–1400 K, carbon is displaced by silicon from the
surface into bulk and passes into a dissolved state [2, 4].

The experiments were performed under ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) conditions (p ~ 1 × 10–10 Torr) in a
high-resolution (∆E/E < 0.1%) Auger electron spec-
trometer with a prism electron energy analyzer
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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described elsewhere [12]. The instrumental facilities
allowed the Auger electron spectra to be measured in
situ on a sample heated to any temperature in the range
from 300 to 2200 K. The samples were thin rhenium
ribbons with dimensions of 0.02 × 1 × 40 mm, which
were thoroughly cleaned from possible impurities by
high-temperature annealing for several hours, first in an
oxygen atmosphere and then under UHV conditions.
The ribbon surface texture for more than 99.5% repre-

sented a (10 0) rhenium crystal face. The sample sur-
face was homogeneous with respect to the electron
work function (eϕ = 5.15 eV). Carbon, silicon, and alu-
minum were deposited onto the substrate surface from
specially designed sources, with the absolute atomic
flux densities determined using the methods described
previously [10–12].

Let us first consider the joint adsorption of alumi-
num and silicon on the surface of rhenium. Figure 1a
shows the pattern of variation of the Auger signals from
both adsorbates in the course of silicon deposition onto
surface aluminide at 1250 K. Since both adsorbates
occur in the form of surface compounds, the signal
intensity is directly proportional to the surface concen-
tration of the corresponding element. As can be seen,
every sequential dose of adsorbed silicon leads to a
decrease in intensity of the response signal from alumi-
num. When silicon is deposited in an amount corre-
sponding to surface silicide, the Auger signal from alu-
minum fully vanishes. This cannot be explained by the
screening effect: the same dose of silicon deposited
onto the surface aluminide layer at room temperature
attenuates the Auger signal from aluminum only by a
factor of ~1.5. Therefore, the only possible explanation
consists in that silicon atoms deposited at 1300 K dis-
place aluminum from the surface of rhenium (Fig. 1b)
by analogy with the displacement of carbon observed
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Fig. 1. Deposition of Si atoms onto surface aluminide ReAl
on a rhenium substrate at 1250 K: (a) variation of the rela-
tive surface densities of (1) aluminum, (2) silicon, and
(3) their sum (normalized to the atomic densities of adsor-
bates in the corresponding surface compounds on rhenium);
(b) schematic diagram of events.
T

previously [3]. It should also be noted that the curves of
silicon deposition onto clean rhenium surface and onto
that with aluminum adlayer agree with very high accu-
racy, which implies that silicon atoms behave as if there
were no adsorbed aluminum.

It was found that the total surface atomic density of
both adsorbates remains virtually constant, so that the
amount of displaced aluminum is exactly that required
for liberating the necessary adsorption sites for the sup-
plied silicon atoms (Fig. 1a, dashed line 3).

The reverse order of adsorption, whereby aluminum
is deposited onto rhenium covered with surface silicide,
does not lead to the accumulation of aluminum even in
small amounts on the metal substrate. Note that, in the
absence of silicon, all Al atoms striking the substrate
are retained in the adlayer until reaching a coverage
corresponding to the formation of surface aluminide.

It was interesting to study an intermediate state
formed when aluminum was deposited at 1300 K onto
a substrate covered with silicon at a concentration cor-
responding to half of that in surface silicide. In this
case, aluminum accumulates on the substrate surface in
the initial deposition stage but to a limiting surface den-
sity amounting precisely to half of that in surface alu-
minide. When the total adsorbate density reaches Ny =
(1.6 ± 0.15) × 1015 cm–2, all subsequently deposited alu-
minum atoms dissolve in the bulk of substrate. Special
experiments showed that aluminum and silicon present
on the surface of rhenium in a total concentration of
(1.6 ± 0.15) × 1015 cm–2 may coexist for many hours
(and, probably, longer) at 1300–1400 K, not showing
evidence of displacing each other.

The experiments described above do not allow us to
make a definite conclusion about the way in which alu-
minum atoms are displaced by silicon, distinguishing
between desorption and dissolution in the bulk of rhe-
nium. Both these outcomes are possible, but dissolution
seems to be preferred because thermal desorption of
aluminum from a clean rhenium surface takes place at
much higher temperatures [8].

Now, let us proceed to the joint adsorption of alumi-
num and carbon on rhenium. When Al atoms were
deposited onto a substrate covered with a layer of sur-
face carbide Re4C at 1200 K (Fig. 2), the Auger signal
from aluminum gradually increased until the formation
of surface aluminide. This process was developed in the
same way as in the absence of carbon (Fig. 2a, curve 1).
The adsorption of aluminum was accompanied by a
decrease in intensity of the Auger signal from carbon,
but not to zero: by the time of surface aluminide forma-
tion, the response of carbon decreased by 80% (Fig. 2a,
curve 2). Such a decrease in the Auger signal intensity
cannot be explained by the screening action of the alu-
minum adlayer: a monolayer of Al atoms deposited at
300 K attenuated the response of carbon by only ~20%.

Apparently, this system also features the displace-
ment of one adsorbate (C) by another (Al). The proba-
ble scheme of events is depicted in Figs. 2b and 2c. The
ECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 30      No. 3      2004
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thermal desorption of aluminum at 1500 K resulted in
restoration of the initial amount of carbon (Fig. 2d).
Multiply repeated, this experiment did not show any
evidence of carbon exhaustion in a source supplying it
to the surface. This implies that carbon atoms displaced
from the surface are dissolved in the bulk of rhenium
rather than desorbed into vacuum. Indeed, if the
removed carbon atoms were desorbed, their surface
concentration could be restored only at the expense of
carbon preliminarily dissolved in the bulk of substrate
and several displacement–annealing cycles would
exhaust this source and make complete restoration of
the carbon coverage impossible. Moreover, the thermal
desorption of carbon from clean rhenium takes pace
only at T > 2200 K [12].

It is interesting to note that, despite the difference in
the content of carbon in surface carbide and aluminum
in surface aluminide, their mutual exchange is congru-
ent: desorption of ~50% of Al atoms restores surface
carbide also approximately by 50%, which implies that
no competition between atoms (as in the Al–Si/Re sys-
tem) takes place. If the deposition of aluminum is sus-
pended at any intermediate point in Fig. 2a, the
adsorbed carbon and aluminum coexist on the substrate
surface for hours without changes in their surface den-
sities. For surface carbide ReC (instead of Re4C) with
the surface density of carbon NC ~ 1.6 × 1014 cm–2, the
displacement proceeds via the same mechanism,
whereby the amount of carbon on the surface decreases
with every new dose of adsorbed aluminum and the for-
mation of surface aluminide drives virtually all carbon
atoms to dissolve in the bulk of substrate.

For the reverse order of adsorption, whereby carbon
is deposited onto rhenium with surface aluminide at
1200–1400 K, all carbon supplied to the sample surface
was dissolved in the bulk of rhenium. Deposited in the
absence of adsorbed aluminum, carbon immediately
forms surface carbide Re4C.

Let us summarize the obtained results. Previously
[1–6], we have observed competition between non-
metal atoms such as Si, C, S, and P. These elements
exhibit substantially different properties and the com-
petition for adsorption sites was not evident a priori.
However, one important property in common for all
these elements is that their atoms adsorbed on refrac-
tory metals probably acquire a negative charge, as evi-
denced by an increase in the electron work function of
rhenium (and the other studied substrates). The compe-
tition between such atoms can be adequately described
using the well-known McLean–Guttmann theory [13].
At the same time, aluminum atoms adsorbed on rhe-
nium apparently bears a positive charge. This follows
both from a comparison of the electronegativities of
the adsorbate (1.61) and the substrate (~2.2) [14] and
from a decrease in the electron work function of rhe-
nium [8, 15] upon aluminum adsorption.

According to the McLean–Guttmann theory, we
might expect that the joint adsorption will lead to asso-
TECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 30      No. 3      200
ciation or even stimulated segregation on the substrate
surface rather than to the displacement of one adsorbate
by another. However, such expectations were not con-
firmed in experiment. In our opinion, the obtained results
indicate that the adsorbate charging does not play as sig-
nificant a role in determining the surface processes as
was stipulated by the aforementioned theory [13]. A
more important factor is the limited adsorption capacity
of a substrate surface, the active centers of which can be
occupied by any adsorbate accumulated in excess in a
huge reservoir offered by the bulk of substrate, where
the impurity atoms may occur in the form of solid solu-
tions. Apparently, the competition for adsorption sites
is observed for atoms of the elements capable of form-
ing surface compounds with the substrate. For example,
Cs atoms do not form surface compounds and do not
displace carbon when cesium is deposited onto a metal
substrate covered with surface carbide.

In conclusion, aluminum atoms adsorbed on rhe-
nium exhibit active competition with adsorbed nonmet-
als for the high-temperature (1200–1400 K) adsorption
sites. In this case, silicon displaces aluminum, while
aluminum displaces carbon. The mechanism of this
competition is fully analogous to that observed previ-
ously for Si, C, and S atoms on the surface of many
refractory metals, despite the fact that aluminum atoms
(in contrast to the nonmetals) in the adsorbed state pos-
sess a positive charge. It is concluded that the ability to
compete for the adsorption sites on metal substrates is
determined primarily by the ability of elements to form
surface compounds with these metals.
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Modeling the Process of Impurity Removal
from Semiconductor Wafers
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Abstract—A sufficiently high temperature gradient in the direction perpendicular to the surface of a semicon-
ductor wafer forces impurities occurring in the subsurface region to emerge at the surface. The process of impu-
rity thermodiffusion was numerically calculated for the initial impurity distributions in the form of a Gaussian
source or a uniform layer. The curves illustrating the kinetics of impurity accumulation at the surface are
obtained and the stationary solutions are found, which coincide in the two cases provided that the initial impu-
rity content was the same. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
An important problem in integrated circuit (IC)
technology is the preliminary gettering of undesired
impurities from silicon wafers aimed at obtaining pure
and structurally perfect single crystal substrates.
Since ICs are fabricated using predominantly the
near-surface layers, it is of primary importance to
remove impurities from this very region. At present,
this task is usually solved by methods driving impuri-
ties toward the rear wafer surface or into the bulk, with
the formation of deep buried precipitates. In this case,
undesired impurities are removed from the working lay-
ers but are still present in the vicinity of this region [1].
It would be of interest to search for new methods of
gettering impurities which would provide for their
complete removal.

Kamenetskaya et al. [2] suggested using a tempera-
ture gradient for the band purification of single crystal
ingots from impurities in the solid state. The idea is that
the temperature field would drive the impurity to
emerge at the edge surface, after which it can be elimi-
nated by etching. The applicability of this approach to
gettering impurities from semiconductor wafers was
indirectly confirmed by the results of our experiments [3]
where oxygen atoms moved under the action of a tem-
perature gradient to form buried SiO2 layers in the
course of nonisothermal annealing of silicon implanted
with oxygen ions. The direction of oxygen diffusion
depended on that of the temperature gradient.

This Letter presents the results of our theoretical
investigation of the possibility of removing impurities
from the working regions of semiconductor wafers
under the action of a temperature gradient.

Let us consider a one-dimensional flow of impurity
atoms related to the concentration and temperature gra-
1063-7850/04/3003- $26.00 © 20197
dients by the equation [4]

(1)

where C = C(x, t) is the impurity concentration, T = T(x)
is the absolute temperature, D = D0exp[–E/kT(x)] is the
diffusion coefficient, D0 is the preexponential factor,
E is diffusion activation energy, k is the Boltzmann con-
stant, and Q* is the heat of transfer.

As can be seen from Eq. (1), the magnitude and
direction of the impurity flux in an inhomogeneous
temperature field with a given temperature gradient are
determined by the heat of transfer. Under these condi-
tions, the process of impurity redistribution depending
on the coordinate x and time t is described by the equa-
tion

(2)

The model system is a thin film of thickness l ~
25 µm with reflecting boundaries applied onto a semi-
conductor plate (substrate). The film surfaces are main-
tained at different temperatures. If the thermal conduc-
tivity of the film material is constant in time and inde-
pendent of the coordinates, a linear temperature profile
T(x) = T0 + Gx will be established across the film within
a short time, where G is the constant temperature
gradient.

A solution to Eq. (2) will be found for two cases
usually encountered in semiconductor technology. In
case 1, the impurity is concentrated at a certain distance
from the film surface. Let the initial impurity profile be
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described by the Gaussian distribution with the center
displaced to a depth of 10 µm from the surface x = 0:

(3)

where α ~ 2 × 10–11 m–2. The boundary conditions are
as follows:

(4)

In case 2, the impurity is initially uniformly distributed
across the film, so that C = const and the corresponding
boundary conditions are

(5)

For the sake of simplicity, the total amount of impurity
atoms in both cases is assumed to be the same:

(6)

where C1 and C2 are the impurity profiles in cases 1
and 2, respectively. The problem was numerically
solved on a computer for the following parameters:
substrate surface temperature, T0 = 1000°C; tempe-

C α– x2×( ),exp=

J 0 t,( ) 0,=

C l t,( ) 0.=
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Fig. 1. Impurity depth–concentration profiles calculated in
case 1 for T0 = 1000°C, Q* ~ 2.6 eV, ∇ T = 105 K/cm and
various diffusion times: (1) initial Gaussian distribution;
(2) t ~ 104 s; (3) t ~ 1.5 × 104 s; (4) t > 3.6 × 105 s (stationary
state). The arrow indicates the direction of temperature
increase.
T

rature gradient, G = 105 K/cm; and heat of transfer,
Q* ~ 2.6 eV. 

Figure 1 shows the impurity depth–concentration
profiles obtained in case 1 for various times of diffu-
sion. As can be seen for the time t ~ 104 s (curve 2), the
peak of the Gaussian distribution shifts toward the sur-
face x = 0 and decreases in amplitude. This implies that
all impurity atoms are driven toward the surface by a
force caused by the temperature gradient. Since the sur-
face is assumed to possess reflecting properties, the
impurity accumulates in the vicinity of this boundary.
When the diffusion time increases to t ~ 1.5 × 104 s, the
Gaussian distribution exhibits virtually complete blur-
ring (curve 3). As the diffusion proceeds further (t ~
3.6 × 105 s), the system attains a stationary state,
whereby the flux of atoms related to the concentration
gradient is compensated by the opposite flux of atoms
driven by the temperature gradient (curve 4). In this
state, the impurity profile no longer changes and the
surface concentration acquires the stationary value
C = Cs . According to Eq. (1), this state mathematically
corresponds to J = 0.

Figure 2 shows the impurity depth–concentration
profiles for case 2. In the initial state with a uniform dis-
tribution of the diffusant in depth of the sample (curve 1),
a flux due to the concentration gradient is absent and
the impurity redistribution is caused only by the tem-
perature gradient. As can be seen, the concentration of
impurity atoms at a certain distance from the surface
remains unchanged for a time of t ~ 104 s (curve 2) and
the diffusant flux at this distance is constant. This
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Fig. 2. Impurity depth–concentration profiles calculated in
case 2 for T0 = 1000°C, Q* ~ 2.6 eV, ∇ T = 105 K/cm and
various diffusion times: (1) initial uniform distribution;
(2) t ~ 104 s; (3) t ~ 1.5 × 104 s; (4) t > 3.6 × 105 s (stationary
state). The arrow indicates the direction of temperature
increase.
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behavior agrees with Eq. (2): if a constant concentra-
tion C(x, t) = C(x0, t) = C0 is retained in the vicinity of
a certain point x = x0, the concentration will remain
constant during the time of existence of such a region.
With time, the diffusion modifies the right-hand part of
the impurity profile (curve 3). After diffusion for a suf-
ficiently long time (curve 4), the impurity profile
becomes identical to that obtained for the stationary
regime in case 1. Therefore, stationary solutions for the
two initial conditions are the same for otherwise identi-
cal conditions and equal initial amounts of the impurity.

Thus, the results of our theoretical investigation
show that, irrespective of the initial impurity distribu-
tion in the subsurface region, the temperature gradient
drives the impurity to concentrate at the surface of a
semiconductor wafer. For the same initial content of
TECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 30      No. 3      200
impurity atoms, their stationary depth–concentration
profiles have the same shape, provided that the surface
concentration does not exceed the solubility limit.
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by Method of Acoustic Emission
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Abstract—The formation of a mixed state in YBa2Cu3O7 – x superconductors during the transport current
buildup (i.e., under the action of the internal magnetic field) at T = 77 K was detected by method of acoustic
emission (AE). The AE signals were detected for the currents of I = 0.5 and 2.7 A. The former signal corre-
sponds to the lower critical magnetic field (Hc1), as was established previously [4]. It is shown that the latter
signal corresponds to the formation of a mixed state. Application of the AE method to detecting overloads in
high-power superconducting circuits is considered. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
One of the main features of type II high-Tc super-
conductors is the penetration of magnetic field into
such materials in the form of vortices, leading to the
formation of a mixed state. The field penetration
implies surmounting a surface barrier related to the
Meissner effect and takes place when an external mag-
netic field (or the internal field induced by the transport
current) exceeds the lower critical field Hc1. As the
magnetic field strength increases, the vortices penetrate
deeper into the material, meet at the center of the sam-
ple, and form a triangular lattice at a magnetic field Hs
corresponding to the mixed state [1]. The formation of
the mixed state leads to a significant decrease in the
critical current Ic, thus making the use of high-Tc wires
practically impossible.

Altshuler et al. [2] determined the Hs value in the
samples of YBa2Cu3O7 – x ceramics by measuring the
decrease in Ic with increasing external field strength H.
However, the Ic(H) curve measured in this way is some-
what smeared, which hinders accurate determination
of Hs . More recently, Arzhavitin et al. [3] measured Hc
and Hs for YBa2Cu3O7 – x ceramics with a 2 × 2-mm
cross section using the method of internal friction sen-
sitive to the vortex pinning on defects. The values of
Hc1 = 90 Oe was determined at the onset of buildup in
the internal friction exhibiting saturation with increas-
ing external field strength. In view of the saturation, only
a lower boundary of ~350 Oe was given for the field
strength at which the mixed state begins to form [3].

In recent years, high-Tc superconductors have been
successfully studied by the method of acoustic emis-
sion (AE). A mechanism accounting for the possibility
of using this method is related to the vortex pinning on
(or interaction with) defects in the material, leading to
the emission of elastic acoustic waves. Previously [4],
the value of Hc1 was determined for YBa2Cu3O7 – x
1063-7850/04/3003- $26.00 © 20200
ceramics with a 5 × 5-mm cross section using the AE
signal observed during an increase in the transport cur-
rent in the internal field. A clear peak in the AE inten-

sity  was detected at I = 0.5 A, corresponding to Hc1 =
104 Oe. Recently [5], the AE was studied in
YBa2Cu3O7 – x ceramics with a 5 × 5-mm cross section
exposed to an external magnetic field. These experi-
ments showed the presence of two AE peaks corre-
sponding to Hc1 = 100 Oe and Hs = 2500 Oe.

While the lower critical fields Hc1 reported in [3–5]
show satisfactory agreement, the Hs values exhibit sig-
nificant scatter. Coincidence of the Hc1 values is evi-
dent, since the critical field is virtually independent of
the sample geometry. On the contrary, the scatter in Hs
can be related both to differences in the sample cross
section and to the influence of individual sample
parameters, such as the grain size and shape, and the
presence of second phases, microcracks, etc.

This Letter reports on the result of investigations of

the AE intensity  in the samples of YBa2Cu3O7 – x
ceramics under the action of a transport current (i.e., in
the intrinsic field), aimed at determining the moment of
formation of the mixed state.

The experiments were performed with samples of
YBa2Cu3O7 – x ceramics with the dimensions 5 × 5 ×
20 mm. The material was characterized by Tc = 92 K,
∆Tc = 0.2 K, ρ ~ 4.7 g/cm3, and Ic = 2.5 A (four-point-
probe dc measurements) at a voltage drop of 1 µV/cm.
The AE measurements were carried out as described
in [4]. The sample was glued with superglue to the edge
of a quartz cylindrical acoustic waveguide, while a
TsTS-19 (PZT ceramics) based piezoelectric AE sensor
was glued with an epoxy resin to the opposite
waveguide end. Electrodes were connected to the oppo-
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site sample edges with the aid of a silver paste. The
waveguide with the sample was placed into a Dewar
vessel with liquid nitrogen, after which a dc current
increasing at a rate of 0.5 A/s was passed through the

sample. The AE intensity  as a function of the current
was measured on a real-time scale with the aid of an
analog-to-digital converter DT-302(01) connected to a
personal computer. In order to eliminate the experimen-
tal error related to the magnetic flux trapping, each sub-
sequent measurement was performed on a new sample.

The results of these measurements are presented in
the figure. During the transport current buildup, the AE

intensity  exhibited two peaks, analogous to those
observed in an external magnetic field [5]. The first AE
peak observed at I = 0.5 A confirms the results obtained
previously [4] under analogous experimental condi-
tions. The second maximum is observed at a current

somewhat greater than Ic (I = 2.7 A ≈ 1.1Ic). The 
value for this maximum exceeds that of the first peak by
a factor of more than four. This difference in the AE

intensity  is related to the difference in the number of
vortices. In the case of penetration through the surface
barrier, vortices exhibit pinning in the near-surface
region, while vortices forming the mixed state interact
over the entire sample volume. For this reason the
intense AE peak allows the moment of formation of the
mixed state in YBa2Cu3O7 – x ceramics with sufficiently
high precision.

It should be noted that the investigations of losses in
high-Tc (Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cu3Ox ribbons and wires
showed that the level of losses sharply increases for the
transport currents about (1.1–1.3)Ic [6–8]. These data
are consistent with the result obtained in this study,
where a clear AE maximum was observed precisely at
I ≈ 1.1Ic.

Thus, the experimental results of this study and the
above considerations show the applicability of the AE
method both to determination of the mixed state forma-
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tion and to detection of overloads in high-power super-
conducting circuits.
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Abstract—The process of elastic and viscoelastic recovery in locally strained submicron regions in various sol-
ids has been studied. The influence of the scale and loading rate factors on the process parameters is revealed.
© 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
In recent years, several domestic and foreign (IBM,
Hewlett-Packard, Hitachi, Nanochip, Seagate) compa-
nies have been extensively developing the systems of
high-density data recording by method of dynamic local
straining of the surface of a recording medium [1, 2].
Using this method stipulates detailed knowledge of the
mechanical properties of a material for recording on a
submicroscopic scale, which may significantly differ
for many reasons from the macroscopic properties of
this material. In particular, the magnitude and kinetics
of the elastic and viscoelastic recovery upon unloading
has never been studied under the conditions of short-
time local straining. However, this factor may deter-
mine the operation speed and reliability of the afore-
mentioned systems of data recording and readout. In
addition, the dynamic response in nanocontacts deter-
mines various characteristics of a surface with micror-
oughnesses, including the parameters of dry friction,
abrasive wear, etc.

Data on the elastic recovery of the indenter impres-
sion size in various materials probed to a depth of h >
1 µm were reported in [3, 4]. However, the viscoelastic
recovery was studied only in polymeric materials, since
it was believed that the extent of this recovery in mate-
rials of other types is negligibly small. In particular, the
kinetics of viscoelastic recovery in poly(methyl meth-
acrylate) (PMMA), poly(ethylene), and gelatin films
was studied at a time resolution of about 1 s [5–7].

The method of nanoindentation, ensuring high spa-
tial and temporal resolution, allows the above situations
to be modeled under thoroughly controlled conditions.
This is achieved through continuous monitoring of the
indentation depth h as a function of the load P, which
provides valuable information about the kinetics and
mechanisms of local straining, the structure of a mate-
rial in the region of indentation, etc. Using modern
nanoindenters, it is possible to study time-dependent
characteristics of a probed material both in the stage of
loading and in the course of elastic or viscoelastic
recovery upon unloading [8, 9].
1063-7850/04/3003- $26.00 © 20202
This study was aimed at elucidating the influence of
the scale factor on the elastic and viscoelastic recovery
in the region of a dynamic nano- and microcontact
between a sharp indenter and various solids, including
ionic and covalent crystals, metals and alloys, poly-
meric materials, and ceramics.

The experiments were performed with a series of
materials including PMMA, ZrO2 based ceramics, LiF
and Ge single crystals, polycrystalline Al and Cu,
Wood’s alloy (50% Bi, 25% Pb, 12.5% Sn, 12.5% Cd),
and Rose’s alloy (50% Bi, 28% Pb, 22% Sn). These
materials represent the main groups of solids with
respect to hardness, the nature of binding forces, and
the microscopic mechanisms of plastic straining.

The measurements were performed at 296 K with an
original nanoindentometer possessing high spatial (up
to 1 nm) and temporal (50 µs) resolution. The device is
described in more detail elsewhere [8]. The indenter
had the form of a trihedral Bercovic diamond pyramid.
In the first series of experiments, the indenter was
incorporated into a polished sample surface under the
action of delta-shaped impulses of force with various
amplitudes Pmax = 4–235 mN, so that the same maxi-
mum dynamic indentation depth hmax = 650 nm would
be reached in various materials for the times of load
buildup τ1 = 10 s and decay τ2 = 200 ms. In order to pro-
vide for a reliable contact of the indenter with the
impression upon load-off, the residual load was main-
tained on a level of several percent of Pmax. In this
regime, the nanoindentometer measured the indenta-
tion depth, which varied with time as a result of the
relaxation processes.

We have measured the “instantaneous” elastic
recovery ∆he (determined as the recovery during
unloading within τ2 = 200 ms), viscoelastic recovery
∆hve (within τ3 = 25 s upon complete load-off), and total
recovery ∆h (over the time τ = τ2 + τ3) normalized to
hmax. The relative characteristics for various materials
are presented in Fig. 1. It was found that, for the fixed
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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maximum dynamic indentation depth hmax = 650 nm,
the value of β = ∆he/hmax was maximum in Ge, ZrO2
based ceramics, and PMMA (50–55%), while not
exceeding 18% in all other materials. The relative vis-
coelastic recovery γ = ∆hve/hmax was rather high in all
studied materials, varying from 5% in Al to 28% in
Wood’s alloy (the latter value even exceeds the analo-
gous characteristic for PMMA).

An analysis of the results of determination of the
values of ∆h, ∆he , and ∆hve as functions of the maxi-
mum indentation depth hmax showed that these recovery
characteristics are very sensitive with respect to the
scale factor, especially in the interval of 50 nm < hmax <
1 µm (Fig. 2). As the value of hmax decreases in this
interval, the elastic recovery in metals and in ionic and
covalent crystals (exhibiting predominantly elastic
character of recovery) increased by a factor of two and
above. For PMMA and Rose’s alloy, ∆he in the same
interval varied by 10–30%, while ∆hve changed by a
factor greater than two. The samples of Ge and Cu
showed a significant increase in ∆hve in a narrow inter-
val of 50 nm < h < 200 nm.

It was also established that complete recovery in all
studied materials depends on the rate of loading R =
dP/dt. As R was increased from 2 mN/s to 1 N/s (this
was achieved by decreasing τ1 to 0.05 s for various
Pmax), the ratio α = ∆h/hmax increased by 15–40%,
depending on the particular material. In the case of Ge,
the rather high value of the total recovery was attributed
to a considerable elastic component (up to 90%). In
Wood’s alloy, the elastic and viscoelastic recovery val-
ues were on the same order of magnitude; moreover,
∆hve even exceeded ∆he at low loading rates. When R
increased in the aforementioned interval, the contribu-
tion of ∆hve to the total recovery decreased by a factor
varying from 1.5 (PMMA) to 2 (Ge).

It should be noted that the lower the rate of unload-
ing and the temporal resolution of instrumentation, the
greater part of the time-dependent viscoelastic recovery
will appear as elastic. It is possible that even the rather
high rates of unloading and fast system response (50 µs
between measurements) achieved in our experiments
were insufficient for completely eliminating this uncer-
tainty.

In the materials with β > γ, the value of ∆he was most
sensitive with respect to variations of the indentation
depth. In solids with β ≈ γ (PMMA and Rose’s alloy),
the passage to small indentation depths most signifi-
cantly influenced ∆hve. As the hmax value decreases, the
fraction of elastic recovery grows and that of the vis-
coelastic recovery drops in all studied materials. This
behavior is probably related to the fact that, on the pas-
sage to small indentation depths, some viscoelastic
recovery mechanisms are blocked and the relative con-
tribution of ∆he increases. The increase in γ observed
for some materials in the region of h < 200 nm can be
attributed both to certain features of their surface prop-
TECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 30      No. 3      200
erties and to switching of some special mechanisms of
the structural relaxation (suppressed by the traditional
mechanisms at large indentation depths). In particular,
in ionic and covalent crystals, a decrease in Pmax and
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Fig. 1. A histogram of the relative values of the total (α =
∆h/hmax), elastic (β = ∆he/hmax), and viscoelastic (γ =
∆hve/hmax) indentation recovery characteristics for various
materials: (1) PMMA; (2) ZrO2 based ceramics; (3) Ge;
(4) Wood’s alloy; (5) LiF; (6) Al; (7) Cu; (8) Rose’s alloy.
Maximum dynamic indentation depth for all materials was
hmax = 650 nm. The inset presents the plots of load P versus
depth h, showing the curves of purely elastic recovery upon
fast unloading (AB), viscoelastic recovery (BC), and the
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hmax is accompanied by an increase in the role of point
defects and by a decrease in the influence of disloca-
tions [9, 10].

Thus, using the dynamic nanoindentation technique,
we have determined for the first time the relative contri-
butions of the elastic and viscoelastic components in
the recovery of various solids, studied the recovery
characteristics as functions of the loading rate, and
revealed their sensitivity to the scale factor. It was
found that the relative recovery characteristics β and γ
determined under identical loading conditions vary in
the series of solid materials studied and, hence, can be
considered as characteristic parameters of a given
material. An approach has been developed for deter-
mining the influence of the scale factor and the loading
rate on the recovery kinetics. These results can be of
practical significance, in particular, in the development
of systems of high-density data recording employing
the principle of nanoindentation.
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Abstract—We have studied deep and through channels formed in n-Si wafers by means of thermal migration
of thin discrete aluminum zones. The region of thermal migration channels was investigated using selective
chemical etching of silicon in combination with secondary ion mass spectrometry for the analysis of impurity
distributions. It is established that the channels are surrounded by two distinct peripheral shells. © 2004 MAIK
“Nauka/Interperiodica”.
The process of thermal migration of liquid inclu-
sions in the volume of a solid, also known as the
method of temperature-gradient zone melting, was
originally developed in the mid-1950s [1]. The essence
of this process consists in sequential recrystallization of
the solid by a liquid zone moving under the action of a
temperature gradient. Using this method, it is possible
to drive the eutectic zone of required composition at a
rate significantly (by three to five orders of magnitude)
exceeding that of solid-state diffusion. Thermal migra-
tion is widely employed in various technologies, in par-
ticular, in microelectronics, where this process is used
to obtain buried doped regions of various shapes,
through conducting channels, monolithic connections
between semiconductor fragments, etc. The main laws,
theoretical models, and technological regimes of vari-
ous thermal migration processes are most exhaustively
presented in monograph [2] and papers of the research
group of Antony and Cline (see reviews [3] and refer-
ences therein).

This study was aimed at determining the structure
and composition of the channels formed in n-Si wafers
by means of thermal migration of thin discrete alumi-
num zones. This method of channel formation is among
the least studied thermal migration processes.

Our experiments were performed with (100)-ori-
ented silicon wafers of KEF-4.5 grade with a diameter
of 100 mm and a thickness of 460 µm. The thermal
migration process was effected in a thermal gradient
setup employing IR heating [4]. The initial wafer with
electron-beam-deposited 2- to 5-µm-thick aluminum
pads of various shapes were heated from rear side up to
a temperature of 1100°C. The temperature of the front
side, on which the melted zone entered the substrate,
was 8–10°C lower due to conductive heat exchange
with a water-cooled copper substrate holder. The work-
ing chamber was filled with argon. The thermal migra-
tion time was varied from 10 to 45 min. In the case of
through channels, the process termination was detected
with the aid of a pyrometer.
1063-7850/04/3003- $26.00 © 20205
Heating to the temperature indicated above results
in the formation of liquid eutectic zones in the regions
of contact between aluminum and silicon, which move
toward the hot side of the plate under the action of the
temperature gradient. The process of thermal migration
of aluminum proceeds by means of silicon dissolution
at the hot front of the zone, diffusion transfer via the
melt, and crystallization at the cold end of the zone. A
certain fraction of aluminum is retained in the recrystal-
lized region, while the maximum metal concentration
of (1–2) × 1019 cm–3 is on the channel axis. The metal
also partly crosses the metallurgical boundary as a
result of diffusion. The shape of the aluminum concen-
tration profile in the channel cross section is close to
erfc distribution. The passage of such discrete zone
results in the formation of thermal migration channels
of the p type in the n-Si substrate, with p–n junctions on
the outer boundaries of the channels.

Since the initial silicon grown by the Czochralski
technique contains intrinsic impurities (phosphorus,
5 × 1015 cm–3; oxygen, ~1018 cm–3), the process of ther-
mal migration is accompanied by their redistribution as
a result of thermodiffusion, zone refining, complex for-
mation, etc. In addition, the propagation of a eutectic
zone through single crystal silicon leads to the develop-
ment of stresses in the wafer, which can result in a plas-
tic shear at the metallurgical boundary. The lattice
deformation also influences the distribution of impuri-
ties and defects at the channel boundaries. In order to
obtain narrow recrystallized channels with a width not
exceeding the size of the initial aluminum pads, it is
recommended to use (100)-oriented silicon wafers and
fine (below 20 µm) discrete zones. However, the edge
effects, which are most pronounced during the thermal
migration of fine zones, may significantly influence the
composition and structure of the channels and, hence,
the characteristics of p–n junctions.

We have studied the thermal migration channels
using selective chemical etching of silicon in combina-
tion with secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) for
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Fig. 1. (a–c) Scanning electron micrographs and (d) optical micrograph of the thermal migration channels upon selective etching
(region A represents n-Si; region B is microscope glass). See the text for explanations.
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the analysis of impurity distributions. The process of
selective etching was performed in a mixture of aque-
ous hydrofluoric (48% HF), nitric (67–70% HNO3),
and glacial acetic acids taken in a 1 : 5 : 1 volume ratio.
This mixture is characterized by different potentials for
n- and p-Si, which results in the formation of a galvanic
couple with p and n type regions acting as the anode
and cathode, respectively. The anode region features
oxidation and dissolution of silicon, while the dominat-
ing cathode process is HNO3 reduction. As a result, the
p type regions are etched at a higher rate [5]. In the
presence of acetic acid, etching proceeds in a soft pol-
ishing regime. In order to exclude additional protopro-
duction of holes on the silicon surface, the etching was
performed in the dark. In addition, chemical etching
reveals the regions containing crystallographic defects,
dislocation pileups, etc., where the reaction of silicon
oxidation proceeds at a higher rate.

The results of etching of the thermal migration
channels are presented in Fig. 1. The electron micro-
graphs in Figs. 1a and 1b show the patterns observed at
the sites on the sample surface where the eutectic zones
enter into silicon. The data are presented for two chan-
nels with different shapes of cross sections in the sam-
ple plane upon 20-s etching in the acid mixture. As a
result of this short-time treatment, the central channel
body was faceted in (111) directions and several-
micron-wide region at the channel periphery was
deeply etched, while the initial n-Si substrate surface
remained virtually intact. Figure 1c is a micrograph of
the etched surface of a transverse cleavage, showing a
deep channel with a solidified eutectic zone on the bot-
tom. As can be seen, the region of selective etching
(dark field) extends along the entire channel length. The
channel is also surrounded by a clearly distinguished
TE
bright contour approximately several microns wide.
This region was not etched during the short-time treat-
ment and exhibited charging and bright luminescence
when scanned in the electron microscope. The two
regions represent shells surrounding the channel body
in the region of the metallurgical boundary. Figure 1d
shows the result of a long (30 min) etching of a sample
containing several through thermal migration channels.
This micrograph clearly illustrates the difference in the
etching rates of various structural elements of the chan-
nels: the inner shells completely dissolved, the central
channel bodies decreased in diameter (and sometimes
fell out of the channels), and the outer shells retained
their shape. Thus, the selective chemical etching
revealed the presence of two distinct shells possessing
different physicochemical properties.

In order to determine the compositions of these
shells, we have analyzed the corresponding regions by
SIMS to determine the distributions of impurities in the
channel cross section. The measurements were per-
formed with a CAMECA IMS-4F ion microprobe
using oxygen and nitrogen primary ion beams. The size
of the secondary ion take-off region determining the
spatial (lateral) resolution was 33 and 8.3 µm, respec-
tively. In order to increase the sensitivity of SIMS dur-
ing measurements of the phosphorus profile, the work-
ing chamber was filled with oxygen. Figure 2b shows
averaged and smoothened concentration profiles of alu-
minum, phosphorus, and oxygen. As can be seen from
these data, the outer shell is characterized by an
increased content of oxygen and phosphorus. These
inhomogeneities in the impurity concentrations are
probably due to interplay of the gettering and thermod-
iffusion processes at the phase boundary. Thus, the
outer shell can be considered as an n+ type region, in
CHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 30      No. 3      2004
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good agreement with the above data on the selective
etching according to which the outer shell was dis-
solved at a minimum rate (even slower than the initial
n-Si substrate). The region of the inner shell does not
contain any acceptor impurities. Increased etching rate
in this region is probably explained by increased den-
sity of defects. Figure 2a shows the distribution of dis-
location density in the vicinity of the metallurgical
boundary, constructed based on the data reported in [6].
The increase in the density of dislocations near the
channel boundaries is related to mechanical stresses
arising during the passage of the melted zone.

Upon additional thermal annealing of the samples
for 2 h at 1200°C, the thickness of the inner shell was
somewhat reduced as a result of stress release. On the
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Fig. 2. The profiles of (a) dislocation density and (b) impu-
rity concentrations across thermal migration channels:
(1) initial silicon substrate; (2) thermal migration channel;
(3) metallurgical boundary.

(a) (b)
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contrary, the outer shell exhibited a severalfold increase
in thickness and smeared boundaries as a result of
impurity diffusion.

In conclusion, the results of this study showed that
thermal migration channels formed in n-Si wafers by
means of thermal migration of thin discrete aluminum
zones possess an inhomogeneous structure. Two dis-
tinct shells with different physicochemical properties
are found at the periphery of each channel. These shells
may significantly influence the characteristics of p–n
junctions in the channels.
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Abstract—The correlation dimension of a chaotic attractor of a nonautonomous nonlinear oscillator with vari-
able control parameters is evaluated from experimental data. The dimension of a critical attractor shows good
agreement with theoretical data. As the amplitude of the external action is varied, the chaotic attractor exhibits
evolution such that the correlation dimension increases from a minimum value, determined by the properties of
the critical attractor, to the nearest integer. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Investigation into the dynamics of nonlinear sys-
tems on the modern level not only requires observation
of the time series, phase portraits, and power spectra
but also implies the evaluation of dimensional charac-
teristics and calculation of the Lyapunov exponents and
the system entropy. This study was aimed at the evalu-
ation of the correlation dimension [1–9] of the attractor
of a nonlinear nonautonomous oscillator and a change
in this dimension depending on the control parameters
for a particular case of the nonautonomous resonant cir-
cuit with a semiconductor diode.

The model system (Fig. 1a) is a series resonant cir-
cuit comprising a coil with the inductance L, a semicon-
ductor diode D, and a resistor R. This resonator was
driven by a harmonic oscillator via an amplifier with a
sufficiently small output impedance. The linear (small-
amplitude) resonance frequency of the circuit is
51 kHz. The time series of a current measured in resis-
tor R was converted into a digital code with the aid of a
12-digit analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and fed into
a personal computer. The ADC response time did not
exceed 0.3 µs, which was much shorter than the period
of oscillations in the circuit. Data stored in the com-
puter were used to calculate the correlation dimension
for a data array of 40000 points. The control parame-
ters were the rms drive amplitude V and the drive fre-
quency f.

Figure 1b shows the structure of the space of control
parameters of the system studied, mapped as the drive
amplitude V versus drive frequency f normalized to the
linear resonance frequency fr of the circuit.1 Here, light

1 The dynamics of a resonant circuit with a p–n junction (semicon-
ductor diode) has been rather exhaustively studied [10–15] and
the plane of control parameters shows the standard phase dia-
gram. Figure 1b is presented to indicate the region of control
parameters for which the experimental data are obtained and pro-
cessed.
1063-7850/04/3003- $26.00 © 20208
regions correspond to periodic regimes, gray color indi-
cates the regions of chaos, and digits indicate the oscil-
lation period expressed in units of the drive signal
period. Let the control parameter f be fixed in the vicin-
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams showing (a) the experimental
array (1, drive oscillator; 2, amplifier; 3, oscillograph;
4, ADC; and 5, spectrum analyzer) and (b) the space of con-
trol parameters (see the text for explanations).
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Fig. 2. Plots of (a) correlation dimension dc of the attractor versus drive amplitude V and (b) oscillation power spectrum, and (c) plot
of the dc versus scale of observation at the boundary of the transition from order to chaos.

(c)
ity of the resonance. As the drive amplitude V is
smoothly increased, the system exhibits a sequence of
period doublings with the final transition to chaos. In
the region of chaotic response, the phase diagram
shows a sequence of merging bands, eventually form-
ing a simply connected attractor. Further increase in the
drive amplitude leads to the well-known sequence of
cycles including period adding, transition to chaos, and
crisis of chaotic attractor.

Figure 2a shows a plot of the correlation dimension
of the chaotic attractor versus drive amplitude. For peri-
odic regimes, the dimension is close to one and the
power spectrum is discrete. In particular, dc = 1.01 for
the cycles of period 4 and period 8 (Fig. 2a, points 1
and 2). At the boundary of the transition from order to
chaos (point 3), the estimated dimension is 1.48, in
qualitative agreement with published data [16, 17]. In
experiment, this boundary was determined using the
power spectra, in which the harmonics multiple of f/32
were clearly distinguished, while the subharmonics of
higher orders were smeared (Fig. 2b). Here, the depen-
dence of the correlation dimension on the scale of
observation exhibits a sloping region (Fig. 2c).

Since an increase in the drive amplitude V is accom-
panied by the appearance of “windows” corresponding
TECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 30      No. 3      200
to periodic regimes, the plot of the correlation dimen-
sion is nonmonotonic. For this reason, the dashed curve
in Fig. 2a only reflects the tendency of dc to increase
(theoretically, this plot has a fractal structure). As can
be seen from Fig. 2a, an increase in the parameter V
leads to evolution of the system attractor, whereby the
correlation dimension tends to two. The most pro-
nounced changes in the chaotic attractor dimension are
observed in the case of crisis. This is manifested by
merging bands in the phase portrait and by smearing of
the corresponding subharmonics in the power spec-
trum. Near the boundary of the transition to oscillations
with period 3 (Fig. 2a, point 8), the correlation dimen-
sion reaches the maximum value of 1.93. As the drive
amplitude V increases further, the system exhibits the
transition to a cycle of period 3 and, accordingly, the
correlation dimension exhibits a sharp drop to dc = 1.

Subsequent increase in the drive amplitude again
leads to a sharp increase in the attractor dimension at
the boundary of the transition from order to chaos
(Fig. 2a, point 11), where dc tends to 2. The maximum
value of 1.98 is reached at the boundary of the transi-
tion to a cycle of period 4 (Fig. 2a, point 18).

Thus, the results of our analysis show that, as the
drive amplitude increases, the chaotic attractor exhibits
4
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evolution such that the correlation dimension increases
from a minimum value, determined by the properties of
the critical attractor, to the nearest integer.
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Abstract—Anisotropic plastic straining has been observed in iron based amorphous alloys. This phenomenon
is explained proceeding from the notions about internal stresses in amorphous metal ribbons. © 2004 MAIK
“Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Previously [1, 2], we have studied the formation of
shear bands in the vicinity of indenter prints on the sur-
face of amorphous metal alloys. This Letter reports on
the new phenomenon of inhomogeneous plastic strain-
ing observed in isotropic amorphous media.

We have studied the samples of amorphous alloys of
the following systems (wt %): Fe81.4–Cr4.0–Mo6.0–
Ni5.2–C1.0–Mn2.1–Al0.3; Fe71.7–Ni6.0–Co2.4–Cr7.5–Mo7.9–
B4.0–Si0.5; and Fe86–P9.8–C1.0–Si0.9–Al1.7–B0.6. The
alloys in the form of amorphous ribbons were obtained
by rapid quenching of the melt on the outer surface of a
rotating copper disk [1, 2]. The cooling rate was 8 ×
105 K/s. The thickness of ribbons varied within 50–
80 µm.

The sample structure was studied by X-ray diffrac-
tion on a DRON-3 diffractometer using CuKα radiation
from an X-ray tube operating at a voltage of 30 kV and
a current of 20 mA. The sample structure was also
examined by optical microscopy (Neophot 21) and by
scanning electron microscopy (CamScan-4).

The plastic straining of amorphous alloys was stud-
ied by the local deformation technique. According to
this, the surface of an amorphous metal ribbon is
deformed with a diamond pyramid (Vickers indenter)
in a microhardness meter of the PMT-3 type [1, 2].
Then, the pattern of straining is examined in an optical
microscope (or in more detail, in a scanning electron
microscope). The results are evaluated in terms of the
average number Nst of shear bands appearing at each
face of the indenter. Indentation of the ribbon surface
was performed at a load P varied from 0.25 to 1.50 N.
The prints were oriented relative to the casting direc-
tion, as shown in Fig. 1. The measurements were per-
formed on the side of the ribbon which was in contact
with air during quenching. The analysis of straining
was performed only for samples with approximately
equal diameters of indenter marks.
1063-7850/04/3003- $26.00 © 20211
The analysis of X-ray diffraction patterns showed
that all the initial alloys are X-ray-amorphous. This was
manifested by the absence of any peaks except a char-
acteristic diffuse maximum corresponding to (011)
reflection of α-Fe.

Figure 1 shows the typical pattern of straining
observed at an indenter mark on the surface of an iron
based amorphous alloy ribbon. For an indenter load of
up to P = 1.5 N, the samples of Fe81.4–Cr4.0–Mo6.0–
Ni5.2–C1.0–Mn2.1–Al0.3, Fe71.7–Ni6.0–Co2.4–Cr7.5–Mo7.9–
B4.0–Si0.5 , and Fe86–P9.8–C1.0–Si0.9–Al1.7–B0.6 alloys
exhibit only shear bands in the form of half-rings. No
shear bands were observed in the form of rays reported
in [1, 2]. However, it was found that the number of
bands was different at various faces of the indenter
marks formed by normal indentation on the ribbon sur-
face (see Fig. 1). The average number of shear bands at
the analogous faces was retained from one mark to
another to within the experimental uncertainty. These

10 mm

Fig. 1. Scanning electron micrograph showing shear bands
at the mark of a Vickers pyramid indenter. The arrow indi-
cates the direction of ribbon casting.
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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results are presented in Fig. 2 for Fe81.4–Cr4.0–Mo6.0–
Ni5.2–C1.0–Mn2.1–Al0.3 alloy.

For the amorphous alloys studied, the plots of Nst =
f(P) are linear. At a fixed load on the indenter, the max-
imum number of shear bands was observed for the sam-
ples of Fe81.4–Cr4.0–Mo6.0–Ni5.2–C1.0–Mn2.1–Al0.3, and
the minimum, for Fe86–P9.8–C1.0–Si0.9–Al1.7–B0.6. This
result indicates that most pronounced inhomogeneous
plasticity is inherent in the former alloy, which is char-
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0.5

0
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Fig. 2. Plots of the average number Nst of shear bands of
the half-ring type versus indenter load P for the samples of
a Fe81.4–Cr4.0–Mo6.0–Ni5.2–C1.0–Mn2.1–Al0.3 alloy:
(1−4) data for the regions at various faces of the indenter
marks indicated in the inset (the arrow shows the ribbon
casting direction); (5) average values.

1

2 3

4

P

Fig. 3. A schematic diagram of the orientation of shear
stresses in amorphous alloy ribbons: (1) indenter; (2) slip
planes; (3) amorphous ribbon; (4) ribbon casting direction;
(P) load on indenter.
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acterized by a minimum fraction of nonmetallic addi-
tives. In the latter alloy, this fraction is maximum.
Therefore, the inhomogeneous plasticity of multicom-
ponent iron based amorphous alloys is determined by
metallic bonds, while the nonmetallic components
favor an increase in the alloy brittleness.

The plots of Nst = f(P) for the shear bands at each
face of the Vickers indenter are also linear. The num-
bers of shear bands formed at faces 1 and 2 are smaller
than those observed at faces 3 and 4 (Fig. 2). Note that
this behavior is observed for the indenter marks with
equal diagonals, which shows that the indenter was
driven perpendicularly to the surface. Therefore, a fac-
tor determining the distribution of shear bands at the
indenter faces was the direction of ribbon casting. In
this context, we may suggest that somewhat different
rates of cooling on the sides of ribbon contacting with
the copper disk and air result in the development of
internal stresses. The corresponding slip planes are ori-
ented at an angle relative to the ribbon surface, as sche-
matically depicted in Fig. 3. As a result, the stressed
state induced by the indenter is such [3] that the direc-
tion of shear stress coincides with the direction of slip
planes in the amorphous ribbon for some faces and not
for the other ones. In the case under consideration, such
coincidence is possible only for faces 3 and 4 (see the
inset in Fig. 2). At these faces, the process of shear band
formation in the form of half-rings is facilitated. Thus,
the phenomenon of anisotropic plastic straining in iso-
tropic amorphous alloys is explained by the presence of
internal stresses influencing the character of inhomoge-
neous local plastic deformation.

If the temperatures on the two sides of an amor-
phous alloy ribbon during rapid quenching are T and
T0, the corresponding strain tensor has the following
form:

(1)

where αik is a second-rank tensor symmetric with
respect to the indices i, k. According to Prandtl
approach [5–7] to the calculation of stresses in a thin
plate compressed by uniformly distributed surface
forces, the shear stresses in our samples can be calcu-
lated using the relation

(2)

where k is a material constant, H is the sample width,
and h is the ribbon thickness.

Thus, using the local surface deformation technique,
it was established that inhomogeneous plastic deforma-
tion in iron based amorphous alloys develops at differ-
ent rates in various directions. This is explained by the
internal stresses developed in ribbons during their fab-
rication.

uik

α ik

3
------- T T0–( ),=

τ xy k H/h( ),=
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Abstract—We have studied the initiation, evolution, and structure of shock waves as the main antimicrobial
factor of a high-power electric discharge in water. The shock wave structure is studied in a plane one-dimen-
sional approximation using a system of generalized equations of hydrodynamics proposed by Alekseev. Possi-
ble mechanisms of the shock-wave-induced degradation of microorganisms are considered. © 2004 MAIK
“Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Introduction. The idea of using pulsed electric dis-
charge for water disinfection was originally formulated
by Yutkin [1]. However, experimental values of the spe-
cific energy consumption for the pulsed discharge dis-
infection achieved in the 1960s–1970s were rather high
(1–10 kWh/m3, depending on the concentration of
microbes), which delayed practical investigations [2].
Recent progress in the field of pulse electronics and the
need for reagent-free water disinfection methods
revived the interest in Yutkin’s ideas. Some new results
on the energy efficiency of using periodic pulsed dis-
charges with a pulse energy of 1–20 J were reported
in [3–6]. An important feature of such discharges is
their multifactor action upon microbes in the region
immediately adjacent to the discharge zone. The
specific energy consumption has been reduced to
0.5−1.0 kWh/m3.

In the case of a high-power electric discharge (with
an energy of several kJ/pulse), the main antimicrobial
factor is the discharge-induced shock wave. This makes
possible the degradation of microbes under the action
of a single discharge—in contrast to a low-power peri-
odic pulsed discharge, whereby the disinfection is
reached as a result of the damage accumulation in
microbes. Although the use of high-power discharges
increases the level of thermomechanical loads upon
1063-7850/04/3003- $26.00 © 20214
structural elements, the specific energy consumption
may decrease because the number of discharges can be
reduced to one, while the volume of water treated in a
single cycle can be increased.

Shock wave initiation, evolution, and structure.
The shock waves were studied in a plane one-dimen-
sional approximation assuming instantaneous energy
evolution at the cross section x = 0 of the half-space
x ≥ 0. The coordinate and time of initiation of a shock
wave were determined using the relations [7]

(1)

where c is the sound velocity, γ is the power index in the
equation of state, and a is the acceleration at x = 0, t =
0. Table 1 gives the values of parameters calculated
using Eqs. (1) for a pulsed discharge (deposited energy
density, 2.95 kJ/cm2) in comparison to data for some
alternative sources of shock waves with comparable
values of a [7–9].

The shock wave front structure was calculated using
a system of generalized equations of hydrodynamics,
including the equations of mass and momentum con-

tz
2c

γ 1+( )a
--------------------, xz

2c2

γ 1+( )a
--------------------,= =
Table 1.  The conditions of shock wave initiation in water by various methods

Parameter Pulsed electric
discharge

Electric explosion
of wire

Explosion of
condensed substance Laser pulse action Plate impact

a, m/s2 1.6 × 108 109 3 × 109 1.2 × 1010 2.2 × 1011

tz, µs 2.3 0.4 0.1 3.2 × 10–2 1.7 × 10–3

xz, nm 3.5 0.6 0.2 4.7 × 10–2 2.5 × 10–3
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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servation [10] and the equation of state for water (in the
Tate form):

(2)

Here, B = 3.045 × 108 Pa, γ = 7.15, ρ1 is the density of
water under normal conditions, τ = r0/c, and r0 = 3.5 ×
10–10 m is the average spacing of water molecules.
System (2) has to be solved with the boundary condi-
tions representing a discontinuity relation between the
values of density and velocity before and behind the
shock wave front. Table 2 gives the shock wave front
thicknesses δ = (ρ2 – ρ1)/(dρ/dx)max calculated for vari-
ous pressure jumps ∆p in the shock wave.

The pattern of the shock wave evolution calculated
assuming a = const is plotted in the figure in the dimen-
sionless coordinates of  = x/(c2/a) versus  = t/(c/a).
The shock wave is initiated at a point with the coordi-
nates  =  = 0.24. The scaling factors for various
methods of the shock wave initiation are given in
Table 3. For a pulsed discharge with a deposited energy
density of 2.95, 17.7, and 35.4 kJ/cm2, the maximum
pressure jump in the shock waves (see profiles A, B, and
C in the figure) is reached at the points with the coordi-
nates (xA = 3.4 mm, tA = 3.2 µs), (xB = 7.0 mm, tB =
4.3 µs), and (xC = 9.5 mm, tC = 5.5 µs), respectively.
Thus, despite lower values of a in comparison to those
for the other sources, the pulsed discharge provides for
quite acceptable spatial and temporal scales of the
shock wave initiation and formation (Table 1).

The possible mechanisms of microbe degrada-
tion under the action of shock waves. One of the pos-
sible factors leading to the loss of microbes is the ther-
mal and/or mechanical damage of the cell structure. For
∆p ≥ 50 MPa (Table 2), the shock wave front thickness
is much smaller than the characteristic microbe size (1–
10 µm). Therefore, the corresponding thermal and
mechanical effects can be considered within the frame-
work of a hydrodynamic approach.

The degree of heating as a result of the shock wave
passage can be evaluated using the formula [11]

(3)

where V/V0 is the change in the specific volume deter-
mined from the Tate equation and Γ0 = β/ρkmcν is the
Grüneisen constant (β is the volume coefficient of ther-
mal expansion, km is the isothermal compression coef-
ficient, and cV is the specific heat capacity). The neces-

dρv
dx

-----------
d
dx
------τ d

dx
------ p ρv 2+[ ]– 0,=

d p ρv 2+( )
dx

---------------------------
d
dx
------τ d

dx
------ 3v p ρv 3+[ ]– 0,=

p B
ρ
ρ1
----- 

  γ
1– .=

x̃ t̃

x̃ t̃

T /T0 V /V0( )
Γ0–

,=
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sary data are presented in Table 4, where medium 1 is
water and medium 2 is an organic fluid typical of
microbial cells. According to the estimates obtained
using formula (3), the heating of microbes to a temper-
ature above 100°C is possible when the pressure jump
at the shock wave front amounts to ∆p > 1.7 × 103 MPa
(the temperature of water increases by ∆T ≅  10 K).

For evaluating the mechanical effect, let us consider
microbes as spherical species of diameter d and density
ρ0 streamlined by a medium of density ρ and use the
condition of their breakage as a result of the Kelvin–
Helmholtz instability [12],

(4)

where D is the shock wave velocity and σ is the surface
tension at the interface. The thickness of a microbe cell
wall possessing a polymer structure is typically within

∆p ρ1/2D
2πσ

d
---------- ρ

ρ0
----- 

  1/2

,>

Table 2.  Shock wave front thicknesses for various pressure
jumps in water

∆p, MPa δ, nm ∆p, MPa δ, nm

50 ~75 1190 4.54

80 64.4 1670 4.16

100 53.1 2285 3.92

155 37.3 3055 3.74

295 8.46 4015 3.64

515 6.22 5200 3.57
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The initiation and evolution of discharge-induced shock
waves in water: (1) shock wave trajectory; (2) envelope of
the shock wave characteristics. The inset shows the pressure
jump profiles for a deposited energy density of (A) 2.95,
(B) 17.7, and (C) 35.4 kJ/cm2.
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Table 3.  Scaling factors for the shock waves initiated in water by various methods

Parameter Pulsed electric
discharge

Electric explosion 
of wire

Explosion of
condensed substance

Laser pulse 
action Plate impact

c2/a, mm 13.9 2.2 0.75 1.9 × 10–1 10–2

c/a, µs 9.3 1.5 0.5 1.3 × 10–1 6.9 × 10–3

Table 4.  Parameters determining the shock-wave-induced heating of microbes in water

Medium km, 1/Pa β, 1/K cV, kJ/(kg K) ρ, kg/m3 B, Pa 1/γ

1 (3.5–4.5) × 10–10 0.182 × 10–3 4.18 103 3.045 × 108 0.14

2 (0.5–1.0) × 10–9 ~10–3 1.0–3.0 7.5 × 102 (0.7–0.9) × 108 0.08–0.1
∆ = 10–25 nm. Since the rupture stress σr for a liquid is
approximately related to the surface tension as σr ≅
2σ/r0 [13], formula (4) can be used for the estimation
purposes by replacing σ by σ∗  = σ1∆/r0 or σ∗  = σr∆,
where σ1 and σr are the surface tension and rupture
stress of the cell wall material. For the typical values of
σr in polymers ~20 MPa [4], formula (4) yields the esti-
mate ∆p > (0.6–1.35) × 102 MPa.

Conclusions. A high-power electric discharge in
water leads to the initiation and formation of a shock
wave in the immediate vicinity of the discharge axis: at
a distance of 3–5 mm from this axis (for a deposited
energy of ~3 kJ/cm2). At a pressure jump above
50 MPa, the shock wave front thickness is much
smaller than the characteristic microbe size and these
species can be considered as macroscopic objects. We
have considered two possible mechanisms of the
shock-wave-induced degradation of microbes. Most
likely, the loss of microbes is caused by their breakage
as a result of the instability development in the course
of streamlining. The necessary pressure jump is evalu-
ated as exceeding (0.6–1.35) × 102 MPa. This value can
be considered as a necessary condition for microbe
degradation upon a single electric discharge in water.
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Abstract—Suppression of the automodulation of the output field in a gyro-backward-wave tube (gyro-BWT)
by an external driving harmonic signal is demonstrated for the first time using the results of computer simula-
tion. Parameters of the driving signal for which this phenomenon is possible have been determined. © 2004
MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Gyro-backward-wave tubes (gyro-BWTs) charac-
terized by a high output power (up to several dozen
megawatts in a millimeter wavelength range) are
among promising devices of modern microwave elec-
tronics [1]. Another advantage of gyro-BWTs is the
possibility of readily controlling the microwave radia-
tion frequency by changing the longitudinal velocity of
electrons or by varying the static magnetic field [1, 2].
On the other hand, a significant disadvantage of gyro-
BWTs is that an increase in the system length or in the
electron beam current gives rise to automodulation of the
output signal, whereby the generation spectrum becomes
multifrequency [3, 4]. One possible method of solving
this problem consists in using distributed power extrac-
tion by means of coupled waveguide systems [5, 6].

This Letter proposes an alternative approach to the
suppression of automodulation in a gyro-BWT, whereby
the distributed “helical electron beam–backward wave”
autooscillatory system occurring in the regime of multi-
frequency oscillations is subjected to the action of an
external harmonic signal of a relatively low power. Pre-
viously [7, 8], we have thoroughly studied the synchro-
nization of autooscillations in the “helical electron
beam–backward wave” system. This study addresses pri-
marily the problem of expanding the region of single-fre-
quency generation in a nonautonomous gyro-BWT.

The system of equations describing the interaction
of a helical electron beam with the backward wave
includes the equation of motion for electrons in a
weakly relativistic helical beam [2, 9] and an equation
describing excitation of the backward wave by the elec-
tron beam [10]. In a dimensionless form, these equa-
tions can be written as follows:

(1)

(2)

dβ
dξ
------ jµ 1 β 2–( )β– F,=

∂F
∂τ
------ ∂F

∂ξ
------–

1
2π
------ β θ0.d

0

2π

∫–=
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Here, β = rexp( jθ) is the complex radius of electron
trajectories in the ensemble possessing initially homo-
geneous phase distribution relative to the high-fre-
quency (HF) field; F is the slowly varying complex
dimensionless field amplitude in the beam cross sec-
tion; ξ and τ are the dimensionless longitudinal coordi-
nate and time, respectively; µ = (v ||/c)/2ε is the param-
eter of nonisochronism characterizing the degree of
inertia of the system; v || is the longitudinal velocity of
the helical electron beam; and ε is the interaction
parameter [2, 3, 7]. Equation (1) has to be solved with
the following initial conditions,

(3)

which establish that the helical electron beam is not
modulated at the system entrance. An external har-
monic driving signal introduced at the collector end of
the system is described by the expression

(4)

where A is the dimensionless length of the system, Finp
is the driving signal amplitude, and Ω is the detuning of
the external signal frequency from the “cold” synchro-
nism between the backward wave and helical beam.
Simplifying assumptions underlying the above model
and the expressions for dimensionless variables are
considered in detail elsewhere [2, 3, 7].

The control parameters of the model are the system
length A and the parameter µ of nonisochronism of the
oscillating electrons. In the system with a constant
beam current I0, variation of the parameter A at a con-
stant µ corresponds to a change in the system length l.
At a constant length l, A is varied at the expense of cur-
rent I0 so that the product µA remains constant.

Let us consider the behavior of a gyro-BWT with
the dimensionless length of the interaction space A =
3.0 and variable nonisochronism parameter µ. Self-

β ξ 0=( ) jθ0( ), θ0 0 2π,[ ]∈ ,exp=

F ξ A=( ) Finp jΩτ[ ] ,exp=
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excitation of the gyro-BWT is observed for µst ≈ 0.73,
whereby a stationary regime of single-frequency gener-
ation is established. For µaut ≈ 3.78, the gyro-BWT
exhibits automodulation of the output field: the spec-
trum acquires a multifrequency character, which com-
plicates with further increase in the parameter µ.

The results of numerical simulation showed that an
external harmonic signal interacting with autooscilla-
tions in a gyro-BWT occurring in the regime of auto-
modulation (µ > µaut) allows this modulation of the out-
put signal to be suppressed, after which the system
exhibits stationary generation at the frequency Ω of the
driving signal (which is only slightly different from the
frequency ω0 of generation in the autonomous regime).
The phenomenon of automodulation suppression is
illustrated in Fig. 1 showing the time series of the out-
put field amplitude |F(ξ = 0, τ)| of a gyro-BWT operat-
ing in an autonomous regime with automodulation
(dashed curve) and in a regime with the automodulation
suppressed by the external signal. The calculations
were performed for the cases of control parameters
slightly (µ – µaut = 0.02) and strongly (µ – µaut = 0.80)
exceeding the level of the automodulation onset. As can

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

|F(τ)|

(a)

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

(b)

50 100 150 τ

Fig. 1. Time series of the output signal amplitude |F(ξ = 0, τ)|
in a gyro-BWT with a dimensionless length of A = 3.0 oper-
ating in an autonomous regime with automodulation
(dashed curves) and in a nonautonomous regime with the
automodulation suppressed by an external driving signal
(solid curves): (a) µ – µaut = 0.02 (Pinp = 0.004P0, Ω/ω0 =
1.0019); (b) µ – µaut = 0.80 (Pinp = 0.2P0, Ω/ω0 = 1.17).
T

be seen from Fig. 1, the action of an external signal with
certain parameters (frequency Ω and power |Finp|2) on
the gyro-BWT (nonautonomous regime) leads to the
attainment (after a certain transient process) of a sta-
tionary generation regime characterized by a constant
output field amplitude, |F(ξ = 0, τ)| = const, and a fre-
quency equal to that of the external action Ω (which is
close to the autonomous generation frequency ω0).

The suppression of automodulation in the output
signal of a gyro-BWT is observed only in a certain
region of parameters of the driving signal. Let us con-
sider this question in more detail. Figure 2a shows the
plane of the driving signal parameters (amplitude |Finp|
versus normalized frequency Ω/ω0) and indicates the
boundaries of regions in which automodulation of the
output field is suppressed and a stationary generation
regime is attained for various values of the control
parameters A and µ. As is seen, this effect take place for
driving signal frequencies greater than that of the
autonomous generation frequency (Ω > ω0). An
increase in the driving signal amplitude leads to expan-
sion of the band of driving frequencies ∆Ω featuring the
suppression of automodulation of the output field.

As the difference µ – µaut increases at a constant sys-
tem length A, the stationary generation regime is
attained at a higher amplitude |Finp| (and power) of the
external driving signal. This is illustrated by Fig. 2b,
showing a plot of the minimum driving signal power
Pinp necessary to suppress automodulation of the output
field versus the parameter of nonisochronism µ of oscil-
lating electrons in the helical beam for a constant
dimensionless length A = 3.0. In the vicinity of a thresh-
old corresponding to the onset of automodulation (µ *
µaut), the driving signal power necessary for its suppres-
sion is quite small: Pinp ! P0, where P0 is the power of
generation in the autonomous regime. When the differ-
ence µ – µaut increases up to ≈1.45, the necessary power
level also slowly grows; however, there is a sharp
increase in the driving signal power necessary to suppress
automodulation of the output field for µ > 5.2.

Figure 2a shows that an increase in the parameter of
nonisochronism above the µaut level leads, besides a
growth of the driving signal power necessary to sup-
press automodulation of the output field, to narrowing
of the band of the driving signal frequencies corre-
sponding to stationary generation regimes in the nonau-
tonomous system (cf. the curves in Fig. 2a correspond-
ing to µ = 3.8 and 4.9 for a system with the length
A = 3.0).

As the system length A increases, the parameter of
nonisochronism corresponding to the onset of auto-
modulation in the autonomous system grows as well.
However, the suppression of automodulation and the
regime of nonautonomous stationary generation are
still observed. Figure 2a shows the regions of automod-
ulation suppression constructed for µ = 3.0 and two val-
ues of the dimensionless length, A = 3.5 and 3.8. As the
ECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 30      No. 3      2004
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system length increases, the region of nonautonomous
stationary generation slightly shifts toward lower driv-
ing signal frequencies, while the shape of this region
remains virtually unchanged.

Let us briefly consider the physical processes taking
place in the system under consideration. The onset of
automodulation of the output field is determined by the
appearance of an additional distributed feedback in the
system [10]: a helical electron beam bunched in a
strong field arrives at the collector end of the system
(ξ = A) in a rebunched state with a velocity of v ||; a field
excited by the bunched current propagates at a group
velocity of v g back to the system entrance (ξ = 0);

0.3

0.2

0.1

0
0.932 1.000 1.068 1.136 1.204 Ω/ω0

|Finp|

µ = 3.0,
A = 3.8

µ = 4.9,
A = 3.0

µ = 3.0,
A = 3.5

µ = 3.8,
A = 3.0

(a)

(b)

0.08

0.06

0.04

0.02

0
3.6 4.0 4.4 4.8 5.2 µ

Pinp

Fig. 2. A nonstationary theory of gyro-BWT illustrated by
the results of numerical solution of Eqs. (1)–(4): (a) bound-
aries of the regions of the plane of the driving signal param-
eters (amplitude |Finp| versus normalized frequency Ω/ω0)
in which automodulation of the output field is suppressed
and stationary generation is attained for various values of
the control parameters A and µ; (b) a plot of the minimum
driving signal power Pinp necessary to suppress automodu-
lation of the output field versus the parameter of nonisoch-
ronism µ of oscillating electrons for a system with the
dimensionless length A = 3.0.
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bunched in a weak field, the beam now excites a strong
field in which the helical electron beam is rebunched.
As a result, the helical beam is rebunched in a strong
HF field along the entire system length; breakage of the
phase bunch of oscillating electrons in the helical beam
is accompanied by jumps in the phase distribution of
the HF field along the transmission line. The driving
signal acting upon the system in the synchronization
region can break the additional feedback. This is related
to the fact that the external signal “forces” the system to
acquire a certain phase distribution ϕF(ξ) of the HF
field in the interaction space. This distribution is char-
acterized by the absence of sharp phase jumps in the
space and corresponds to optimum phase relations
between the current and field waves with respect to the
regime of stationary generation in the gyro-BWT.

Thus, we have demonstrated the possibility of using
an external driving signal for suppressing automodula-
tion of the output field arising in a gyro-BWT as a result
of an increase in the electron beam current. Conditions
(primarily the driving signal parameters) for which this
phenomenon is possible have been determined.
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Abstract—Thermodynamics of the process of dissolution of impurity atoms in a system of quantum dots is
analyzed based on minimization of the Gibbs free energy. Criteria for the effective introduction of single impu-
rity atoms into quantum dots are formulated. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
In recent years, a new approach to obtaining semi-
conductors with controlled properties has been exten-
sively developed based on the formation of nanodimen-
sional clusters called quantum dots (QDs) [1]. Consid-
erable prospects are offered by the possibility of
introducing a single dopant (impurity) atom into a QD.
This problem is of importance for optoelectronics and
for the development of single-electron devices that can
be used in quantum computers [2].

Let us consider thermodynamics of the dissolution
of impurity atoms in a system of QDs. The analysis will
be based on the method of minimization of the free
Gibbs energy developed previously [3–5]. The model
system comprises a semiconductor or dielectric matrix
containing QDs of the same size with a given concen-
tration of NQD. These QDs are assumed to be stable
(and retain their dimensions) in the temperature range
studied. Then, impurity atoms capable of dissolving in
QDs are introduced by any technological means into
the crystal matrix.

Let us assume that the equilibrium occupation of
QDs corresponds to a minimum of the Gibbs free
energy of the system,

(1)

where G0 is the free energy of the crystal matrix with
QDs (this quantity is considered as constant) and gm is
a change in the free energy upon the transfer of m impu-
rity atoms from the matrix into QDs (the energies of
impurity atoms are measured from the level corre-
sponding to the energy of atoms in the crystal lattice).
The last term in Eq. (1) is the configuration entropy of
the system under consideration [5].

G G0 gmNm kT W ,ln–
m 0=

∑+=
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The number of microscopic states involved in a
given macroscopic state is

(2)

where C is the total impurity concentration in the crys-
tal with QDs, C1 is the impurity content in the crystal,
Nm is the content of QDs with m impurity atoms, N is
the number of sites for impurity atoms per unit volume

of the crystal matrix,  is the number of sites for impu-
rity atoms in a QD, and NQD is the total number of QDs
per unit crystal volume. The first three products in the
right-hand part of Eq. (2) determine the number of
ways to arrange C atoms in the crystal matrix and QDs.
The last product accounts for the statistical identity of
QDs with the same number of impurity atoms.

The system under consideration is assumed to be
closed and the free energy will be minimized taking
into account conservation of the total numbers of impu-
rity atoms and QDs:

(3)

(4)

Using the method of Lagrange multipliers, we obtain
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the relations

(5)

(6)

In what follows, we use the approximation of !/(  –

m)! ≈ ( )m.
The number of sites for an impurity atom in a QD is

related to the impurity radius as  = (R/a)3, where the
parameter a is close to the QD lattice period and is
related to the volume per QD lattice site as v  = 4πa3/3.
Using Eqs. (4)–(6), we obtain an expression for the
concentration of QDs containing m impurity atoms,

(7)

where

Assuming that the number of impurity atoms enter-
ing into QDs is much smaller than the number of impu-
rity atoms contained in the matrix, we can use the
approximation C ≈ C1. In the case when impurity atoms
occurring in QDs are neutral, a change in the free
energy upon the transfer of m atoms X from the matrix
(crystal A) to QD (crystal B) can be written as

(8)

where ,  ( , ) are increments in the enthalpy
(vibrational entropy) on the passage of atom X from
crystal X to crystal A and B, respectively [6]; US is the
energy of interaction of an impurity atom with elastic
stresses in a QD.

The change in the vibrational entropy of an impurity
atom upon the transfer from crystal A (matrix) to crys-
tal B (QD) can be estimated as [7]

(9)

where TA, TB, and TX are the melting temperatures and
θA, θB, and θX are the Debye temperatures for the crys-
tals A, B, and X, respectively. From the standpoint of
practice, it is of interest to consider the case when a sin-
gle impurity atom resides in a QD. This situation corre-
sponds to N1 > N0, N1 > N2. Under these conditions, we
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can use Eq. (7) and derive the following criterion for a
single neutral impurity atom occurring in a QD:

(10)

For QDs of small size, condition (10) requires that g be
negative (so that the process of impurity transfer from
the matrix to a QD will be energetically favorable).
Since the interval (10) is relatively narrow, it is rather
difficult to realize a situation when only one neutral
impurity atom will enter a QD.

However, the situation changes when impurity
atoms occurring in QDs are charged. In this case, a QD
accommodating one charged impurity atom can exhibit
the effect of Coulomb blockade for each subsequent
impurity atom. Assuming that the probability for the
third impurity atom to enter a QD is small, we obtain

(11)

where

and UC is the energy of Coulomb repulsion between
two charged particles in a QD.

The Coulomb blockade of the second impurity atom
entering into a QD becomes significant provided that

(12)

If condition (12) is valid, the function of QD occupa-
tion by single impurity atoms is as follows:

(13)

Using this relation, we obtain another criterion, supple-
mentary to (12), for the effective introduction of a sin-
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gle impurity atom into a QD system:

(14)

In the last decade, considerable attention has been
devoted to the problem of quantum computer and quan-
tum calculations. However, despite extensive theoreti-
cal and experimental work, the quantum computer is
still not realized. The most promising schemes of this
device are based on solid structures, an example being
offered by the solid state nuclear magnetic resonance
quantum computer [8]. This approach employs a sili-
con based structure (spin-free silicon isotope 28Si) con-
taining a linear chain of germanium QDs, with an atom
of stable isotope 31P possessing a nuclear spin of I = 1/2
introduced into the center of each QD. These spins play
the role of qubits.

In this context, we have obtained numerical estimates
for the intervals of temperature T and the total impurity
concentration C obeying conditions (12) and (14) for the
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system of silicon (matrix) and germanium (QD) doped
with phosphorus. The calculations were performed for
the following values of the enthalpy of dissolution of

phosphorus in silicon and germanium [7]:  =

0.73 eV;  = 0.4 eV. The change in the entropy upon
the transfer of an impurity atom from silicon matrix to
germanium QD can be evaluated using relation (9) as

 –  = 0.32k. The region of T and C ensuring the
validity of inequalities (12) and (14) for R/a = 10 and
UC(R) = e2/(4πεε0R) is shown in the figure. The calcu-
lation was performed in the approximation of small
elastic stresses in the QD volume.

Thus, we have demonstrated the possibility of con-
trolling the process of impurity introduction into QDs
and determined conditions for the effective doping of
QDs with single impurity atoms.
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Abstract—The results of experiments on the nonlinear optical confinement of microsecond pulses of CO2 laser
radiation in a composite material comprising a potassium iodide matrix containing dispersed silver chloride nano-
particles coated by an island film of metallic silver are presented. The energy threshold for the laser radiation
confinement is 15 mJ/cm2 and the dynamic range of confinement amounts to 103. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Inter-
periodica”.
Devices capable of nonlinear optical confinement
(radiation limiters) are of importance as a means of pro-
tection of the human eye and photodetectors from radi-
ation damage (see, e.g., [1]). In the middle IR range, the
optical confinement effect can be achieved using silver
halide nanoparticles obtained via melting and crystalli-
zation of an initial material under illumination with vis-
ible light [2–4]. This treatment leads to a partial photol-
ysis of silver halide, with the formation of metal silver
particles in the form of an island film on the surface of
crystalline silver halide grains. [4] Nanoparticles com-
prising a dielectric core with a shell of metal island film
exhibit plasmon resonances in the middle IR range,
which lead to a local amplification of the electromag-
netic wave field and to an increase in the effective opti-
cal nonlinearity of nanoparticles [4].

In the case of a nonlinear medium obtained by the
aforementioned method, it is possible to control neither
the content of nanoparticles possessing required optical
properties nor the nonlinear optical characteristics of
the medium. A more promising technology is offered by
the introduction of a desired content of nanoparticles
with nonlinear optical properties into a transparent
medium possessing linear properties. Below, we
describe a composite material comprising a transparent
matrix of potassium iodide with dispersed silver chloride
nanoparticles coated by an island film of metallic silver.
We have studied the nonlinear optical properties of such
nanoparticles in the region of 10.6 µm and determined
the influence of their content on the characteristics of
optical confinement of the composite material.

The samples were prepared as follows. The initial
material was a mixture of silver chloride (AgCl) and
potassium iodide (KI). The volume fraction of AgCl in
KI was varied from 1 to 5%. The mixture was thermally
treated—heated to the melting point of AgCl (460°C)
and cooled—under illumination with visible light. Sub-
sequent examination of the product in an electron
microscope showed that AgCl nanoparticles formed as
1063-7850/04/3003- $26.00 © 20223
a result of this treatment have the shape of slightly elon-
gated ellipsoids with an average size of 200–300 nm.
The obtained powder was repeatedly triturated and
used for pressing tablets with a diameter of 8 mm and a
thickness of 1 mm. The linear transmission coefficient
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Pulsed laser radiation confinement (λ = 10.6 µm, τ = 1.5 µs)
by a composite material comprising a KI matrix containing
dispersed AgCl nanoparticles at a volume fraction of
f = 1 (a) and 5% (b).
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of samples measured using low-intensity incident radi-
ation at a wavelength of 10.6 µm was 60%.

The experiments on the optical confinement were
performed using a pulsed TEA-CO2 laser operating at a
wavelength of λ = 10.6 µm and a pulse width of τ =
1.5 µs. Semilogarithmic plots of the output (Qout) ver-
sus input (Q0) radiation energy density for the samples
with the AgCl volume fraction of f = 1 and 5% are pre-
sented in the figure. As can be seen, the energy thresh-
old of confinement in the former case is 25 µJ/cm2 and
the dynamic range of confinement is about 50. As the
content of AgCl nanoparticles grows to 5%, the con-
finement threshold decreases to 15 µJ/cm2, while the
dynamic range increases to 103. The radiation breakage
threshold exceeds 3 J/cm2.

The phenomenon of confinement is related to a
spectral shift and an increase in amplitude of the plas-
mon resonance bands, which is caused by the piezoop-
tical effect in the core of nanoparticles [4]. This process
is accompanied by an increase in the absorption and
scattering cross sections of the nanoparticles. A mini-
mum in the confinement curves corresponds to coinci-
dence of the plasmon resonance peak position with the
incident radiation wavelength. The confinement ceases
when the plasmon resonance band moves completely
away from the radiation wavelength.

The decrease in the energy threshold with increas-
ing content of AgCl nanoparticles is related to the fact
that the extinction coefficient of the medium with nano-
particles increases with their content, while the trans-
mitted radiation energy exhibits an exponential depen-
dence on the extinction coefficient. For this reason, the
TE
optical nonlinearity is weakly pronounced in the initial
stage (small Q0) and more significantly influences the
transmission in the presence of a greater amount of
nanoparticles.

The increase in the dynamic range of optical con-
finement with increasing content of nanoparticles is
explained by features in the dynamics of radiation
pulses propagating through a thick optically nonlinear
medium. At a greater content of nanoparticles, radia-
tion exhibits multiple scattering in the medium and,
hence, the layers of medium closer to the output exhibit
optical nonlinearity under the conditions of a higher
intensity of the incident radiation.

Thus, the proposed method of preparation of a com-
posite medium with dispersed silver halide nanoparti-
cles possessing nonlinear optical properties allows both
the energy threshold and the dynamic range of confine-
ment to be controlled.
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Abstract—The dynamic and stochastic properties of a system of point vortices occurring at the vertices of a
regular N-gon have been investigated. The time of reversibility of the phase trajectories was determined and
their stability was studied. It is established that such a system exhibits stochastic properties only in the presence
of a local instability, which is possible for N ≥ 8. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
A system of point vortices is one of the key models
in classical hydrodynamics. Although the properties of
this model have been thoroughly studied for more than
a century, the results are rather few. It was shown
(see [1, 2] and references therein) that even a system of
only four point vortices in the general case is noninte-
grable and exhibits stochastic properties. In the context
of these investigations, the stochasticity of such four-
vortex systems is related to nonintegrability of the cor-
responding system of the equations of motion. On the
other hand, it is clear from the general considerations
that stochastic properties of a dynamical system in the
general case are independent of the integrability. It
would therefore be important to study the dynamical
and stochastic properties of the systems of point vorti-
ces and establish the conditions under which stochas-
ticity arises. This was the aim of our study.

The dynamics of a system of N point vortices on a
plane is described by the following system of equa-
tions:

(1)

where ri = xi, yi are the coordinates of the ith vortex,
k is the unit vector perpendicular to the (xi , yi) plane,
and rij = ri – rj . A solution to Eqs. (1) can be constructed
for some simple situations. In particular, the solution is
known for a system comprising an arbitrary number N
of vortices with equal intensities Γ occurring at the ver-
tices of a regular polygon. This configuration rotates at
a constant angular velocity ΩN = 2πΓ(N – 1)(8π2R2),

dri

dt
-------

Γ i k ri r j–( )×

2πr ji
2

----------------------------------------,
j i≠

N

∑–=
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where R is the radius of the circumscribed circle [3, 4].
Introducing the complex coordinate zn = xn + iyn of the
vortex on the (xi , yi) plane, the corresponding solution
for the coordinate of the Nth vortex can be written as
zn(t) = Rexp[2πi(n – 1)/N + ΩNt].

This study is devoted to the dynamic and stochastic
properties of the above configuration of vortices, the
number of which was varied from 2 to 103. During
computer simulation, the dynamic trajectories of the
system permanently exhibit perturbations as a result of
rounding errors and the use of particular schemes for
integration of the equations of motion (1). For unstable
solutions, even small errors rapidly become observable.

The equations of motion (1) are reversible with
respect to time. This implies, in particular, that the
phase trajectories of the system are invariant for the
transformation of time reversal. The first problem to be
considered in this Letter is determination of the revers-
ibility time Tr of computer-simulated phase trajectories
of the system. The Tr value was determined as the max-
imum time of motion along a given phase trajectory,
for which it is possible to return to the ε vicinity of the
initial position (in our calculations ε = 10–4) upon time
reversal.

As expected, the computer-simulated phase trajec-
tories quite rapidly become irreversible. The reversibil-
ity time Tr = t/TN is inversely proportional to the number
of vortices N: Tr ~ 1/N (see table). This implies, in par-
ticular, that the main factor determining irreversibility
is the interaction between vortices. The time of irrevers-
ibility significantly depends on the stability of the sys-
tem. If the system is unstable, the initial perturbation
tends to increase and the phase trajectories fail to be
Dependence of the reversibility time Tr on the number of vortices

N 7 8 10 20 40 60 80 100

Tr 3760 6.7012 3.6441 1.3363 1.3363 0.3901 0.2867 0.2259
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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reversible quite rapidly (see table). The systems under
consideration are stable for N ≤ 7 [5], which implies
that Tr for N > 7 is much shorter than that for N ≤ 7.

The appearance of dynamic chaos is possible in the
presence of local instability in the system [6]. The char-
acter of stability of trajectories for the given vortex sys-
tem in the configuration space was determined by
studying evolution of the function

(2)

where ri is the exact solution for the ith vortex and 
is a numerical solution obtained on the αth step. Thus,
the functions ∆ were calculated by averaging over an

∆ t( ) 1
NlR
---------- ri t( ) ri

cα t( )–[ ] 2

i 1=

N

∑
 
 
 

1/2

,
α 1=

1

∑=

ri
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Fig. 1. Evolution of the solution perturbation with time for
N = 100 (1), 50 (2), 20 (3), 10 (4), 8 (5), and 7 (6).
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Fig. 2. Autocorrelation functions of the coordinates of point
vortices for N = 100 (1), 10 (2), and 7 (3).
T

ensemble obtained by variation of the integration step
(typically, l = 7–10).

Figure 1 shows the typical time variation of the

function  = ln∆ for systems with various numbers of
vortices N = 100 (curve 1), 50 (2), 20 (3), 10 (4), 8 (5),
and 7 (6). The current time t' is measured in the units of
TN . For the first four systems, the curves can be divided
into four characteristic regions. The first region, where

the function  obeys a power law, is followed by an
exponential portion and a transient nonlinear portion
corresponding to the development of perturbations,
after which function (2) attains a certain almost con-
stant level.

The presence of the exponential portion in the devel-
opment of perturbations shows that systems with the
number of vortices up to N = 8 exhibit local instability.
The instability increments are proportional to the vor-
tex circulation ∆ and inversely proportional to the
square of radius R. Exponential expansion of the trajec-
tories takes place until a certain time tn , which virtually
coincides with the reversibility time of the given system

(see table). On the other hand, the function  for N = 7
first slightly increases and then remains virtually con-
stant. This implies that the given system is stable accord-
ing to Lyapunov, in good agreement with the stability
observed for the given flow in the case of N ≤ 7 [5].

The presence of local instability is evidence of the
possible development of dynamic chaos in a system.
However, this also requires that the system feature mix-
ing, which is defined as the damping of correlations of
two dynamic variables (see, e.g., [6]).

The typical behavior of a normalized autocorrela-
tion function of the vortex coordinates, χ(t, 0) =
χxx(t, 0)/χxx(0, 0), where

and l is the number of realizations, is presented in Fig. 2
for systems with N = 100 (curve 1), 10 (2), and 7 (3).
The correlation functions are decaying in the systems
with N ≥ 8, the relaxation time being on the order of the
inverse increment of the local instability. However, the
decay is not exactly exponential and exhibits a quasip-
eriodic character related to specific features of the
problem under consideration. The period of decaying
maxima of the autocorrelation function is on the order
of TN . For a stable vortex configuration with N = 7, the
correlation function is periodic and exhibits no decay.

Thus, the systems under consideration with the
number of vortices N ≥ 8 actually exhibit dynamic
chaos. It should be noted that the obtained characteris-
tics are inherent in the initial Hamiltonian system and
do not depend on the computer realization of calcula-

∆̃

∆̃

∆̃

χxx t 0,( ) 1
Nl
------ j 1 xi j∆t( )xi j∆t t+( )[ ]

i 1=

N

∑
 
 
 

,
j 1=

l 1–

∑= =
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tions. This is confirmed, in particular, by the results of
calculations with controlled perturbations. For a small
value of the perturbation amplitude, A ≤ 10–6, the insta-
bility increments virtually coincide with those for
uncontrolled perturbations at any N. However, the
increments of finite perturbations are functions of the
amplitude.
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Abstract—A model of mechanical stresses acting upon a ferroelectric film in a thin-film capacitor structure of
the Si–SiO2–Pt–PZT–Pt type is proposed. An analysis of this model showed that, in most cases, thin PZT films
with thicknesses within 100–200 nm (used in the elements of NVFRAM devices) are subjected to tensile
stresses. It is suggested that replacing tensile stresses by compressive stresses in PZT films would increase the
stability of operation of memory devices. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
In the last decade, thin ferroelectric films of the
Pb(Zr1 – xTix)O3 (PZT) system have found increasing
use in microelectronics for the creation nonvolatile
memory (NVFRAM) devices with high-density data
recording [1–3]. In order to develop a large-scale pro-
duction of such devices, it is necessary to solve the
problem of degradation of their physical parameters.
This degradation is usually related to the structural dis-
order (foreign phase inclusions, diffusion-induced
flaws, electric defects, etc.) and crystal imperfection
(growth orientation, texturing, grain size and its distri-
bution) of the ferroelectric layer [4–6].

In selecting the optimum composition of a ferro-
electric film, its orientation, and the relative thicknesses
of layers (PZT, electrodes, and others), the influence of
mechanical stresses is usually ignored. However, these
stresses can reach a significant level [7] and may
strongly influence the degradation of thin-film ferro-
electric capacitors [8]. Unfortunately, experimental
data on the role of mechanical stresses in thin polycrys-
talline PZT layers are almost absent. The aim of this
study was to estimate the compressive and tensile
stresses in thin (100- to 200-nm-thick) PZT films in a
multilayer thin-film system of the SiO2–Pt–PZT–Pt
type formed on a silicon substrate.

For the analysis, we assumed that mechanical
stresses mostly arise due to the difference in the tem-
perature coefficients of linear expansion of the film and
substrate [7–9]. This implies that we will consider fer-
roelectric layers possessing a fine-grained structure,
which are most frequently obtained by depositing PZT
onto silicon substrates. In this case, no mechanical
stresses are developed at a temperature of deposition or
crystallization and the possible deformations related to
the crystal lattice mismatch exhibit relaxation at the
grain boundaries and, hence, can be considered as
insignificant.
1063-7850/04/3003- $26.00 © 0228
Under these conditions, mechanical stresses can be
determined using the well-known formula [10]

(1)

where αf and αs are the linear expansion coefficients of
the film and substrate, respectively; Ef is the Young
modulus; νf is the Poisson ratio; Tanneal is the film crys-
tallization temperature; and T0 is the temperature of
measurements used in the calculations of mechanical
stresses. In calculations, we used published data on the
temperature coefficients of linear expansion for bulk
polycrystalline PZT of various compositions [11]. In
this way, we calculated mechanical stresses for a sim-
plified Si–PZT system with the ferroelectric film thick-
ness significantly greater than the total thickness of the
lower electrode, SiO2 film, and other layers in the mul-
tilayer structure. This provided for a satisfactory
description of the experimental temperature depen-
dences σ(T) [9] for PZT films with various Zr/Ti ratios
[8] (Fig. 1a). As can be seen in Fig. 1a, the character of
mechanical action of the silicon substrate (α = 2.8 ×
10−6 K–1) on the ferroelectric layer strongly depends on
the PZT film composition. As the content of Zr in the
solid solution increases, the character of mechanical
stresses changes from compressive to tensile.

A different situation is observed in multilayer thin-
film structures of the Si–SiO2–Pt–PZT–Pt type for
NVFRAM devices, where the thickness of textured fer-
roelectric films (100–200 nm) is comparable with the
thicknesses of electrodes (usually made of platinum)
and SiO2 layers. In these structures, the Pt and SiO2 lay-
ers significantly influence the sign and magnitude of
mechanical stresses in PZT and, hence, the polarization
orientation and the domain structure in this layer. Rela-

σ
Ef

1 νf–
------------- α f α s–( ) T ,d

Tanneal

T0

∫=
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Fig. 1. The results of calculations of the mechanical stresses acting upon thin Pb(Zr1 – xTix)O3 (PZT) films in (a) Si–PZT and
(b) Si−SiO2–Pt–PZT–Pt structures with SiO2 layer thicknesses of (b) 1000 nm and (c–f) 300 nm.
tively low (in comparison to PZT) values of α for SiO2

(α = 0.55 × 10–6 K–1) lead to an additional compression
of the ferroelectric film from the side of SiO2. On the
contrary, Pt electrodes possessing one order of magni-
tude greater (α = 10 × 10–6 K–1) temperature coeffi-
cients of linear expansion produce a tensile action. The
resulting additional action upon the PZT layer will be
determined by the competition of the effects of SiO2
and Pt films, being dependent on their relative thick-
nesses.

Iijima et al. [12] showed that compressive stresses
acting upon a 〈100〉-oriented film of lead titanate pro-
duce reorientation of the spontaneous polarization
toward the direction normal to the substrate, in which
only a 180° domain structure can exist. This mutual ori-
entation of the film and the domain structure is most
favorable for memory devices because application of an
electric pulse of relatively small amplitude (the coer-
cive field for switching 180° domains is usually lower
than that for 90° domains) will switch the maximum
possible charge and the hysteresis loop will acquire a
TECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 30      No. 3      200
shape close to rectangular. An analogous situation is
observed in tetragonal PZT films occurring in a com-
pressed state. In addition, we may expect that the deg-
radation characteristics, such as fatigue and aging, of
these films with a 180° domain structure will be also on
a minimum level. In this case, the optimum PZT com-
positions are determined by a minimum level of coer-
cive fields, which is typical of solid solutions in the
phase diagram region adjacent to the morphotropic
phase boundary [13].

From the practical standpoint, most interesting are
the rhombohedral PZT films (with a high Zr content),
in which the spontaneous polarization is oriented in the
〈111〉  direction. This is related to the fact that PZT lay-
ers grown on silicon substrates usually repeat the 〈111〉
orientation of the lower Pt electrode. As a result, the
spontaneous polarization of such films in the com-
pressed state will also be oriented perpendicularly to
the substrate. The formation of such films under the
conditions of compressive stresses is problematic
because the deposits in most cases are subjected to ten-
sile stresses (see Fig. 1a).
4
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In order to calculate the temperature dependences of
mechanical stresses acting upon thin (100- to 200-nm-
thick) ferroelectric layers in multilayer thin-film struc-
tures of the Si–SiO2–Pt–PZT–Pt type, the temperature
coefficient of linear expansion αfm of the SiO2–Pt–
PZT–Pt system with allowance of the component layer
thicknesses was expressed as follows:

(2)

Analogous expressions were used to calculate the
Young moduli and the Poisson ratios to be substituted
into Eq. (1).

The calculations were performed for a SiO2 layer
thickness of 300 nm, the total thickness of Pt electrodes
varied from 100 to 300 nm, and a PZT layer thickness
of 200 nm (Figs. 1c and 1d) and 100 nm (Figs. 1e
and 1f). The temperature of formation of the perovskite
phase in PZT films was taken equal to 580°C [12]. As
can be seen from Fig. 1, the ferroelectric films of both
tetragonal and rhombohedral PZT compositions
(except for those close to lead titanate) for all standard
thicknesses of layers in the structure under consider-
ation occur under the action of tensile stresses, which is
undesirable for memory devices. A decrease in the fer-
roelectric layer thickness and an increase in the thick-
ness of electrodes leads to a growth of tensile stresses.

A way out of this situation can be provided by using
thicker layers of silicon dioxide. For example, the
results of calculations for a 1000-nm-thick SiO2 layer
(with 200 nm Pt and 100 nm PZT layers) show (Fig. 1b)
that PZT films (including rhombohedral compositions)
occur in a compressed state. For verification of these
theoretical results, it would be expedient to perform
experiments with PZT films of various compositions
and thicknesses formed on silicon substrates with
“thick” SiO2 layers and compare the stabilities of such
thin-film structures.

An analysis of the proposed model and the obtained
estimates of the influence of mechanical stresses on the
properties of PZT films indicate that it is actually pos-
sible to form structures with only 180° domains at the

α fm

αPZTdPZT αPtdPt αSiO2
dSiO2

+ +

dPZT dPt dSiO2
+ +

----------------------------------------------------------------------.=
T

expense of increasing the SiO2 layer thickness. This
would allow PZT films to be obtained possessing rect-
angular hysteresis loops, minimum switching fields,
and increased stability with respect to fatigue and
aging. Such films can be successfully used in the ele-
ments for NVFRAM devices.
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Abstract—The wave flow of a water film over the surface of a vertical plate with a 150 × 150-mm heater has
been experimentally studied. The action of heat flux on the wave flow of the liquid film is manifested by the
formation of periodic flowing rivulets separated by thin film regions. The thickness of the film between rivulets
was measured using a fiber optical reflection probe. As the heat flux grows, the average film thickness h con-
tinuously decreases. However, when the thickness reaches h ≈ 0.5h0, where h0 is the value given by the Nusselt
formula for a laminar liquid film, the film exhibits spontaneous rupture. It was found that, as the local flow rate
decreases, the wave amplitude in the region between rivulets drops more rapidly than expected according to the
laws of “cold hydrodynamics.” © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
In recent decades, the wave flow of liquid films has
been extensively studied by experimental and theoreti-
cal methods [1]. However, most of these investigations
were restricted to isothermal conditions, while charac-
teristics of the wave flow of liquid films in the presence
of significant thermocapillary effects remained almost
unstudied. A few theoretical papers devoted to these
problems have been published very recently [2, 3].

This Letter reports on the results of an experimental
investigation of the flow of a water film over the surface
of a vertical plate with a 150 × 150-mm heater situated
120 mm downstream from the flow entrance section.
The Reynolds number of the flow was Re = Γ/µ = 22,
where Γ is the specific mass flow rate and µ is the
dynamic viscosity of the liquid. The initial temperature
of the liquid was T0 = 24°C. It was found that, as the
heat flux q supplied from the heater increases, the flow
rate distribution in the transverse direction (across the
flow) becomes inhomogeneous: rivulets following with
a certain wavelength are formed, which are separated
by smooth thinned film regions. Further increase in the
heat flux leads to the appearance of dry spots between
rivulets. The rivulets limit expansion of the dry spots
over the heater in the transverse direction.

The liquid film thickness was measured using a fiber
optical reflection probe situated above the free surface
of the film, over a thinned film region between rivulets
near the lower edge of the heated area. The probe com-
prised two optical fibers, one of which emitted the
probing radiation beam toward the liquid film and the
other detected radiation reflected from the film surface.
The method is based on the dependence of the reflected
light intensity on the distance from the reflecting sur-
face to the detector. The probing beam spot size on the
1063-7850/04/3003- $26.00 © 20231
film surface was 0.25–0.45 mm. The probe design and
the method of thickness measurements are described in
more detail elsewhere [4].

For q = 0, the wave pattern in the probed region dis-
plays a sequence of solitary two-dimensional waves
propagating over the residual layer as described in [1].
The results of observations using a video camera
showed that the average wavelength is λ = 22 mm. This
value remained almost unchanged when the heat flux
was increased. The table presents the results of our
measurements for q = 0 in comparison to the data [1]
reported for two-dimensional waves excited by flow
rate pulsations. The characteristics of excited waves are
determined by the flow rate and the frequency of
induced oscillations, while being independent of the
amplitude of these oscillations. As can be seen from the
table, the natural waves possess somewhat lower ampli-
tudes than the excited ones, although there is satisfac-
tory general agreement between the results obtained in
this study and the data reported in [1].

Wave flow characteristics measured under isothermal condi-
tions in this study in comparison to the published data

Experimental con-
ditions

Phase
velocity of 

waves c, cm/s

Wave 
amplitude
hmax, mm

Residual 
layer thick-
ness hres,

mm

This study (q = 0) 24.2 0.263 1.141

Water flow with 
Re = 22, λ = 22 mm, 
T0 = 20°C [1]

27.0 0.298 0.133
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Figure 1 presents data on the amplitude of large
waves, average film thickness, and residual layer thick-
ness as functions of the dimensionless heat flux q/qidp ,
where qidp = 0.99 W/cm2 is the heat flux for which a dry
spot appears in the probed area. Each point in Fig. 1
was obtained by averaging data over a time period of
2−5 s. The average film thickness observed for q = 0 is
approximately 10% lower than the value given by the

0.5
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.00

1
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4

h/h0, Reloc/Re

q/qidp

Fig. 1. Plots of the (1) average film thickness, (2) residual
layer thickness, (3) amplitude of large waves, and (4) local
Reynolds number versus dimensionless heat flux.
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Fig. 2. (a) Temperature distribution over the liquid film sur-
face in the heated region for q = 0.97 W/cm2 (arrow indi-
cates the flow direction); (b) mass-average temperature of
the film (1) measured with a thermocouple and IR scanner
and (2) calculated from the condition of thermal balance as
a function of the heat flux.
TE
Nusselt formula for a laminar liquid film, h0 =
(3µΓ/ρ2g)1.3 = 0.178 mm (ρ is the density of the liquid).
This result agrees with the data reported in [1], where it
was shown that a decrease in the film thickness com-
pared to that predicted by the Nusselt formula takes
place for strongly nonlinear waves of the type of a train
of solitons separated by a residual layer. It was estab-
lished that such a decrease may reach 10–12% for the
waves with dimensionless numbers k = 2πh0/λ < 0.1. In
our case, k = 0.05.

As can be seen from Fig. 1, all three parameters of
the wave flow initially remain virtually constant and
start to decrease beginning with q = 0.4 – 0.5qidp , which
is related to the onset of rivulet formation. The wave
flow is retained until the very moment of liquid film
rupture, but the wave amplitude decreases by a factor
of 3–4. As the heat flux grows, the average film thick-
ness h continuously decreases. However, when the
thickness reaches h ≈ 0.5h0, the film spontaneously rup-
tures. Therefore, the process of thermocapillary rupture
of the film involves two stages: (i) local thinning under
the action of thermocapillary forces and (ii) spontane-
ous rupture at the site of maximum thinning upon
reaching a certain critical thickness (apparently, corre-
sponding to the film rupture under isothermal condi-
tions).

Recently [4], we have measured the film thickness
between rivulets in “regular structures” formed upon
local heating of a flowing liquid film (heated area,
6.7 × 68 mm; Re = 2). It is interesting to note that,
despite the fact that Reynolds number of the flow was
significantly lower than the value used in this study, the
liquid film thickness immediately before rupture was
also reduced approximately to half of the initial value.
It should be noted that the experiments [4] were per-
formed with a 10% aqueous ethanol solution.

In Fig. 1, the dashed curve shows variation of the
local Reynolds number at the point of observation,
which was calculated taking into account the change in
the local average thickness of the liquid film and the
temperature dependence of its properties: Reloc/Re =
(hloc/hq = 0)3(νq = 0/νloc)2, where ν = µ/ρ is the kinematic
viscosity of the liquid. The mass-average temperature
of the film at the site of measurements for relatively
small heat fluxes (q < 0.5 W/cm2) was determined from
the condition of thermal balance. For q > 0.5 W/cm2

(i.e., when rivulets are formed in the liquid film and the
local flow rate exhibits variations), the mass-average
temperature of the film was determined based on the
results of temperature measurements on the surface of
the film and the heated substrate. The former tempera-
ture was measured using an IR scanner.

Figure 2a shows a two-dimensional thermogram of
the film surface in the heated region for q = 0.97 W/cm2.
As can be seen, the temperature profile near the down-
stream edge of the heated area is inhomogeneous. The
CHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 30      No. 3      2004
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temperature of the heated substrate surface was mea-
sured using a thermocouple. The mass-average temper-
ature of the film was calculated as the arithmetic mean
between the surface temperatures of the film and the
substrate. The difference between these temperatures
did not exceed 1 K, so that the error of determination of
the mass-average temperature was within 0.5 K. Fig-
ure 2b shows a plot of the mass-average temperature
versus heat flux, which was calculated from the condi-
tion of thermal balance. In the interval of q < 0.5 W/cm2,
the film thickness is almost constant (see Fig. 1) and the
difference between calculated and experimentally mea-
sured temperatures does not exceed 1 K. For q >
0.5 W/cm2, this difference begins to increase and
reaches 5 K by the moment of film rupture (q =
0.99 W/cm2). For an average temperature gradient in
the flow direction, calculation using the thermal bal-
ance condition for q ≈ qidp yields 0.12 K/mm; according
to thermocouple readings, the average gradient at this
moment is 0.13 K/mm.

Figure 3 compares data on the wave amplitude plot-
ted in Fig. 1c to a generalized equation obtained in [1]
for the amplitude of waves excited under isothermal
flow conditions. As can be seen, experimental points for
the natural waves (including those for q = 0) lie approx-
imately 25% below those for the induced waves.
Apparently, artificially excited waves can acquire
somewhat higher amplitudes. The exponent at Reloc

(0.59) for the natural waves in the heated film is some-
what greater than that (0.46) for the induced waves.
Therefore, when the local flow rate decreases under the
conditions of increased heat flux, the drop of the wave
amplitude in the region between rivulets is more pro-
nounced than that expected according to the laws of
“cold hydrodynamics.” This is in disagreement with the
theory [2] according to which the wave amplitude in a
liquid film moving over a heated surface with nonneg-
ative temperature gradient in the flow direction (in our
case, the temperature gradient is positive) must increase
as the heat flux increases. This discrepancy is probably
related to the fact that the problem considered in [2]
TECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 30      No. 3      200
was two-dimensional, while the film flow in our case
possesses a three-dimensional character.
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Abstract—Methods and results of the investigation of pulsed pressures excited in the bulk of a quartz glass by
focused nanosecond laser pulses (λ = 1.06 µm, τ0.5 ≈ 12.5 ns) are described. The experiments were performed
in a wide range of laser power densities, which allowed the generation of pulsed pressures to be studied for both
thermomechanical effect and optical damage in the bulk of glass. We have measured displacement of the free
sample surface (laser interferometry), determined optical damage thresholds, and performed fractographic
analysis of the fracture zones. The results revealed nonlinear thermomechanical response and allowed us to esti-
mate the change in the optical absorption and temperature of the material near the optical damage threshold.
Quantitative data are obtained on the relative efficiency of pulsed pressure production during the thermome-
chanical effect and optical damage. Data on the dynamic strength of a quartz glass are obtained for the first time
in the absence of a damaged surface layer. Using the proposed method, it is possible to determine the energy
consumption for the fracture of brittle materials. High sensitivity of the method of laser-induced breakdown
allows this technique to be used for studying the influence of microstructure on the mechanical and optical prop-
erties of transparent media. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Data on the dynamic strength of inorganic glasses
are very restricted and rather contradictory [1–3].
Moreover, virtually no such information is available for
short loading times on the order of 10–7 s and below.
This situation is explained to a considerable extent by
the significant difference between the bulk and surface
strength of glasses, which hinders dynamic testing by
traditional methods of impact loading. At the same
time, it is known that, during the laser-induced break-
down in transparent dielectrics taking place under the
action of high-power nanosecond and subnanosecond
laser pulses, the laser plasma generates an intense pulse
of pressure inducing mechanical fracture in the bulk of
the material surrounding the laser-induced breakdown
channel [4, 5]. Numerous investigations of the radiation
strength of glasses provided for a quite clear physical
pattern of this phenomenon, but the existing theoretical
models do not allow the thermodynamic parameters of
laser plasmas to be calculated with sufficient accuracy,
which hinders evaluation of the pressures developed in
the surrounding medium.

In order to obtain information about the thresholds
of both radiation strength and dynamic strength of bulk
transparent media (in particular, glasses), we have
developed a method of pressure determination during
the optical damage in the bulk of transparent materials.

The experiments were performed using a laser oper-
ating at a wavelength of 1.06 µm in a Q-switched regime
with a pulse duration of τ0.5 ≈ 12.5 ns. We have studied
the samples of fused quartz in the form of polished par-
1063-7850/04/3003- $26.00 © 20234
allelepipeds with the dimensions 50 × 20 × 20 mm. One
face was coated by aluminum and served as a mirror in
the laser Michelson interferometer with a stabilized
working point and photoelectric band count [6]. The
laser radiation beam was focused inside the sample by
means of a short-focus lens (f = 27 mm) through the face
perpendicular to the mirror, so that the focal plane coin-
cided with the measuring beam of the interferometer.

The interferometer signal was due to a shift of the
sample surface under the action of the acoustic pulse
generated by a laser pulse at the focus point,

(1)

where i(t) is the output current of the interferometer
photodetector, u(t) is the sample surface displacement,
and λ = 0.6328 µm is the working wavelength of the
laser interferometer.

The input and output laser radiation, as well as the
emission from plasma in the laser-induced breakdown
region, were monitored using vacuum photodiodes
(FEK-09) whose response was also used for synchroni-
zation of the measuring tract. The radiation energy
could be varied within 120 mJ and was measured by a
calorimeter (IMO-2N). Each subsequent irradiation of
the sample was performed at a new site with increasing
laser energy. Using this approach, it was possible to
determine the optical damage threshold with sufficient
precision and to analyze the character and extent of
radiation damage in comparison to the laser radiation

i t( )
i0

--------
2πu t( )

λ
----------------,cos

2
=
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energy and the sample surface displacement. The char-
acter of the sample fracture was studied and the dimen-
sions in two mutually perpendicular planes were mea-
sured with the aid of an optical microscope. Based on
these data, the volume of the laser-induced breakdown
channel and the fracture zone dimensions were deter-
mined for various laser energies.

Figure 1 presents (a) the laser radiation pulse shape,
(b) the sample surface displacement under the action of
an acoustic pulse emerging at the surface, and (c) the
velocity of the free surface displacement. Using data on
the displacement u(t) and the velocity v(t), adopting the
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Fig. 1. (a) Laser radiation pulse shape I(t), (b) the sample
surface displacement under the action of a laser-induced
acoustic pulse emerging at the surface, and (c) the velocity
of the free surface displacement.
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elastic approximation, and assuming spherical symme-
try of the problem, it is possible to calculate the
mechanical energy liberated for both the thermal mech-
anism of the pulsed laser action upon the transparent
medium and for the laser-induced breakdown.

The change in the mechanical energy during the
elastic wave propagation can be described as

(2)

The normal component of the power flux density of
elastic waves in the far field zone can be rewritten as

(3)

where λ and µ are the Lamé coefficients, cl is the longi-
tudinal velocity of sound, and v n is the velocity of par-
ticles. Using relations (2) and (3), we obtain an expres-
sion for the total elastic energy transferred by the elastic
wave,

(4)

where τ is the stress pulse duration and R is the distance
from the point of laser radiation focusing to the sample
surface.

The results of processing of the experimental data
are presented in Fig. 2, which shows (a, b) the mechan-
ical energy W(E) transferred by the elastic wave, (c) the
laser-induced breakdown channel volume V(E), and
(d) the volume density of mechanical energy Wv(E) =
W/V as functions of the laser radiation energy E. 

The plot of W(E) in Fig. 2b exhibits a jump at the
laser radiation energy corresponding to the optical
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Fig. 2. Plots of (a, b) the mechanical energy W(E) transferred by the elastic wave, (c) the laser-induced breakdown channel volume
V(E), and (d) the volume density of mechanical energy Wv(E) = W/V as functions of the laser radiation energy E.
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damage (Eo.d. ≅  0.020 ± 0.0015 J). This behavior of
W(E) reflects a change in the mechanism of pressure
pulse generation. The thermal mechanism changes for
a more effective explosive mechanism related to the
appearance of the laser-induced breakdown plasma. It
should also be noted that, for laser radiation energies
close to the threshold, E ~ 0.75Eo.d. – Eo.d , the character
of the thermomechanical effect significantly deviates
from a linear thermoeleastic behavior.

Assuming that the energy of elastic waves is equal
to the change in the internal energy in the region of dep-
osition of the laser radiation power, it is possible to
obtain quite correct estimates of the optical absorption,
temperature, and pressure in the focal region within the
framework of a nondissipative thermal mechanism. The
main errors of such estimates can be related to the
uncertainty of determination of the focal region vol-
ume. We believe that these errors will not be very large
if we assume the focal region volume to be approxi-
mately equal to that of the laser-induced breakdown
channel at a radiation energy equal to the optical dam-
age threshold (E = Eo.d.).

Prior to the laser-induced breakdown, the optical
absorption coefficient (n = W/E) varies from 0.04 to
0.12% when E increases from 0.01 to 0.019 J. For the
same radiation energies, the temperature increment
averaged over the focal region volume is ∆T ≅  13–80 K.
Evaluating pressures from the Mie–Grüneisen equation
of state (∆P ≅  γ W/V, γ ≅  0.8 for quartz glass) using the
experimental data for E ≅  0.01–0.019 J, we obtain ∆P ≅
21.5–128 MPa. Under the conditions of laser-induced
breakdown (E > 0.02 J), we can probably obtain only a
lower estimate for the optical absorption with allow-
ance of the influence of the material fracture and the
related energy consumption. In the interval of laser
radiation energies E ≅  0.02–0.11 J, the change in the
optical absorption amounts to n ~ 0.55–5.5% and is
mostly due to the radiation absorption by the laser-
induced plasma.

Simple estimates of the temperatures and pressures in
the region of the laser-induced breakdown can hardly be
correct. Nevertheless, for a threshold laser radiation
energy (Eo.d. ≅  0.02 J) at which only separate and small
brittle cracks are formed together with the laser-induced
breakdown channel, we may use pressure estimates for
evaluating the bulk dynamic strength of transparent
materials. For quartz glass, this estimate yields a dynamic
strength of P ≅  480 MPa, in good agreement with the
cleavage strength of a K8 glass (σ ≅  450 MPa) [8].

It should be noted that variation of the volume
energy density Wv(E) of the elastic wave exhibits a
strongly nonlinear character (Fig. 2d), which is related
to different rates of variation of the W(E) and V(E)
functions (Figs. 2a and 2c) especially pronounced for
E > 0.08 J. Apparently, the slower growth of the elastic
energy is explained by increasing energy consumed for
the brittle fracture of surrounding material, which
determines the character of the Wv(E) curve. By measur-
T

ing the volume of the zone of fracture around the laser-
induced breakdown channel, it is possible to evaluate this
energy and, probably, to check for the validity of the
Griffith criterion for the fracture of brittle materials in the
submicrosecond interval of loading times.

In conclusion, it should be noted that an analysis of
the experimental data in terms of the known solutions
for a spherical cavity expanding in an unbounded
medium [7, 9] will provide for refined estimates of the
dynamic strength and allow the pressures and tempera-
tures to be calculated for the laser-induced breakdown
in transparent materials. Note also that experiments on
the samples of two-phase glasses with different struc-
tures determined by thermal treatment regimes showed
the high sensitivity of the proposed method, which
allows it to be used in investigations of the influence of
microstructure on the dynamic strength of brittle mate-
rials.

To summarize, the proposed method based on the
laser-induced breakdown allows one to (i) determine
both dynamic strength and radiation strength of the
bulk transparent materials (which is especially impor-
tant for inorganic glasses), (ii) obtain quantitative data
on the thermodynamic parameters of a laser-induced
breakdown plasma in transparent media, and (iii) study
the dynamics of variation of the optical absorption of
transparent media in the course of laser action.
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Abstract—Peculiarities of the deformation and fracture of heterogeneous materials with a large fraction of
interfacial regions (interfacial materials) under the action of complex alternating loads have been studied by
computer-aided simulation. The dependence of the character of fracture, deformability, dissipation of the
applied energy, and strain distribution in the material bulk on the frequency of cyclic loading was determined.
High-frequency vibrations at a frequency much greater than that of the natural oscillations may significantly
increase the deformability of interfacial materials. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
It is well known that many modern advanced mate-
rials, including nanostructural ones, have complex
inner structures characterized by a considerable part of
interfaces. The structure of such materials, frequently
referred to as interfacial [1–3], can be represented by a
set of elements (blocks) separated by interlayers pos-
sessing properties significantly different from those of
the blocks. In many cases (in particular, for nanostruc-
tural materials), the interlayers consist of a strongly
deformed material with a high density of defects. It
should be noted that a “looser” structure of these layers
decreases the resistance to shear and significantly influ-
ences the macroscopic properties of interfacial mate-
rials.

Peculiarities in the behavior of interfacial materials
under complex loading conditions are of interest from
the standpoint of both basic science and applications.
This study was aimed at a theoretical investigation of
the response and fracture of interfacial materials under
the action of alternating loads.

The computer-aided simulation was performed
using a new method of discrete mechanics—the
method of movable cellular automata [4, 5]. This tech-
nique has been successfully used for many years in the-
oretical investigations of the response and fracture of
complex heterogeneous media such as sintered com-
posites, mountain masses, loose grounds, and coal
beds [6–9].

We have studied a two-dimensional sample with the
structure depicted in Fig. 1 (linear dimensions, 0.03 ×
0.01 m). The left-hand edge was fixed in an immobile
clamp. The mobile right-hand edge was loaded via a
moving element. The sample had a composite internal
structure comprising high-strength blocks separated by
“plastic” interlayers. The elastic properties of blocks and
interlayers were close to those for titanium [10]. The cel-
1063-7850/04/3003- $26.00 © 20237
lular automata of structural elements were character-
ized by a linear response function corresponding to that
of a brittle but high-strength material (e.g., nanodimen-
sional grains with a strength approaching the theoreti-
cal limit). For the automata of interlayers, the response
function exhibited a long irreversible region reflecting
its specific properties. An effective decrease in the
resistance to shear in the region of interfaces was
achieved by introducing breaks of the inter-automata
bonds (Fig. 1). It should be noted that such a represen-
tation of interfacial materials, albeit idealized, provides
for a qualitatively correct modeling of the main struc-
tural features. The dimensions of blocks and the thick-
ness of interlayers are determined by the type of mate-
rial modeled.

This study is devoted to the response of a prelimi-
narily loaded sample subjected to alternating cyclic
action. The preliminary straining was modeled by

21 3

4

5

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram illustrating the geometry,
mechanical features, and structure of the sample: (1) immo-
bile clamp; (2) sample; (3) loading element; (4) structural
block; (5) interlayer.
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applying a constant force F0 = 35 N directed downward.
The force was selected so as to provide that, by the time
(t0) of settling equilibrium, a considerable fraction of
interlayers would reach the yield point. The vertical
displacement of the loading element amounted to d0 =
0.82 mm, which corresponded to a sample bending
angle of γ = 1.6°.

The cyclic action on the sample was modeled by
driving the loading element at a periodically varying
velocity directed along the vertical axis. The total load
applied to the sample can be presented as

where VA is the amplitude of velocity variations, t is the
current time, T is the period, and k is the cycle number.
Thus, the velocity of displacement was set only within
the first half-period. During the second half-period,
only the constant force F0 was applied. The calculations
were performed for VA = 0.5 m/s, which corresponded
to rather weak periodic impacts (the amplitude of the

F0 V A
2πt
T

-------- 
  , k T×( ) t k 0.5+( ) T ,×< <sin+

F0, k 0.5+( ) T× t k 1+( ) T ,×< <





Fig. 2. The system of inter-automata bonds after opening of
the main crack.
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Fig. 3. A plot of the maximum displacement of the loading
element versus frequency of vibrations.
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loading element shift did not exceed 20 µm). Such a
loading can be realized, for example, by using ultra-
sound.

The numerical experiment consisted in varying the
frequency of vibrations ν = 1/T and studying the influ-
ence of this parameter on the features of material strain-
ing and the value of the maximum sample bending up
to its fracture. In this loading mode, important parame-
ters of the sample behavior include four natural fre-
quencies related to the propagation of longitudinal and
transverse elastic waves along the sample length L and
height H. The values of these frequencies fall within the

interval from  = V⊥ /2L ≈ 70 kHz and  = V||/2H ≈
330 kHz, where V|| and V⊥  are the longitudinal and
transverse sound velocities in the sample material.

The results of calculations performed in the interval

of vibration frequencies from 0.2  to 4  showed
that the sample fracture proceeds, irrespective of the
frequency, by the formation and accumulation of dam-
age in the vicinity of the clamp (Fig. 2). It is important
to note that the damages appear and develop so as to
form the main crack only at the interfaces between
blocks.

A thorough analysis of the results of simulation
showed that the loading frequency significantly influ-
ences the character and distribution of plastic deforma-
tions in the sample and, hence, the maximum sample
bending dmax. By the maximum bending we imply the
vertical displacement of the loading element at the
moment of opening (tc) of the main crack. Figure 3
shows the plots of dmax versus cyclic loading frequency
ν exhibiting two characteristic regions. In the first

region (corresponding to the interval ν ≤ ), dmax var-
ies about an average value of ~1.03 mm (γ ≈ 2°), virtu-

ally not increasing. In the second region (ν > ), the
maximum displacement of the loading element exhibits
an almost twofold increase. Note that, as the frequency

of vibrations is increased further (ν @ ), dmax ceases
to grow and oscillates about a new average value of
~1.7 mm (γ ≈ 3.2°). This behavior was taken into
account in constructing the interpolation.

Figure 4 presents a layer-by-layer distribution of the
“reduced” normal deformations (d1) in the interlayer
material along the sample. The curves are constructed
for the moment of time corresponding to opening of the
main crack. Here, the term “reduced” deformation
refers to the difference between the total (elastic + irre-
versible) deformation at the moment of break (tc) and
the value at the beginning of vibrational loading (t0). As
can be readily seen from Fig. 4, the increase in deform-
ability of the material with increasing frequency ν is
related primarily to the fact that increasing volume of
the material is involved in the process of straining.

νL
⊥ νH

||

νL
⊥ νH

||

νH
||

νH
||

νH
||
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Note that the main distinctive feature of the high-

frequency curves (ν > ) is related to the involvement
of the second quarter of the sample (extending from
0.0075 to 0.0015 m) into the process of intense strain-
ing. The accumulation of plastic deformation in this
region (Fig. 4, curve 3) leads to smearing of the stress
concentrator in the vicinity of the clamp, thus elongat-
ing the lifetime and increasing the maximum bending
of the sample.

Thus, the results of our numerical experiments show
the possibility of increasing the deformability of inter-
facial materials under the conditions of high-frequency
cyclic loading. Although the characteristic dimensions
of the structural elements of our sample are several
orders of magnitude greater than the grain size of real
nanostructural materials, the proposed model is suffi-
ciently general for establishing characteristic features
in the behavior of interfacial materials.
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||
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Fig. 4. Distributions of the “reduced” normal deformations
in interlayers along the sample loaded at ν = 30 (1), 260 (2),
and 1300 kHz (3).
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Abstract—Dissipative losses of mechanical energy and the rate of heating of the scanning microscope probe
in dynamic contact with the sample surface have been theoretically estimated for a small temperature difference
between the probe and the sample. Time variation of the temperature and the power of nanoprobe heating (cool-
ing) caused by the near-zone fluctuational electromagnetic field have been calculated. Averaged over the period
of nanoprobe oscillations, this thermal power significantly exceeds the power of mechanical losses even for
small local variations of the sample surface temperature. For this reason, heating of the probe can stimulate its
additional damping. This may account for the discrepancy between theoretical and experimental values of dis-
sipative forces. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
The kinetics of heat exchange in the contact of a
probe apex with the sample surface in a scanning probe
microscope (SPM) is among the most important factors
in scanning probe microscopy. The knowledge of this
process is necessary for the development of this method
and the correct interpretation of data obtained using
various SPM techniques, especially with a view to
development of the thermal probe microscopy of sur-
faces [1, 2] and the dissipative force microscopy [3–5].
Unfortunately, theoretical interpretation of the observed
dissipative losses of the SPM oscillator operating in a
contactless dynamic mode with constant amplitude
(excluding the phenomenon of adhesion hysteresis [3, 4])
is still among unresolved problems. It is commonly
accepted that, under these conditions, the main role is
played by the fluctuational electromagnetic interaction
of the probe with the surface. However, our theoretical
estimates [6, 7] showed that calculated dissipative losses
of the mechanical energy of a cantilever turn out to be 3–
11 orders of magnitude lower than the values observed
for silicon–mica and aluminum–gold contacts. 

Recently [8], we paid attention to one important
peculiarity of the fluctuational electromagnetic interac-
tion. Even for a small temperature difference (∆T !
1 K) between a particle and a surface at a short distance
from each other, there is an intense heat flux between
them caused by the tunneling of “nonradiative” photons
belonging to modes of the fluctuational electromag-
netic field. The ratio of the dissipated mechanical
power (averaged over the oscillation period) to the rate

of heat exchange is on the order of f 2/ , where f and
fW are the probe oscillation frequency and the Wien fre-
quency. Room-temperature Wien frequency is fW =

f W
2

1063-7850/04/3003- $26.00 © 20240
kT/h = 3.9 × 1013 Hz, and the typical probe frequency is

f = 3 × 105 Hz, which yields f 2/  ~ 10–16. Therefore,
in the typical SPM situation, a contribution to the heat
flux independent of the probe velocity and proportional
to ∆T prevails over the dynamic contribution indepen-
dent of ∆T. Since local variations of the sample surface
temperature on a level of 1–100 mK are quite probable
even under general isothermal conditions, the resulting
heat flux may initiate additional mechanisms of dissi-
pative losses, for example, by activating processes of
the electronic and atomic exchange, rearrangement of
the electronic and atomic structures, phonon excitation,
and/or by inducing changes in the internal damping of
the cantilever. Note that such mechanisms can be oper-
ative irrespective of the sign of ∆T. 

The aim of this study was to calculate the dissipative
losses of mechanical energy and the rate of heating
(cooling) of the scanning microscope probe and to
determine the kinetics of thermal equilibrium settling in
the dynamic contact of the probe with the sample sur-
face. If the heat flux initiates dissipation of the mechani-
cal energy and variation of the SPM oscillator quality
factor, the results of experimental measurements can
provide for the development of a contactless thermocou-
ple capable of determining the local temperature field at
the sample surface in a dynamic mode with an accuracy
of ~1 mK and a spatial resolution of ~1 nm. 

In order to obtain theoretical estimates within the
framework of the theory developed in [6, 7], it is neces-
sary to know the properties of materials in contact
described in terms of the dielectric response functions 

(1)

f W
2

∆1 2, ω( ) ε1 2, ω( ) 1–( )/ ε1 2, ω( ) q1 2,+( ),=
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the probe and sam-
ple surface, respectively; q1 = 2; q2 = 1; and ε1, 2(ω) is
the dynamic permittivity of the corresponding material.
With allowance of the spatial dispersion, ∆2(ω) has to
be replaced by 

(2)

where k = (q, kz), q is the two-dimensional wavevector
in the sample surface plane, and kz is the wavevector
component normal to the surface. 

For the sake of simplicity, the dielectric function
ε(ω, k) is assumed to be same for both probe and sam-
ple materials and expressed as [6, 7] 

(3)

where θ(x) is the Heaviside unit step function; VF and
kF are the Fermi velocity and wavevector, respectively;

ωP is the plasma frequency; γ = /4πσ is the plasmon
mode damping factor; and σ is the dc conductivity. For-
mula (3) takes into account the spatial dispersion of plas-
mons, the damping due to electron–hole excitations
(described by the term with θ(x) in the denominator), and
the decay of collective (plasmon) modes. It can be
readily checked that, in the low-frequency approxima-
tion with neglect of spatial dispersion, formula (3) sim-
plifies to 

(4)

Restricting the consideration to a nonrelativistic
case [6, 7], using formulas (1)–(4), and denoting the
probe and sample temperatures as T + ∆T and T, respec-
tively, we obtain the following expressions for the heat
flux from the probe to sample surface and for the dissi-
pative force at the probe (modeled by a spherical parti-
cle of radius R): 
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(7)

(8)

Here, λ = VFσ/ , ζ(n) is the Euler zeta function, V is
the particle velocity, z0 is the distance from the probe
apex to the surface, and χ is a numerical coefficient on
the order of unity, which depends on the direction of
motion (χ = 1 for particle movements parallel to the
surface and χ ≈ 2–4 for normal displacements). 

With neglect of spatial dispersion (x = 0, y  ∞),
formulas (6) and (7) yield F1(0, ∞) = 2 and F2(0, ∞) =
24. Adopting harmonic approximation for the cantile-
ver oscillations in experiment [3, 4], we have 

(9)

where A and f are the amplitude and frequency of oscil-
lations. The dissipated mechanical power  and the

heat flux d /dt (both averaged over the oscillation
period) are as follows: 

(10)

(11)

Consider the nanoprobe with a parabolic cross sec-
tion and the curvature radius R made of a material with
a dielectric function of type (4). Substituting expres-
sions (5), (8), and (9) into Eqs. (10) and (11), integrat-
ing over the probe volume, and averaging over the
oscillation period, we obtain 

(12)

(13)

where d is the initial distance from the probe apex to the
sample surface (d < A). For determining the mechanical
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energy loss (heat income) per oscillation period, the
right-hand parts of formulas (12) and (3) have to be
divided by the frequency f. 

A comparison of the  value to the dynamic contri-

bution in d /dt proportional to f 2 shows that these quan-
tities are almost identical (differing by a coefficient
of 1/2). For the experimental conditions studied in [4]
(aluminum probe in dynamic contact with Au(111) sur-
face), formulas (12) and (13) yield for d – A = zmin =

0.5 nm an estimate of  = 4.2 × 10–30 W. This value is
17 orders of magnitude lower than that following from
experimental data [4]. At the same time, a velocity-
independent contribution to the heat flux (described by
the first term in (13)) is many orders of magnitude
greater (even for a small temperature difference ∆T:
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Fig. 1. The plots of (a) F1(x, y) and (b) F2(x, y) versus dis-
tance z calculated for the aluminum–aluminum contact with
spatial dispersion taken into account for the sample only
(curves 1) or for both sample and probe (curves 2). Dashed
and dot-dashed curves represent the analytical approxima-
tions 5 × 106/z1.5 and 1600/z0.6 (a) and 1.1 × 108/z1.1 and 6 ×
104/z0.5 (b), respectively. 
TE
d /dt = 2.4 × 10–16∆T W). Note that both  and d /dt
strongly depend on the conductivity: for poor conductors
(σ ~ 1010 s–1), the estimates may increase by ~14 orders of
magnitude in comparison to normal metals (σ ~ 1017 s–1).
However, the calculations for normal metals have to be
performed with dielectric functions of the more general
type (3) taking into account spatial dispersion. In this
case,  and d /dt were calculated numerically, since
formulas (5) and (8) have to be integrated over the
probe volume prior to substitution into (12) and (13). 

Despite simplifications, some general conclusions
can be derived from the results of calculations according
to formulas (6) and (7). Figures 1a and 1b show the plots
of F1(x, y) and F2(x, y) versus distance z calculated for the
aluminum–aluminum contact with spatial dispersion
taken into account for the sample only (curves 1) or for
both sample and probe (curves 2). As can be seen, mak-
ing allowance for spatial dispersion increases both dissi-
pative forces and the heat flux by 3–8 orders of magni-
tude. For the conditions studied in [4], the numerical cal-
culation yields  = 5.7 × 10–24 W and d /dt = 2.2 ×
10−9∆T W (with total account of spatial dispersion).
Accordingly, the heat supplied to the probe per oscilla-
tion period amounts to ∆  = 5.1 × 104∆T eV. For com-
parison, note that the mechanical energy of a cantilever
with a stiffness of 40 N/m and an oscillation amplitude
of 20 nm is 5 × 104 eV, while the mechanical energy
losses due to internal damping of the cantilever amount
to 1–30 eV per period. Thus, the presence of such a con-
siderable heat flux between probe and sample implies the
need for a more detailed investigation of the kinetics of
thermal equilibrium settling in this dynamic contact. 

Let us solve a simplified problem by considering the

probe as a semi-infinte rod with a lumped heat flux  =
–α∆T supplied to the probe end (facing the sample sur-
face). For definiteness, let the sample surface tempera-
ture be higher than that of the probe, so that ∆T < 0. This
approximation is justified, since the heat flux rapidly
decays with the distance from the surface, while the ver-
tical size of the region of maximum heating (a few
nanometers) is significantly smaller compared to the
SPM needle height (1–10 µm). In addition, the heating
power can be replaced by a value averaged over the oscil-
lation period, because the time of thermal equilibrium
settling is significantly greater than the oscillation
period. Under these conditions, the temperature profile
along the probe is described by the heat conductivity
equation with a boundary condition of the third kind: 

(14)
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where a2 is the thermal diffusivity, h is the parameter of
heat exchange with the surface, and T0 is the initial tem-
perature of the probe. The general solution to Eq. (14)
can be conveniently written in the following form: 

(15)

where erfc(x) is the complementary error function.
Expression (15) shows that the kinetics of probe heat-
ing is determined by the dimensionless parameters β =

ah  and γ = z/2a . At the probe apex (z = 0), the
time variation of the temperature is described by a sim-
pler formula 

(16)

According to the above considerations, the coeffi-
cient α in the expression for the total heat flux to the

probe (  = –α∆T) can reach ~10–9 W/K. Let d – A = z0
be the minimum distance from the probe apex to the

surface. Since  rapidly decreases with increasing z0,
the effective area of the heated surface of a parabolic
probe can be estimated as ∆S = πρ2 = 2πRHeff , where
Heff ≈ 10z0. Then, ∆S ≈ 20πRz0 and, accordingly, 

(17)

For z0 = 0.5 nm, R = 35 nm, α = 10–9 W/K and the
parameters of aluminum (CP = 858 J/(kg K), ρ =
2700 kg/m3, a2 = 10–4 m2/s), formula (17) yields h =
3.9 × 103 m–1. 

Figure 2 shows the plots of f(z, t) versus time for var-
ious cross sections of the probe. As can be seen, level-
ing of the probe and sample surface temperatures pro-
ceeds rather slowly: thermal equilibrium is not attained
even for β = 2–5, and the probe apex remains signifi-
cantly heated over the entire period of close dynamic
contact with the sample (i.e., during the whole time of
signal accumulation at a given point of the scan). For
example, f(0.2) = 0.75 and, hence, the heating power
still amounts to 25% of the initial value. The corre-
sponding time of heating is t0 = β2/a2h2 = 0.0026 s (if a
and h refer to aluminum). This estimate confirms the
above conclusion that the time of thermal equilibrium
settling is significantly greater than the period of
mechanical oscillations of the probe (3 × 10–6 s). 

Since the time required for attaining thermal equilib-
rium between probe and surface at a fixed scanning point
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depends on the heating rate and on h (t ~ h–2), the equi-
librium is settled more rapidly at a higher rate of heat
exchange. When the system approaches equilibrium,
mechanisms of the “thermoinduced” friction become
less effective and the SPM oscillator damping decreases.
Therefore, the kinetics of attaining thermal equilibrium
can be determined by monitoring the quality factor of the
oscillator in contact with the sample surface. 
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Abstract—The pulses of current formed when a pulse of gamma quanta travels over an extended absorbing
region have been numerically simulated. Features of the electromagnetic field generated by these pulses are
considered. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
In recent years, much attention has been devoted to
the electromagnetic fields of radiators moving with
velocities equal to or greater than the speed of light in
vacuum [1, 2]. Such a source can be obtained, for
example, by directing a pulse of hard electromagnetic
radiation onto a cylindrical rod with the length greater
than the diameter. If the plane front of this radiation is
perpendicular to the cylinder axis, the pulse of current
generated in the rod will move at a velocity equal to the
speed of light c. In all other cases (nonorthogonal inci-
dence), the pulse will propagate at a supraluminal
velocity. Although all electrons move with velocities
certainly below that of light, the propagation of a region
with nonzero current density along the rod can be rep-
resented as the motion of an effective charge at a
supraluminal velocity.

In order to describe the distribution of secondary
electromagnetic waves formed by such a current pulse,
it is necessary to solve two problems: first, to deter-
mine the shape of the current pulse generated by a
short pulse of the primary hard radiation; second, to
solve the problem of electrodynamics with the initial
conditions corresponding to the current pulse
obtained. Both these problems encounter insuffi-
ciently studied aspects. In particular, the formation of
current pulses by the primary hard radiation beam was
previously studied for the most part phenomenologi-
cally. For example, Karzas and Letter [3] studied the
electromagnetic fields generated by nuclear explo-
sions.

In this study, the shape of the current pulse propa-
gating at a supraluminal velocity was determined by
considering microscopic motions of separate electrons.
Then, using an approach proposed by Manankova [4]
(based on the incomplete separation of variables [5]
and the Riemann formula), the electromagnetic field of
current pulses traveling over a given segment at a
supraluminal velocity v  > c was calculated.
1063-7850/04/3003- $26.00 © 20244
The first problem was solved taking into account
optical absorption, Compton scattering, and the sec-
ondary effects accompanying the interaction of delta
electrons with matter, which lead to the formation of
ions and electrons. The shape of the current pulse was
calculated using a numerical method described previ-
ously [6]. This algorithm allows the time evolution of
the distribution of electrons in the phase space to be
studied. The formation of electrons with energies above
10 keV was simulated using the program package
GEANT [7].

The numerical experiment was performed accord-
ing to the following scheme. An absorbing region (cell)
bounded by a cylindrical surface and two edge planes
perpendicular to the cylinder axis of symmetry (z axis
of the cylindrical coordinate system ρ, z, ϕ) was irradi-
ated by gamma quanta possessing a momentum of
60 keV/s. The cylinder was made of carbon and had a
wall thickness of 10–4 m, a length of l = 50 m, and a
diameter of 0.2 m. This cell was filled with air at a pres-
sure of 1 bar and placed in vacuum. The photons were
simultaneously emitted in the direction of the z axis
from a plane making an angle of θ = arctan(0.1) with
the z axis. Numerical calculations gave the distribution
N(ρ) of electrons passing through a fixed cross section
z = z0 > 0. This distribution characterized the transverse
localization of current. For the given experimental
parameters, the distribution function N(ρ) had a half-
width of ∆R < 10 cm. This value obeys the condition
l @ ∆R necessary for applicability of the linear current
model used in simplified electrodynamic calculations.

Figure 1 shows the shape of the current pulse in the
cross section of the absorbing region at z0 = 30 m. The
pulse duration ∆T on a 0.1 amplitude level does not
exceed 0.2 ns (or 6 cm in ct units). This ∆T value gives
an estimate of the longitudinal localization of current
(along the z axis). Calculations yield the current pulse
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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shapes in various cross sections of the cylinder. The
pulse propagation velocity in the z axis direction is v  =
c/cosθ. The shape of the running pulse was approxi-
mated by the function

(1)

where τ = ct is the temporal variable, β = v /c, A is a
constant factor, and αi > 0 (i = 1, 2) are the coefficients
determined by least squares.

The vector of magnetic induction was calculated
within the framework of a simplified model of linear
current using a general solution of the system of Max-
well equations for a current pulse moving along a
straight line. This solution for initial zero conditions
was obtained in [2], where the electric field and mag-
netic induction vector components were expressed via
a single scalar function v(ρ, z, τ). The edge effects were
ignored because the necessary condition l @ ∆T was
fulfilled.

A nonzero component of the current density vector
can be written as

(2)

where h(z) is the Heaviside function and δ(ρ) is the
Dirac delta function. For an axially symmetric source,
components of the electric field (E) and magnetic
induction (B) vectors can be expressed via the Brom-
wich–Borgnis potential u. This allows the problem to
be formulated as

(3)

where v  = . A nonzero component of the mag-
netic induction vector is related to the solution of this
equation as Bϕ = –∂v /∂ρ. A solution of Eq. (3) in the
space–time representation is given by the expression

(4)
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To summarize, the main results are as follows. The
shape of a current pulse propagating at a velocity
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 The normalized current pulse profile in the cross sec-
tion of the absorbing region at 
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The energy spectra of electromagnetic pulses
observed at various angles 
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(4), 5.8° (5), and arccos(c/v) = arctan(0.1) ≈ 5.71° (6) in the
far zone (Z = 50 km) in the optical frequency range (3 ×
1014–8 × 1014 Hz) for v /c ≅  1.005.
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exceeding the speed of light in vacuum (v /c ≅  1.005)
was determined and the radiation spectra observed at
various angles in the optical frequency range were cal-
culated. In the visible range, the radiation intensity is
maximum at an angle θ ≅  arccos(c/v) relative to the
direction of the current pulse propagation. Therefore,
the angular dependence in the case under consideration
is close to that of the Vavilov–Cherenkov radiation.
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Abstract—We have studied the strain-induced luminescence from thin fine-grained films of various metals
under the action of short (subnanosecond) and long (millisecond) laser pulses. The possible mechanism of lumi-
nescence excitation is considered, according to which the emission is due to the interaction between grain
boundary dislocations and impurities occurring in the intergranular region. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperi-
odica”.
The phenomenon of strain-induced luminescence or
mechanoluminescence (ML) has been studied predom-
inantly by Abramova et al. [1–3] and Molotskiœ [4].
Unfortunately, there are only a few papers devoted to
elucidation of the mechanism of this emission. How-
ever, the ability of materials to produce luminescence
during plastic straining is of considerable basic and
applied value, for example, from the standpoint of
investigation into the process of generation of structural
defects and their interactions in the course of plastic
deformation and fracture.

Previously [1–4], ML was treated as the emission of
light quanta at the moment when a mobile dislocation
escapes from the bulk of material to its surface. How-
ever, when the sample thickness is decreased to a
micron and submicron level, the number of mobile
(weakly trapped) dislocations in the bulk has to drop
(dislocations emerge at the surface). For example, it is
known [5] that there are virtually no dislocations in the
volume of whiskers and thin films. Therefore, one
might expect ML to be hindered in the case of thin
films. The tendency of the threshold stress σth (a mini-
mum stress for which the ML signal from a given sam-
ple is detected) to decrease with the sample thickness
was in fact observed [6] in agreement with the notions
about mobile dislocations involved in the excitation of
ML in metals.

This Letter presents the results of experimental
investigation of the ML from thin fine-grained films of
various metals excited by pulsed thermal straining
under the action of short (subnanosecond) and long
(millisecond) laser pulses.

Each sample was mounted in a special holder imme-
diately in front of a photomultiplier window. The ML
1063-7850/04/3003- $26.00 © 20247
was excited by a laser operating in two regimes with the
output pulse parameters τlas. ≈ 1.4 ms, Emax ≈ 3.5 J (long
pulses) and τlas. ≈ 0.3 µs, Emax ≈ 1 mJ (short pulses). The
laser beam was focused on the sample surface in a spot
with the diameter 2r0 = 1.2–2 mm. The emission was
collected from the sample side opposite to that
exposed to the laser action. The ML was measured by
a photomultiplier sensitive in a wavelength range from
400 to 800 nm, spaced by 8–10 mm from the rear side
of the sample. The output signal of the photomulti-
plier was fed to a digital oscillograph and a personal
computer. The experiments were performed with 1- to
2-µm-thick fine-grained films of molybdenum, tita-
nium, aluminum, and copper prepared by vacuum
deposition onto glass substrates. The finest grain
structure was observed for molybdenum, while alumi-
num and copper films were characterized by the max-
imum grain size.

Figure 1 shows the topographs of the surface of cop-
per and molybdenum films studied in an atomic-force
microscope (AFM). As can be seen, the films possess a
fine-grained structure with a grain size of d ≈ 50–
150 nm for molybdenum and 150–250 nm for copper.

Figure 2 shows the oscillograms of ML signals from
a molybdenum film excited by short and long laser
pulses at an output power density Ilas. above the ML
excitation threshold Ilas.th (defined as the minimum
power of laser pulses for which an ML signal from a
given film is detected). As can be seen, emission excited
by a short laser pulse continues for a long time after ter-
mination of the laser action (i.e., the light is emitted
from a cool metal surface). In the case of long pulses,
ML starts and terminates during the laser action. The
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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intensity and duration of ML depend on the laser power
density: the growth of Ilas. leads to an increase in both
number and density of spikes in the ML signal.

A comparison of the ML signals excited by long
and short laser pulses leads to the conclusion that the
characteristic time of structural changes (relaxation of
laser-induced internal stresses) during which the ML
is excited is much longer than the duration of short
laser pulses (~0.3 µs) and is comparable to or greater
than the duration of long pulses (~1.4 ms). As is
known, such long processes of relaxation of the laser-
induced internal stresses are characteristic of the dis-
location recovery. These results also show evidence in
favor of the dislocation mechanism of ML excitation
in metals.

However, the films studied in our experiments pos-
sess a rather small grain size (Fig. 1). As is known, met-
als with the grain size d < 100 nm exhibit certain pecu-
liarities related to the fine-grained structure. In particu-
lar, the plastic straining in such materials proceeds
predominantly by the mechanism of grain boundary
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Fig. 1. AFM topographs of the surface of (a) copper and
(b) molybdenum films.
T

sliding involving grain boundary dislocations [7–11].
The fact that all films studied in our experiments (pos-
sessing different energy band structures) exhibit ML in
the visible spectral range under the action of plastic
straining indicates that this phenomenon is virtually
independent of the metal band structure (the metal type
determines only the excitation threshold).

Recently [6], we suggested that the ML of fine-
grained metals under the action of plastic straining is
related to the interaction between grain boundary dislo-
cations and impurities occurring in the intergranular
region. On the whole, the results of this investigation of
the ML of fine-grained films of various metals agree
with this mechanism of ML excitation in fine-grained
materials.
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Abstract—A heterocontact between a layered semiconductor (p-type indium monoselenide) and the natural
organic compound turpentine has been created and studied for the first time. The electrical properties of this
system are analogous to those of the metal–dielectric–semiconductor heterostructures, turpentine behaving like
a p-type material. The heterojunction possesses a significant photosensitivity in the near infrared spectral range.
© 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Organic compounds find increasing use in various
technologies, including photoelectronics [1]. This stim-
ulates the investigation into physical properties of syn-
thetic and natural substances [2]. A special direction of
research is devoted to the contacts between semicon-
ductors and biological media [3, 4].

Below we present the results of the first investiga-
tion of a heterojunction between p-InSe and turpentine.
Turpentine is a resinous substance (oleoresin) dis-
charged from cut conifer trees and offers a valuable
source of various technical products and biologically
active compounds. In particular, turpentine is used in
the production of some lacquers and is a raw material
for obtaining camphor and immersion oil for optical
microscopy. Natural turpentine is also used for obtain-
ing rosin (a mixture of resin acids with the composition
C19H29OOH) and technical turpentine (a mixture of ter-
penic unsaturated hydrocarbons with the general for-
mula C10H16).

The samples were prepared using p-InSe:Cd sub-
strates with a charge carrier density of p ≈ 1014 cm–3 at
T = 300 K according to the Hall measurements. The
choice of this semiconductor was determined by a num-
ber of factors, the main of which are (i) the possibility
of obtaining plates with atomically smooth surface and
low density of dangling bonds by cleavage of an InSe
ingot in air and (ii) the ability of this semiconductor to
form rectifying barriers in contacts with various mate-
rials possessing both lower (In2O3) and higher (Au)
electron work function [5].

The turpentine films were prepared by spraying an
ethanol solution of turpentine onto freshly cleaved
semiconductor substrates at room temperature. The
thicknesses of propolis films varied from 10 to 30 µm
and their specific conductivities were on the order of
10–10–10–11 Ω–1 cm–1. The electric contacts on both
semiconductor and turpentine surfaces were obtained
1063-7850/04/3003- $26.00 © 20250
by depositing silver, which is known to provide for the
best ohmic contacts with p-InSe [6].

Measurements of the stationary current–voltage
(J−V) characteristics of the samples prepared as
described above showed that the p-InSe–turpentine het-
erojunctions exhibit a clearly pronounced rectification
effect: for a bias voltage of 1.5–2 V, the forward current
exceeds the reverse current by about two orders of mag-
nitude. The forward direction always corresponded to
the bias voltage source minus on p-InSe, which indicate
that turpentine in contact with InSe behaves as a p-type
material.

Figure 1a (curves 1 and 2) shows the typical J−V
curve of the p-InSe–turpentine junction. Note that a
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Fig. 1. Turpentine–p-InSe heterocontact (T = 295°C):
(a) forward (1) and reverse (2) branches of the stationary
current–voltage characteristic; (b) capacitance–voltage
characteristics measured at various frequencies f = 10 (1),
20 (2), and 30 kHz (3).
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sharp increase in the current density observed on the
reverse branch for |V | ≈ 1.75–4.5 V is characteristic of
the structures with a dielectric layer at the interface [7],
while the appearance of “steps” on increasing the
reverse bias voltage (Fig. 1a, curve 2) is usually attrib-
uted to the resonance tunneling of charge carriers from
the bulk of the base material (turpentine) via two
sequential tunneling-transparent barriers in (i) a
depleted part of the space charge region and (ii) the
dielectric layer with intermediate participation of a
quantum well formed by the conduction band of the
base material [8].

The electrical parameters of the sample structures
showed no signs of degradation after the moment of
preparation (over six months). This stability may be
evidence of the absence of irreversible chemical reac-
tions both at the turpentine–semiconductor interface
and in the turpentine layer. There are published data on
the reversible chemical processes in turpentine, includ-
ing those under illumination [9].

The capacitance–voltage (C–V) characteristics of
the semiconductor–turpentine heterojunctions mea-
sured in a frequency range of f = 10–50 kHz were typi-
cal of the high-frequency C–V curves of heterostruc-
tures of the metal–dielectric–semiconductor type [7].
The absence of changes of the absolute value of capac-
itance Ci in the regime of accumulation of the majority
carriers (Fig. 1b, curves 1–3) upon a twofold or even
more pronounced variation of the turpentine film thick-
ness suggests that the biological medium exhibits sepa-
ration in the course of polymerization with the forma-
tion of a less high-ohmic layer situated closer to the sur-
face and a more high-ohmic transition layer (from the
standpoint of electrochemistry, the Gouy–Chapman
and Helmholtz layers). The latter layer is responsible
for the observed behavior of C–V curves. The fre-
quency dependence of the C–V characteristics of the
p-InSe–turpentine heterojunction can be related both to
the inertial character of current transfer in high-ohmic
organic compounds [10] and to the influence of a large
serial resistance of the heterostructure [11]. In the latter
case, the contact potential difference determined from
the C–V curve using the method described in [11]
amounted to ϕ0 = 0.32 ± 0.02 eV, in good agreement
with the saturation photo emf (Voc = 0.27–0.32 V).

Under illumination with natural light, p-InSe–tur-
pentine heterojunctions exhibit photo emf and the semi-
conductor acquires a negative charge, which is consis-
tent with the forward current direction in the J–V char-
acteristics. The photo emf direction depends neither on
the wavelength nor on the position of the light spot on
the sample surface. The magnitude of the photore-
sponse is greater when the heterostructure is illumi-
nated from the side of the turpentine film.

Figure 2 (curves 1 and 2) shows the typical spectra
of the relative quantum efficiency η(hv) determined as
the ratio of the photocurrent to the number of photons
incident onto a p-InSe–turpentine heterostructure. For
TECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 30      No. 3      200
comparison, we also present the analogous η(hv)
curves of the heterojunctions between p-InSe and the
organic compounds representing the main turpentine
components: technical turpentine and rosin (curves 3
and 4, respectively). These curves are qualitatively sim-
ilar to the spectra of photosensitivity of a number of
heterojunctions between semiconductors and biologi-
cal media (proteins, green leaves, etc.), for which the
long-wavelength boundaries of the relative quantum
efficiency spectra are determined by the semiconductor
bandgap width [3]. Therefore, the observed spectra can
be interpreted in a similar manner. Characteristic fea-
tures of the η(hv) curves of the p-InSe–turpentine het-
erostructure are a shift of the photosensitivity peak
toward longer wavelengths relative to the semiconduc-
tor bandgap width (Eg = 1.2 eV at T = 300 K) and vir-
tually identical spectra of photosensitivity observed for
a sample illuminated from the semiconductor and tur-
pentine sides. It should be noted that the optical absorp-
tion spectrum of turpentine measured at T = 300 K
showed that the material is transparent in the wave-
length range studied (~90% transmission for a ~30-µm-
thick film). An analogous behavior was previously
observed for a heterocontact of the same semiconductor
with propolis, another natural organic compound [4].

The appearance of photosensitivity beyond the fun-
damental absorption edge of a semiconductor crystal is
possible in the presence of defects, for example, caused
by the radiation damage [12]. However, the intensity of
a photoconductivity signal in such cases is significantly
lower as compared to that observed for the p-InSe–tur-
pentine heterostructure. Probably, we observe an impu-
rity photosensitivity of turpentine under the action of a
space charge region occurring completely in this bio-
logical medium. The presence of several plateaus in the
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frequency dependence of capacitance of a symmetric
Ag–turpentine–Ag structure (Fig. 2, curve 5) shows
evidence of the presence of several deep levels in tur-
pentine. However, verification of this assumption
requires additional investigation.

Thus, we have demonstrated the principal possibil-
ity of using turpentine as a base material for photosen-
sors operating in the near infrared range.
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Abstract—The mechanism of synchronization of oscillations in two identical coupled flow systems has been
studied. The time (past the coupling onset) during which a synchronous oscillation regime is established
depends on the oscillation phase difference between the subsystems. Variation of the coupling parameter leads
to a change in the character of dependence of the synchronization time on the phase difference. Several types
of synchronization processes are revealed, which are realized for various values of the coupling parameter.
© 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
In recent years, the problem of synchronization of
nonlinear dynamical systems, in particular, the synchro-
nization of chaotic oscillations, has received much atten-
tion. The original papers by Pecora and Carroll [1, 2]
inspired extensive research in this direction and the
number of publications still rapidly increases. This
interest is related to the fact that the phenomenon of
synchronization is involved in a large number of prob-
lems possessing both basic and applied significance.
Examples include secret data transmission [3–6] and
numerous problems in biology [7, 8], chemistry [9],
ecology [10], astronomy [11], etc.

Besides the investigations aimed at determining the
values of control parameters providing for the synchro-
nization, establishing the conditions of synchronism
breakage [12], and confirming weak coupling between
several subsystems [13], the attention of researchers
has also been drawn to determining the time of settling
synchronous oscillations [14, 15]. The interest in this
problem has both theoretical and practical aspects. For
example, in the case of secret data transmission using
chaotic synchronization techniques, the knowledge of
the time interval during which the synchronization
takes place allows the useful information to be correctly
extracted [4]. It was demonstrated for two identical
coupled van der Pol oscillators (representing the sim-
plest model systems) [14, 15] that the dependence of
the time of complete synchronization on the coupling
parameter obeys a power law; the results were illus-
trated by numerical estimates.

This study was aimed at establishing how strongly (if
at all) the time of complete synchronization settling [16]
in two identical coupled systems depends on the initial
phase difference. Previously [17], we have demon-
strated for two autooscillatory dynamical systems (van
der Pol oscillator and distributed active medium of the
“helical electron beam–backward electromagnetic
1063-7850/04/3003- $26.00 © 20253
wave” type) under external periodic action that the time
of synchronism settling at a frequency of the external
driving signal significantly depends on the phase differ-
ence between natural oscillations and the driving sig-
nal.

Let us consider, following [14, 15], a system of two
van der Pol oscillators with unidirectional coupling,

(1)

where x and u are the dynamic variables characterizing
the states of the first (driving) and second (driven) oscil-
lator, respectively; d = 0.3 is the nonlinearity parame-
ter; K is the coupling parameter; δ(ξ) is the Heaviside
function; and t0 is the moment of switching on the uni-
directional coupling, before which the two systems
evolved independently (the time t0 is selected suffi-
ciently large for the transient processes in both systems
to cease and the imaging points in the phase space to
attain their limiting cycles).

The system of equations (1) was numerically solved
using the fourth-order Runge–Kutta method with a time
step of h = 0.001. The period of time Ts to complete
synchronization was determined as

(2)

where ts is the moment of time corresponding to the onset
of complete synchronism. A criterion for the complete
synchronization was selected in the following form:

(3)

Figure 1 shows the characteristic plots of the period
of time Ts , for which complete synchronism is settled
in system (1) after switching on the coupling between
two autooscillators, versus the initial phase ϕx(t0) of

ẋ̇ d 1 x2–( ) ẋ x+ + 0,=

u̇̇ d 1 u2–( )u̇ u+ + K u x–( )δ t t0–( ),=

T s ts t0,–=

x u–( )2 ẋ u̇–( )2+ 10 3– .≤
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oscillations of the first (driving) oscillator. The moment
of switching on the unidirectional coupling is chosen so
that the phase ϕu(t0) of oscillations of the second
(driven) oscillator would be zero. In fact, we study the
dependence of the time to complete synchronization
versus the initial phase difference ϕx(t0)–ϕu(t0) between
the driving and driven oscillations at the moment of
coupling onset. The results of our investigations
showed that a change in the initial phase ϕu(t0) of the
driven oscillator leads to a shift of the Ts versus ϕx(t0)
curve along the phase axis in the absence of any quali-
tative changes in the character of this dependence.

As can be seen from Fig. 1, the time to complete
synchronization depends on the initial phase difference
between driving and driven oscillators. Obviously,
should the initial phase difference ϕx(t0)–ϕu(t0) between
the driving and driven oscillations be zero at the
moment of coupling onset, the oscillations are synchro-
nous from the very beginning and the time to synchro-
nization is zero (Fig. 1).

For a nonzero initial phase difference, the time to
complete synchronization of system (1) also differs
from zero and changes rather weakly in a broad interval
of variation of the initial phase ϕx(t0) of the driving
oscillator. On the other hand, it can be clearly seen from
the curves corresponding to small values of the cou-
pling parameter K that there are intervals of the initial
phase ϕx(t0) in which the Ts values significantly differ
from the typical duration of synchronization. When the
coupling parameters K are below certain critical value
Kc (for the given control parameters, Kc ≈ 0.145), there
exists an initial phase of the driving oscillator ϕx(t0) =
ϕc for which the time to synchronization significantly
increases. 

When the coupling parameter K increases above a
certain critical level, the character of the Ts versus ϕx(t0)
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Fig. 1. Plots of the period of time Ts, for which complete
synchronism is settled in system (1) after switching on the
coupling between two autooscillators, versus the initial
phase ϕx(t0) of oscillations of the first (driving) oscillator
for various values of the coupling parameter K.
TE
curves exhibits a qualitative change (see Fig. 1, curves
for K = 0.14 and 0.15), whereby approximately the
same initial phase ϕc of the driving oscillator brings a
sharp minimum evidencing that the regime of complete
synchronization at this point is attained significantly
faster than in the typical case.1 As the coupling parame-
ter grows further, the time to complete synchronization
decreases and all variations in the Ts versus ϕx(t0) curves
vanish (see Fig. 1, curve for K = 0.75).

Let us consider peculiarities of the complete syn-
chronization settling in system (1) with K = 0.15. For
this coupling parameter, the curve of the time to com-
plete synchronization Ts versus the initial phase of the
driving oscillator ϕx(t0) exhibits a singularity at ϕc =
0.547 (Fig. 1). In the interval of initial phases of the
driving oscillator ϕx(t0) ∈  (0, ϕc), the driven system
behaves as follows (Fig. 2a). Initially, the oscillation
amplitude sharply decreases and then gradually
increases to approach the value corresponding to a sta-
tionary regime. This mechanism allows the mismatch
between phases of the driving ϕx(t) and driven ϕu(t)
subsystems to be eliminated. The phase trajectory
reflecting the behavior of the driven subsystem winds
on the limiting cycle from inside. A considerable frac-
tion of time past the moment when the amplitude of
oscillations in the driven system attained an initial
value is spent for fine adjustment of the phase relation
between the two oscillators.

For the initial phases of the driving oscillator
ϕx(t0) ∈  (ϕc, 2π), the driven system behaves somewhat
differently (Fig. 2c). It also sharply drops initially and
then starts approaching the value corresponding to a
stationary regime, but the phase trajectory winds on the
limiting cycle from outside. The case of ϕx(t0) = ϕc cor-
responds to the boundary situation, whereby the system
exhibits a change from the first to second scenario in
behavior of the driven oscillator (Fig. 2b). This situa-
tion is optimum from the standpoint of synchronism
settling: as soon as the amplitude of oscillations in the
system reaches the value corresponding to a stationary
regime, the phases of both subsystems turn out to be
equal and no time is spent for their fine adjustment.

For smaller values of the coupling parameter K, the
action of the first oscillator upon the second is insuffi-
cient to provide for realization of the above mechanism
of the phase adjustment involving a sharp initial drop of
the oscillation amplitude in the driven system, followed
by gradual approach to the initial value and fine phase
adjustment. With small K values, the amplitude of
oscillations in the driven subsystem changes only
slightly and the phase difference between oscillations
in the two subsystems is eliminated very slowly. This
results in a general increase in the time Ts required for
synchronization and in a qualitative change in the char-

1 It should be noted that variation of the coupling parameter K
leads to small changes in the initial phase ϕc corresponding to a
sharp difference of Ts from the typical value.
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acter of singularity (from minimum to maximum) at ϕc
in the Ts versus ϕx(t0) curve.

Finally, for greater values of the coupling parameter
K (see the curve for K = 0.75 in Fig. 1), the mechanism
of synchronization settling is as follows. As the cou-
pling is switched on, the driven subsystem exhibits a
sharp change in the oscillation amplitude (initial drop
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Fig. 2. Phase portraits illustrating the behavior of system (1)
with the coupling parameter K = 0.15. The limiting cycle
(thick solid curve) reflects behavior of the first (driving) oscil-
lator in the coordinates (x, ); light-gray phase trajectory
shows the behavior of the second (driven) oscillator in the
coordinates (u, ) between the time moments t0 and ts. The
initial phase ϕu(t0) of the driven oscillator is zero, while that
of the driving oscillator is ϕx(t0) = 0.5 (a), 0.547 (ϕx = ϕc) (b),
and 0.55 (c).
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followed by increase), at the expense of which the
phase mismatch between the two subsystems is elimi-
nated so that no fine adjustment is required. For this
reason, the time to complete synchronization at large
values of the coupling parameter K is virtually indepen-
dent of the initial phase difference between the driving
and driven oscillators.

Thus, we have demonstrated that the time of com-
plete synchronism settling in two identical subsystems
depends on the initial phase difference between these
subsystems. It was shown that there are several mecha-
nisms of synchronization, which are realized for vari-
ous values of the coupling parameter K.
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Abstract—Gold films with thicknesses ranging from below 1 nm to 3 nm have been simultaneously deposited
by the ion beam sputter technique onto the surface of glass substrates smooth on a subnanometer level and onto
Si(001) substrates with nanodimensional inhomogeneities in the form of germanium atomic islands. Irrespec-
tive of the substrate surface nature, gold deposition initially leads to the formation of a stable layer with a thick-
ness of several atomic monolayers. The gold films with thicknesses above 2 nm are continuous and homoge-
neous. Terminated in an intermediate stage, the sputter deposition of gold may result in the formation of an
inhomogeneous layer of the island type. The results are interpreted taking into account the well-known fact that
a high-energy component is present in the flux of the ion beam sputtered target material. © 2004 MAIK
“Nauka/Interperiodica”.
As is known, the process of film nucleation on a sub-
strate surface starts on a nanodimensional level and is
not necessarily continuous [1, 2]. For this reason, the
properties of films with thicknesses in the nanometer
range are determined to a considerable extent by pecu-
liarities of the initial deposition stage. The knowledge
of the initial deposition stage is especially important for
obtaining films with the properties required for particu-
lar practical applications. Transparent gold films with a
thickness of several nanometers are widely used in mul-
tilayer film structures [1, 3], for the formation of trans-
parent ohmic contacts [4, 5], for the investigation of the
surface properties of dielectric materials by scanning
electron microscopy [2], etc. 

We have studied the process of nucleation of gold
films on the surface of silicon plates with nanoislands
of germanium formed by molecular beam epitaxy [6].
It was established that the surface of such plates con-
tains nanoislands of two types, large (dome-shaped)
and small (pyramidal), spaced by island-free surface
areas smooth on a subnanometer level [6]. Therefore,
using these samples, it is possible to study (e.g., in an
atomic force microscope) the process of gold deposi-
tion simultaneously onto a subnanometer-smooth sur-
face and onto areas of the same surface with nanodi-
mensional inhomogeneities of certain size and shape.
Using polished glass substrates in the same deposition
cycle, it is possible to separate the contribution due to
factors independent of the substrate nature. 

The gold films were prepared using the ion beam
sputter deposition technique. The experimental setup
equipped with an ion beam source based on a two-stage
self-sustained low-pressure gas discharge with a hollow
1063-7850/04/3003- $26.00 © 20256
cold cathode was described in detail elsewhere [5, 7]. A
target was sputtered by a beam of argon ions with an
energy of 0.8 keV at a beam current density of
0.15 mA/cm2. The target was a plate of gold with a
purity of no less than 99.99% Au. The residual vacuum
in the working chamber was below 10–3 Pa, and the
working pressure during deposition did not exceed
10−2 Pa. The flux of gold atoms sputtered from the tar-
get was deposited simultaneously onto substrates of
two types. Substrates of the first type were prepared by
cutting a Si(001) wafer with Ge nanoislands into 5 ×
10-mm plates. Substrates of the second type were 20 ×
20-mm glass plates with the surface polished by ion
beam deposition–sputter cycles to a subnanometer level
of smoothness [3]. 

The surfaces of the initial substrates and deposited
gold films were studied using a Femtoscan-001 atomic
force microscope (AFM) (Advanced Technology Cen-
ter, Moscow State University, Moscow). A sample sur-
face area of up to 5 × 5 µm was scanned in a contact
mode with a silicon cantilever of the CSC12 type
(MicroMasch, www.spmtips.com). The film resistivi-
ties ρ determined by the four-point-probe technique for
the samples on glass substrates were within 10 kΩ/h.
The optical transmission spectra of the same samples in
the 300–500 nm range were measured on a Hitachi-340
spectrophotometer. 

Figure 1 shows the typical AFM images of a silicon
substrate with germanium nanoislands before (a) and
after (b–d) gold deposition for a certain period of time:
10 (b), 15 (c), and 20 s (d). An analysis of the AFM
images shows that the island-free areas of the initial
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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substrates are smooth (Fig. 1a). Large dome-shaped
islands have a height of about 12 nm and an average lat-
eral size (full width at half-height) of about 62 nm. The
lateral size and height distributions of small pyramidal
islands reveal two groups: first, with an average lateral
size of 35 nm and a height of about 2 nm and, second,
with these dimensions of 45 and 4.5 nm, respectively. 

After ion beam sputter deposition of gold for 10 s,
the height of the dome-shaped islands on silicon
decreases to 10 nm, while their average lateral size
increases to 88 nm (Fig. 1b). Analogous changes are
observed for the pyramidal islands. The trends of
decreasing height and increasing lateral size lead to
some uncertainty in dividing the islands into groups for
statistical analysis. The island-free substrate surface
(Fig. 1b) becomes more rough than the initial one, but
the size of inhomogeneities does not exceed 1.5 nm.
The surface of a glass substrate after 10-s deposition
acquires blue color and has a surface resistivity of
1.8−2 kΩ/h and a transmission on a level of 85%
(Fig. 2, curve 1). 

When the time of continuous gold deposition is
increased to 15 s, the silicon substrate appears as uni-
formly covered with small roughnesses with a height of
up to 3 nm and a lateral size within 10–25 nm over the
entire area, except for the apices of dome-shaped
islands, the heights and lateral dimensions of which
decrease to 7 and 48 nm, respectively (Fig. 1c). Most of
the pyramidal islands cannot be distinguished on this
general background, because their average dimensions
are comparable with those of inhomogeneities appear-
ing after gold deposition. The inhomogeneities are
electrically insulated from one another: the surface
resistivity of such film on a glass substrate exceeds
10 kΩ/h. Gold films on the glass substrate upon a 15-s
deposition exhibit gray color and have a transparency
below 75% (Fig. 2, curve 2). 

After continuous deposition of gold for 20 s, the
areas between islands on silicon substrates again
appear smooth (Fig. 1d). The dome-shaped islands are
still decreased in height (relative to the initial value) on
the average to 7.4 nm, but their average lateral size
increases to 90 nm (Fig. 1d). The gold films upon a 20-s
deposition on a glass substrate have a surface resistivity
of 350–400 Ω/h, possess a deep blue color, and have a
transmission on a level of 80% (Fig. 2, curve 3). Further
increase in the time of continuous disposition leads to a
decrease in the height of dome-shaped islands on silicon
substrates, spreading of their lateral dimensions, and
merging of these islands together. The corresponding
coatings on glass substrates acquire a yellow tint and the
surface resistivity decreases below 100 Ω/h. 

The results described above show that the ion beam
sputter deposition of gold initially leads to the formation
of a continuous film with a thickness up to 3–4 atomic
monolayers, irrespective of the substrate type. This film
remains stable if the deposition process is terminated.
Thicker coatings may separate, upon termination of the
TECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 30      No. 3      200
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deposition process, into isolated islands with a height
of about 3 nm. No such island formation is observed
and the gold coating appears as a continuous film if the
continuous deposition time increases and the deposit
thickness is comparable with or greater than the height
of these islands. Smearing of the images of pyramidal
islands and their spreading and merging together are
indicative of the preferred gold deposition into depres-
sions of the surface relief (Figs. 1b and 1d). 

Considerable changes in the state of gold films in
the initial deposition stages and problems related to the
correct determination of thicknesses of such ultrathin
films are probably among the factors responsible for the
discrepancies of some results reported in literature.
When the gold film thicknesses were evaluated based
on the deposition time, gold islands of close lateral
dimensions were observed for the films with condi-
tional thicknesses of 0.8 nm [8] and 0.4 nm [5]. Accord-
ing to [4], gold films with a conditional thickness of
6 nm had a transmission of up to 85% at a wavelength
of 470 nm. In our study, the film thicknesses were eval-
uated based on the step height in the vicinity of round
wells formed on glass substrates as described in [9].
The results of our AFM measurement showed that a
20-s deposition leads to the formation of a gold films
with a thickness no greater than 2.4–2.6 nm and a trans-
parency not exceeding 80% (Fig. 2, curve 3). 

Thus, by terminating the ion beam sputter deposi-
tion process, it is possible to separate three steps in the
initial stages of growth of the gold films. By the order
of appearance and the exterior of deposit, these steps
can be identified with the film growth stages as
described within the framework of the Stranski–Kras-
tanov model [1, 2]. According to this model, a thin con-
tinuous stable layer is formed in the first stage. This is
followed by the formation of islands as a result of stress
relaxation at the film-substrate interface. Finally, a uni-
form growth of the film takes place. 

However, our results reveal two significant differ-
ences from the well-known model. The first is a rela-
tively large thickness of the initial continuous film. A
possible explanation is related to the effect of “auto-
radiation” of the deposited gold flux. Previously [3], we
suggested that this effect may account for the appear-
ance of cobalt atoms inside a copper matrix upon the
ion beam sputter deposition using cobalt–copper alloy
targets [10]. The essence of the “auto-radiation” effect
consists in that the average energy of atoms in the flux
of sputtered material is on the order of several electron-
volts, while the high-energy “tail” extends up to several
dozens of electronvolts [11]. Thus, a considerable frac-
tion of atoms in the deposited flux possess energies
exceeding the binding energies of atoms in the known
materials [12]. Therefore, a part of the high-energy gold
atoms in the deposited atomic flux are capable of pro-
ducing point defects on the substrate surface (in the ini-
tial deposition stage) and within several atomic mono-
layers of the deposit (in the subsequent stages). The
TE
former circumstance improves the adhesion of the film
to substrate, which explains the formation of a stable
continuous film with a thickness of several atomic mono-
layers (Fig. 1b). The latter circumstance suggests that
two to four surface monolayers of gold contain (and
retain, in case of termination of the deposition process)
additional structural disorder caused by stopping high-
energy atoms contained in the deposited flux. If the dep-
osition process is terminated at a moment when the
thickness of damaged layers is comparable with that of
the previously deposited layer, the deposit may exhibit a
transition to a more equilibrium island film (Fig. 1c). 

The second difference from the Stranski–Krastanov
model is that no island formation is observed if the dep-
osition process is conducted continuously or terminated
at a late stage. Indeed, the effect of the surface damage
on the equilibrium state of a deposit decreases with
increasing thickness. For this reason, the islands are not
formed when the deposition process is terminated after
a sufficiently long time (Fig. 1d). 
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